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Sharing Skills
Helps This 

Community Prosper

FrOm the editOr: 

By elaine Belanger

I write this issue’s editorial with great 
excitement and a touch of nervous-
ness. When we decided to start 

Backyard Poultry Magazine we knew 
there was a great interest in a magazine 
on poultry for the small flock enthusiast. 
With the first issue we worked hard to 
find interesting and useful articles that 
many would enjoy. 

In the first issue I also spoke of a 
“poultry community” and asked you to 
join it. What we didn’t realize was just 
how large that community was going 
to be. 

We printed 15,000 copies of the 
premier issue. Within two weeks we 
printed another 15,000 copies and as I 
write this in mid-February we are print-
ing 5,000  more just to meet the demand. 
Thirty-five thousand copies—that is truly 
incredible. 

We are a small family-owned publish-
ing company with nine employees and 
four publications so it took a tremendous 
effort on the part of every employee to 
pitch in and get all the requests processed 
and mailed in a timely fashion. I want 
to thank my co-workers for that extra 
effort. 

And I want to thank all of you—the 
poultry community—for your interest 
and enthusiasm. Within the first few 
weeks I have received letters, stories, 
questions for the Answer Man and many 
fine photos for the photo contest. 

Like any community, whether it is 
the surrounding farms, a small town, 
or the neighborhood in a big city, you 
need to join in to feel a part of it. You 
get out of it what you put into it. I want 
to encourage each of you to continue to 
share your knowledge, experiences and 
questions with other readers by sending 
your stories, comments and more to me. 
Give some thought, right now, to what 

you have to share with others. If it comes 
to your mind, others will be thinking 
about it too. 

Share the things that have worked 
well (housing, brooding, predator pro-
tection, etc.) and share those ideas that 
didn’t (maybe you can save someone 
else the expense and disappointment 
of trying some project you already 
know won’t work). Include details 
and try to be specific. Include photos 
or diagrams to help others visualize 
your project.

Share the fun stories of your poultry. 
Consider why you raise birds and encour-
age others who are still hesitating about 
what breed to raise, or even if they should 
raise poultry at all.

If you raise unusual breeds or poultry 
other than chickens, tell others. They may 
be needing that little nudge to “just do 
it” and your story might be the one that 
convinces them. 

If you have a poultry association, 
poultry group or special event coming 
up, tell us about your activities.  

Share your memories from “the good 
old days” to remind others how things 
were done back then. 

When you do send us a story, be sure 
to include the following contact informa-
tion: name, complete mailing address, 
phone number and e-mail, if you have 
it, and write “permission to print” some-
where on the letter/e-mail. Send your 
stories and photos to  Backyard Poultry, 
Attn: Elaine, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, 
WI 54451 or e-mail me at byp@tds.net. 

I can’t promise that everything sent  
will be printed, but I do promise that 
every article or letter will be read and 
considered.

Yes, we want this magazine to be edu-
cational and useful, but learning should 
be fun, too. 
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The Word is Out
Just a few of the nice comments that 

have come our way regarding the premier 
issue of Backyard Poultry:

• Just a quick note to tell you I’m 
very glad to see your magazine. I’ve 
seen magazines for every breed of dog, 
cat, rabbit, reptile, even ferrets and have 
thought one for chickens was long over-
due. Watching my Cochins peacefully 
groom my yard after a hard day is very 
cheap therapy. 

• I’m really excited about this maga-
zine. Thanks for the ideas and the 
magazine. 

• Thanks for the sample issue, it was 
interesting and had good tips and ideas. I 
would also be interested in articles about 
pheasants. 

We plan to devote the June/July is-
sue  to various poultry types other than 
chickens. We will certainly be includ-
ing pheasants and other game birds, 
as well as waterfowl, turkeys, pigeons, 
and more. 

Do you have special knowledge or 
skills related to any of these types of 
poultry that you would like included? Do 
you have questions about other poultry 
you have always wanted answered? Send 
them to Backyard Poultry at the above 
address. 

• There is no journal for folks that 
are trying to make poultry a profitable 
backyard enterprise. There is the odd 
article here and there in various journals 
but nothing on a regular basis. Having 
something each issue for those folks who 
are really trying to make a profit would, 
I believe, be useful. 

Robert, Maine

We believe many readers are inter-
ested in hearing about ways that other 
readers make a profit with poultry (or at 
least break even). In this issue we have 
included several articles with that in 
mind. See Roosters for Roasters (page 
33), Direct Marketing to Restaurants 
(page 34) and Managing Poultry on 
Pasture (page 44). 

Do you have a story to tell on how 
you make your poultry a profitable 
enterprise? Send your responses to the 
address above and share some of your 
secrets to success.

Help Wanted
Could you please tell me where 

Araucana Silver Duckwings, as shown 
on page 12 of the February/March issue, 
may be purchased? 

H.D., Tennessee

We asked the SPPA for an answer to 
the next two questions regarding rare 
breeds. 

Claude McAllister at Seven Oaks 
Game Farm, 7823 Masonboro Sound Rd., 
Wilmington, NC 28409-2672; (910) 791-
5352; www.poultrystuff.com, has bantam 
Silver Duckwing Araucanas. Brian Mierow 
in Stillwater, MN; bgmierowmn@aol.com, 
also has bantams.

Sky Blue Egg Standard and Bantam 
Araucanas; www.skyblueegg.com, has 
hatching eggs in Golden Duckwing Stan-
dard Araucanas.

Mr. Mierow suggests that if you are 
not able to find the large size fowl, you 
can breed towards them by starting 
with a Golden Duckwing and breed-
ing toward the Silver color pattern 
or starting with a Black Breasted Red 
standard size crossed to the largest 
and best of the Silver Duckwing Ban-
tams. Cull each generation for color 
and size until you achieve the desired 
color pattern.  

I have a small backyard flock which 
I enjoy immensely.  I have wanted to try 
to raise some “Buckeyes,” which I un-
derstand are a rare breed, but have been 
unable to locate a place to purchase them.  
Even the places that say they deal with 
exotic or rare breeds don’t have any when 
I inquire about them.  Any leads on where 
I can  purchase some Buckeye?

Also I have one rooster who, it has 
been two years, has yet to fertilize any 
eggs—any help for him or do I just need 
a new rooster?

Ed, North Carolina

Buckeyes are a composite breed de-
veloped in Ohio, the only North American 
breed developed by a woman, Mrs. Nettie 
Metcalf of Warren. She started her work 
on developing a distinctive Buckeye 
State breed from the Rhode Island Red 
in 1896. She crossed Barred Plymouth 
Rocks with Buff Cochins, added some 
Black-Breasted Red Game and then bred 
the reds to each other until the color and 
type stabilized. The breed was admitted 
to the Standard in 1904. 

Their relatively small peacombs with-
stand the cold well.

Cocks should weigh about 9 lbs., hens 
about 6.5 lbs. They are a rich mahogany 
bay, slightly darker on the wing bows in 
cocks. Think of the rich color of buckeye 
nuts. Some black marking may occur on 
cocks’ flight and main tail feathers. 

The Buckeye retains the stocky Indian 
Game type that makes it a distinctive 
breed and a good meat bird. That game 
background may also account for their 
somewhat assertive nature, but makes 
them confident around people. They are 
adaptable to any living circumstances, 
but prefer room to roam.

They have stout muscular thighs when 
selected for meat production and a broad, 
well-rounded breast carried well up.

They are available from Glenn Drowns 
at Sandhill Preservation Center in Cala-

letters: Do you have something to crow about?
We want to hear from you.  Send questions, comments, 

opinions, advice, coming events, etc., to: 
Backyard Poultry Editor

145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451
e-mail: byp@tds.net 
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mus, Iowa, www.sandhillpreservation.
com, (563) 246-2299; Duane Urch at 
Urch/Turnland Poultry in Owatonna, 
Minnesota, (507) 451-6782, 7-9 p.m. cen-
tral time only, please; and Ideal Poultry 
Breeding Farms in Cameron, Texas, www.
idealpoultry.com, (254) 697-6677. They 
are all reputable breeders. The place clos-
est to home is usually best. —SPPA

See the Answer Man on page 30 for 
a response to Ed’s last question. 

How Does Weather Affect
Fertilization of Eggs?

I attempted to hatch 15 chicken eggs 
purchased from a hatchery in Minnesota. 
Only 8 of the 15 hatched. I thought that 
I followed the incubator instuctions ex-
actly. I live in Wisconsin and contacted a 
local pheasant hatchery. They suggested 
I wait another few weeks as the roosters 
aren’t as “active” as they will be later in 
the spring. Is this true for chickens and 
other poultry too? What else may have 
been the reason for such poor results?

John via Internet 
Well, readers and hatcheries: Can 

you answer this question? What experi-
ences and suggestions do you have for 
John?

Using the Term “Easter Egg 
Chicken” Appropriately

In the article by Dr. James Rock, titled 
“Selecting the Right Breed” on page 12 of 
the Feb/March, 2006 issue of Backyard 
Poultry I believe the use of the term 
“Easter egg chicken” to be inappropriate 
when referring to the Araucana, just as it 
would be for the Ameraucana.

The term Easter egg chicken is well 
defined on the Araucana Club of America 
(ACA) website: http://araucana.free-
hosting.net/Faq.htm, and the Canadian 
Araucana Society (CAS) website: http://
members.shaw.ca/CanadianAraucanaSo-
ciety/FAQ.htm.

“Easter Egg Chicken: is the result of 
crossbreeding, it is a nondescript type of 
chicken whose conformation does not 
fit any recognized poultry standard, but 
whose hens lay eggs of colors other than 
brown or white. Unfortunately, this type 
of chicken is commonly sold as Araucana 
or Ameraucana.” 

The Ameraucana Breeders Club 
(ABC) website: http://www.ameraucana.

org/faq.html#TWO says, 
“Easter Egg chicken or Easter Egger: 

as any chicken that possesses the blue egg 
gene, but doesn’t fully meet any breed 
descriptions as defined in the Ameri-
can Poultry (APA) and/or Association 
American Bantam Association (ABA) 
standards.” 

Also nowhere in the APA or ABA 
Standards will you find the Araucana 
or Ameraucana referred as Easter egg 
chicken.

The above references, in my opinion, 
should be the first one to go by since they 
are from official breed clubs and official 
North American poultry associations. I 
also believe this to be an opinion shared 
by most, if not all, breeders, as well as 
non-breeders.

The following might explain why 
the term Easter egg chicken is still inap-
propriately used. The term might have 
been appropriate when first used years 
ago in some references such as in the 
1948 National Geographic article named 
“Easter egg chickens” as well as in many 
others.

In those days, there was no such thing 
as an official recognized standard for 
the Araucana, therefore it was only fair 
game to use the term which meant and 
included any type of chickens that laid 
colored eggs. Since then many things 
have changed; the APA and the ABA 
have both recognized the Araucana and 
approved a specific standard to which 
they are judge by or bred to. The same is 
true for many other countries.

The term “Easter egg chicken” should 
be use only to describe all birds that lay 
colored eggs but are not officially rec-
ognized as a breed by an official poultry 

association, such as ABA or APA or from 
other countries. 

This is one reason there are so many 
people that still confuse the names Ar-
aucana, Ameraucana and the Easter egg 
chicken. We need to start using the ap-
propriate terms to describe them.

The use of their appropriate name to 
identify them is very important; it would 
be just as inappropriate for us breeders 
to call all birds that lay colored eggs 

Sunny Creek Farms
Specializing in repairs & manuals for:

• Humidaire • Petersime • Jamesway 
• Robbins • Lyons • American • GQF

 • Leahy incubators
• used incubators
   of all above brands  
   listed & others
(selling, trading, buying)

• automatic egg          
     turners 

Sunny Creek Farms
15378 160 St SW

Red Lake Falls, MN 56750
1-218-253-2291

   listed & others   listed & others
Free!! 

Brochure 

Clearview Stock
Farm & Hatchery

Box 399, Gratz, PA 17030
(717) 365-3234

Fax (717) 365-3594

Goslings, Ducklings, Guineas,
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Araucana or Ameraucana if they would 
not fit their described standard, or sell 
Araucana under the name Ameraucana 
and vice versa. I am sure it would make 
a lot of unhappy buyers.

Because we can still find references 
that use the term Easter egg chicken to 
describe Araucana, or Ameraucana for 
that matter, does not make the term ac-
curate or right for the using. Furthermore 
continuing to using this term to refer to 
Araucana only helps perpetuate informa-
tion that is far from being accurate.

It is our duty, as disseminators of 
information, to make sure we do it as 
accurately as possible.

Richard Collard, B.C., Canada

MadCity Chickens Potluck
Congratulation on your premier issue of 
Backyard Poultry! It was a big hit at 
the second annual Mad City Pro Poul-
try People’s Potluck held in chicken-
friendly Madison, Wisconsin on Jan 
20, 2006.

Over 50 people braved the bliz-
zard-like weather conditions to gather 
at the Neighborhood House Community 
Center.  After sharing a delicious meal of 
hot dishes, we swapped information and 
anecdotes on the status of our backyard 
flocks. In this part of the world where 
the backyard gardening season is short, it 
was affirming to hear that so many of us 
have found a way to keep our backyards 
productive year round. 

After the meal we discussed plans 
for Madison’s second annual Summer 
Backyard Coop Tour. We also heard from 
Christine Willard on the Society for the 
Preservation of Poultry (SPPA). A brief up-
date followed on local concerns and precau-
tions related to the Avian Flu. After the chat, 
we were treated to a presentation on the 
Murray McMurray Hatchery by Margaret 
McMurray, scion to the enterprising Iowan 
who made mail order chicks so popular at 
the beginning of the last century.

With the spread of the Avian Flu 
virus, I will be looking for Backyard 
Poultry to provide a forum for this and 
other timely topics related to our hobby.  
I hope that you print more articles and 
opinions about these growing concerns.  
It appears that it is just a matter of time 
before we will be forced to confront AI 
on this continent.  I trust that with the 
help of your fine magazine, we will be 

prepared to respond.
Dennis Harrison-Noonan, Wisconsin

Corrections to the
February/March Issue

Cover Photo
I’m glad American Livestock Breed-

ers Conservancy (ALBC) was able to 
submit something useful for the first 
issue of Backyard Poultry. It looks very 
good and I expect this issue will attract a 
lot of subscribers, very good work.

I am also writing to let you know that 
the cover photo is misidentified as being 
a Rhode Island Red. Rhode Island Reds 
are darker in color and have no white 
in their feathering and no lacing. What 
the young lady is holding is a sexlink 
hen made by crossing a red colored 
male, usually a Rhode Island or New 
Hampshire, with a white female, like a 
White Plymouth Rock or Rhode Island 
White. These are often marketed under 
the names “Golden Comets” or “Red 
Sexlinks,” hatcheries may use other 
names as well. People at one time had 
the habit of referring to any red chicken 
as a Rhode Island Red—this is due to the 
great success the breed had throughout 
the 1900s. I myself started raising laying 
chickens with the gift of a few “Rhode 
Island Red” hens from an aunt. They of 
course were sexlinks, which is why the 
male was nearly solid white! So, readers 
should know that she is holding a sex-
link and not a Rhode Island Red.

Sexlinked crosses in chickens are 
designed to produce males of one color 
and females of another. While the chick-
ens thus produced do not breed true, they 
have the advantages of hybrid vigor (as 
in corn) and the male and females can be 
differentiated at time of hatch by the col-
or of their down, as well as later by the 
color of their adult plumage. The hybrid 
vigor allows these crossbred chickens 
to lay very well, grow fast, and makes 
them quite hardy. But the farmer cannot 
produce his own replacement stock as 
he can with purebred chickens.

Don Schrider, 
Communication Director, ALBC

P.O. Box 477 
Pittsboro, NC 27312

(919) 542-5704
editor@albc-usa.org

www.albc-usa.org

You are right, Don. In our eagerness 
to find the perfect cover photo and get 
the magazine to the printer, we neglected 
to do our homework. Thanks for letting 
us know what we were really looking at 
on the cover.

White Crested, Not White Silkie
On page 35 of the Feb/March issue, 

there is a picture of two ducks. A white-
bibbed Dusky and, it says, a White Silkie 
behind that one. I have always heard 
those called a White Crested; which is 
correct? I know there are White Silkie 
chickens but have never heard of a duck 
breed by that name.  

Vella via the Internet
Yes, the duck in question in the back-

ground of that photo is a White Crested, 
not a Silkie. There are, however, Silkie 
ducks now in existence. They are very 
uncommon, and have only within the last 
year or two been bred in enough numbers 
to be offered for sale by the one large 
breeder in the country who has them. 
Here is a link to some more information: 
http://www.feathersite.com//Poultry/
Ducks/Silky/BRKSilky.html

Phone Number Incorrect
I read the article by Mary Zanoni 

titled, “The USDA’s Proposed ‘National 
Animal Identification System’: A Plan for 
Government Monitoring of Your Home 
and Your Flock.” The phone number pro-
vided to contact Mary is “not in service.” 
Can you provide me with the correct 
contact information? 

Mary tells us that she has recently 
moved. Please contact her at Mary Zanoni, 
Farm for Life, P.O. Box 501, Canton, NY 
13617; (315) 386-3199; mlz@slic.com

Giving Credit Where
Credit is Due

In the February/March issue, the 
story titled “Traditional American 
Poultry” on page 50, photo credits were 
given to Craig Russell. Craig wrote the 
story and provided 
the photos but they 
were taken by SPPA 
member Ed Hart of 
Sorento, Illinois. 
Thank you, Ed, we 
appreciate the gor-
geous photos. 
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Thanks to Dick for sharing his experi-
ence with clan systems and to Christine 
for helping translate our thoughts for 
those without a lot of poultry experi-
ence. 

In the modern era, an age of large 
commercial hatcheries and mass 
production of poultry, traditional 

poultry breeding has become somewhat 
of a lost art. Yet for preservationists or 
anyone serious about maintaining a qual-
ity self-perpetuating flock, the traditional 
methods of breeding are still the best. 

By establishing a small flock of a rare 
and historic breed, small flock owners 
can help restore rare breeds. Many find 
it rewarding to rescue these valuable 
breeds, with their individual contribu-
tions in egg and meat production and 
unique appearance. Increasing the num-
ber of small flocks of each rare breed also 
protects the breed from being devastated 
by a single disaster. 

“Success” may mean different things 
to different operations. Success can 
include excellence in utilitarian quali-
ties such as meat and egg production as 
well as the aesthetics of the fancy and 
preservation of rare breeds. Poultry is 
often divided along a line that separates 
utility from fancy. Ideally, these qualities 
should be combined. By referring to the 
Standard of Perfection and selecting for 
production qualities, both goals can bless 
your barnyard. 

Beginners may want to concentrate 
on utilitarian qualities. They are a good 
base on which to build. Quality can be 
measured by the dozen and the pound, 

Small flock owners will be most suc-
cessful with breeds they enjoy. The plea-
sure of surveying a handsome, uniform 
flock that has grown from a successful 
breeding program is hard to beat.

Rolling matings require at least two 
pens for each breed or variety but a mini-
mum of record keeping.

Rolling matings select the best cock-
erels and pullets from each season and 
breed them back to the best breeders of 
the previous season. Cockerels are bred 
to hens, cocks are bred to pullets.

Rolling matings can improve the 
stock and maintain genetic diversity with 
a small flock, but larger flocks provide 
more opportunities to select the desired 
characteristics.

but is subject to the same genetic laws 
as style and type. 

Traditional breeding methods are 
generally the most effective for long-term 
small flock keeping. These include roll-
ing matings, grading, clan matings, and 
breeding out-and-out. 

Rolling Matings
Rolling matings are a good general-

purpose system. With this system, the 
breeder can maintain a viable population 
while honing breeding skills and refining 
artistic judgments.

Don’t be afraid of starting with im-
perfect stock. Get the best you can, but 
selective breeding is what any type of 
livestock preservation is about. 

Spring: The Season of Great Anticipation
Chicks start arriving in droves—by traditional breeding, incubation and from hatcheries. In the next
pages, authors discuss several alternatives and  what has worked for them. 

Traditional Breeding Programs
for the Home Flock

By craig russell with dick demansky and christine heinrichs

sOciety FOr the PreservatiOn OF POultry antiquities

Black Breasted Red Old English Game. Art by Diane Jacky (www.dianejacky.com; 
www.cafepress.com/jackynet).
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Long-time breeding expert Bruce 
Lentz, a well-known stringman and breed-
er from the 1930s through the 1970s, felt 
that a breeding program should be founded 
on at least two trios, preferably two cocks 
and eight to 10 hens. This gives you a 
deeper genetic base. With that caution in 
mind, a single trio can be the foundation 
of a small flock.

After each season, the old birds are 
combined and culled to the best cocks 
and hens. The best cockerels and best 
pullets are selected from the young birds. 
Putting the cocks with the pullets and the 
cockerels with the hens keeps the system 
rolling.

Manage the ratio of the sexes in the 
pens. For best levels of fertility, one male 
to 10 females is about right. For light 
breeds, 12 females may not be too many, 
while very heavy and feather footed 
breeds often do better with only eight 
females per male. Vigorous males may 
be hard on their mates if too few females 
are kept. This usually isn’t a problem 
on free range and can be controlled in 
confinement by moving males from pen 
to pen or by only allowing them with the 
females every other day. 

Bruce often maintained side matings 
with the intention of establishing highly 
desirable characteristics. Such birds or 
unrelated stock can be worked into the 
breedings on either the pullet or cockerel 
side. The operational word is best. That 
may mean the utility characteristics 

of egg and/or meat production, type, 
color, feather quality or comb, or some 
combination. 

Rolling matings, like all breeding 
systems, depend on the ability to select 
breeders. This is a traditional small farm 
method that has also been employed by 
fanciers and show folks. 

Grading
Grading is the process by which a 

population can be modified by breeding 
repeatedly to another strain, variety or 
breed. With patience, an existing flock 
may be improved or changed completely. 
This is an old system long used by pro-
fessionals in cattle, horses, swine, sheep, 
goats, dogs and other farm stock. 

This table shows the progression to 
breed purity in fractions, decimals and 
percentages over breeding cycles.

For all practical purposes, eight cycles 
yield pure stock. Most large stock breed-
ers with open registries grant Pure status 

after six generations. In cases where one 
variety is being graded to another or one 
strain of a variety or breed is being up-
graded by addition of another strain, far 
fewer cycles are usually required before 
all of the offspring can be returned to the 
regular mating system.

Grading is sometimes criticized as 
changing the character of a breed. If 
done properly and carried to at least the 
sixth generation, the breed’s purity is 
preserved.

A combination of rolling matings and 
grading can also be used to develop new 
breeds or varieties by mating half- or 
three-quarter-blood brother to sister and 
selecting once birds start to show the 
desired traits. A combination of these 
techniques can fix the desirable traits and 
build up the population.

Clan Matings
Clan matings are another traditional 

breeding method for small flocks. Dick 
Demansky, a prominent SPPA breeder 
of Old English Games since 1966, has 
maintained a vigorous flock with virtu-
ally no unrelated stock.

The clan system separates a flock into 
distinct families. The clans are then main-
tained as separate stock and bred along 
either the hens’ or the cocks’ lines.

Mr. Demansky clan mates using a 
matriarchal system. When they hatch, all 
birds are toe-marked and wing-banded 
with their mother’s clan mark.  He records 
their numbers when they are cooped.

Matriarchal clans are traced through 
their mothers, the hens. Patriarchal clans 
are identified by their lineage through the 
cock. Cocks and hens of the same clan 
are never bred to each other. Matriarchal 
systems are usually pair-mated. Patriar-
chal systems may breed a male to large 
groups of, usually, related hens.

Birds should always be matched 

year   FractiOn    decimal Percent

1	 		1⁄2	 	 			.5	 	 	 50%
2	 		3⁄4	 	 			.75	 	 	 75%
3	 		7/8	 	 			.875	 			 	 87.5%
4	 		15/16	 	 			.9375	 				 	 93.75%
5	 		31/32	 	 			.96875					 	 96.875%
6	 		63/64	 	 			.984375	 						 98.4375%
7	 		127/128	 			.9921875	 									 99.21875%
8	 		255/256	 			.99615375						 	 99.615375%

Progression to Breed Purity

Silver Gray Dorking
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to others that can compensate for their 
weaknesses. “They are all weak some-
where,” Mr. Demansky writes. “In all 
the shows that I have judged through the 
years, I never scored any bird perfect.”

With the matriarchal system, eggs 
must be marked to identify each indi-
vidual hen. Incubating them together, by 
hen, is most convenient. 

If a pair produces good results, they 
can be kept together indefinitely. Or 
pairs can be changed to check different 
combinations. “This keeps any one bird 
from exerting too much influence on the 
complete flock,” said Mr. Demansky.

A rooster with outstanding charac-
teristics can be bred to all hens not in his 
clan. Clans are defined by relationships, 
not by characteristics. If a bird develops 
plumage or other characteristics that 
resemble another clan, he or she still be-
longs to the clan identified by lineage. 

Clan matings work best with a mini-
mum of three clans. Typically, breeders 
keep an odd number of clans, although 
any number above two will work.

Clan systems have traditionally been 
used by cockers and show folks. 

Breeding Out-and-Out
In its most extreme form, new males 

are bought into the flock each year. 
Even when new males are brought 

in only every second or third year, this 
method maintains a high degree of ge-
netic diversity in the flock. Although 
uniformity may suffer, this method tends 
to produce vigorous population, and was 
primarily used in utilitarian operations. 
As with any system, starting with quality 
stock yields the best results. 

Keeping Records
Different breeding methods require 

varying amounts of record keeping. 
Clan matings keep track of every chick. 
Rolling matings and out-and-out mat-
ings require little or no record keeping. 
Although for best results at least the 
year an individual was hatched should 
be recorded. Matriarchal clan systems 
require extensive record keeping but 
document the exact ancestry of every 
individual. 

Each Flock Unique
Choose the method that suits your 

needs best. “There is a time to inbreed, 

a time to line breed and a time to out-
cross,” Mr. Demansky writes. “Knowl-
edgeable breeders do it all, when the 
need arises.” 

Small flock poultry keepers can find 
methods that will suit them and their 
goals for their flocks. The ambitious or 
eager can arrange two breeding cycles a 
year. Others may find one adequate.

Selection of fowl with long, produc-
tive lives will develop strains with low 
mortality and vigorous constitutions, 
always the goals of old-time breeders. 

Modern methods of intensive produc-
tion with extremely high rates of feed 
conversion, rapid weight gain, early 

maturity and high egg production have 
not favored longevity. Inherent health 
problems are often associated with 
today’s high production strains. In most 
cases, modern methods have actually 
shortened the profitable life as well as 
the actual life of domestic fowl. 

For non-factory production and for 
establishing a flock near the breed ideal, 
a long-lived population with prolonged 
utility is desirable. The goal of the poultry 
conservationist and the serious backyard 
farmer should be to breed a strain that 
lays plenty of eggs without loss of vigor 
and retains fertility year after year. 

Older birds should be subjected to 
normal culling and selecting. Thus a tried 
and true breeder might be replaced by a 
younger bird with far superior type. 

Some feather patterns tend to de-
teriorate with age. A bird with proper 
color during the first year of life is not a 
cull due to later color deterioration, but 
would not be selected over birds of equal 
age, type and vitality that still retained 
superior color. Actually this is pretty 
good advice for use with any backyard 
breed, but certainly should be followed 

White Leghorn
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by anyone working with historic types, 
Demansky concludes.

Trap Nesting
Selection of non-broody strains and 

trap nesting are the tools modern breeds 
have used to increase egg production in 
modern production fowl. The selection 
against natural broodiness has been go-
ing on for thousands of years in areas like 
China, Egypt, and the Middle East where 
artificial incubation was available. Even in 
other areas where natural incubation pre-
vailed until fairly recently, certain breeds 
were selected for high egg production and 
simply hatched by fowl that had been se-
lected for enhanced broodiness or at least 
retained natural levels of the trait. 

High production egg breeds and 
strains have existed for a long time. But 
it was trap nesting along with day length 
manipulation and better feed formulation 
that took egg production to the highest 
levels. 

Small flock owners can, and have, 
used such technology. For those with the 
time and money trap nests are still avail-
able commercially and plans for home 
construction are also available. 

In the 1960s I was aware of a number 
of small breeders including some that 
were working with broody breeds and 
trying to enhance or maintain the charac-

Buff Minorca

teristic that used trap nest results as part 
of their selection criteria. In some cases 
the pullet year was spent in trap nested 
laying and only the best producers moved 
on to the breeding program in later years. 
For other breeders trap nesting and egg 
production were just one of many factors 
in evaluating which hens would continue 
with the program. 

For those unable to accommodate the 
time and record keeping a trap nesting 
program requires, there are other proven, 
if often slower, methods that will allow 
the development of strains with good egg 
production. Start hatching early in the 
season. The best producers usually go into 
production first. Select breeders that lay 
well in short-day, natural-light situations. 
If you know your hens and their eggs well 
enough to know who is laying when, select 
hens with long periods of uninterrupted 
lay over hens with frequent pauses. Hens 
producing eggs have large, soft vents. 
Non-laying hens have small, often puck-
ered, vents. Just as good producers will lay 
during short days and cold weather, they 
will also lay during hot weather. Good 
producers tend to molt late and rapidly. 
Hens that lay while molting also are usu-
ally good producers. 

Whether we are talking about laying 
or any other trait, pick your breeders 
by hand, as well as eye and historical 
data. A breeder should be firm and well 

muscled without being fat. Legs should 
be properly placed. All breeders should 
be a good representation of their breed’s 
type. Eyes should be bright, clear and 
properly placed. Wings should be carried 
properly. Use your breed standard. 

Most of all, follow your breeding 
program. I sometimes hear from breeders 
who think they are using rolling matings 
when they breed cocks to pullets and 
cockerels to hens but simply drop the 
oldest generation each year. This reduces 
the system’s long-term selection for lon-
gevity and deprives them of the long-term 
use of truly superior individuals. 

A breeding program should stress 
the preservation of breed characteristics 
such as meat quality and good mothering 
skills in Dorkings and Games, or high egg 
production in Minorcas and Leghorns. 
In the first group a pullet that did not go 
broody would not be a breeder a second 
year. One with three cycles would be pre-
ferred to the one with only one or two. In 
the second group, consider egg shape and 
size as well as overall production. 

If at all possible, do not use birds that 
have ever shown any signs of illness as 
breeders. Selection for nothing but pro-
ductivity tends to reduce quality of type. 
Selection based solely on fancy points of-
ten reduces productivity. Combining such 
strains allows a good breeder to quickly 
produce a productive, near perfect flock. 

Small closed flocks have levels of 
bio-security that crowded commercial 
operations can only dream about so once 
your flock is established, be very careful 
about adding outside birds. 

In a future article I will cover breed-
ing and crossing compatible varieties. In 
the meantime, get that program going!

SPPA Support
SPPA members have many years of 

experience with these and other breed-
ing systems to maintain and invigorate 
common, rare and historic breeds. The 
quarterly Bulletin often includes articles 
from members about their experiences 
with systems that worked, or didn’t work, 
toward accomplishing their goal.

A year’s membership is $12.50 and 
includes the Breeders Directory, a list-
ing of all SPPA members, what they 
raise and how to contact them. To join, 
send payment to Dr. Charles Everett, 122 
Magnolia Lane, Lugoff, SC 29078.
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It is not necessary to have a male in 
your flock of laying hens. If you live 
cheek by jowl with neighbors who 

might object to the crowing of a cock, 
you can keep a flock of much quieter hens 
without problems. Of course, the eggs 
will not be fertile absent the “attentions” 
of the male; however, the hens will lay 
just as many eggs. And they will form 
their own hierarchical social structure 
without a male.

If you want fertile eggs, of course, 
you must have a cock in the flock. In 
which case, what is the ratio between 
cocks and hens for fertility? The answers 
to the question range from 8-12 hens per 
cock, up to 25 or even more. Clearly 
the answer depends somewhat on how 
certain we need to be of 100% fertility 
in the eggs.

Behavior
I prefer having at least one cock in the 

flock. I enjoy the way he completes the so-
cial pattern in the flock, and how he looks 
out for his ladies. The cock has the reputa-

tion of being something of a bully, based 
on his typically pretty crass manner with 
the ladies: He approaches the hen without 
much apparent by-your-leave and mounts 
her in a way that seems almost violent. We 
sympathize with the hen, shaking herself 
off as if to say, “Well! Glad that’s over!”  
But the cock is actually quite solicitous 
of his flock. Alert to the sky, he gives the 
alarm if a hawk swoops over, setting off 
a dash for cover. I have heard stories of 
cocks attacking dogs or foxes in defense 
of the flock. 

And if you want to see the true 
colors of the cock, throw some special 
tidbit—a cricket or grasshopper you’ve 
just caught—into the flock, near the cock. 
Does he shove the hens out of his way like 
the bully we thought he was, and gobble 
this special treat for himself? Not at all! He 
calls the hens with a special deep-throated 
burble used at no other time. It is especial-
ly endearing to see him pick up the cricket 
and “beak” it to one of his favorite hens! 
Clearly, he has the instinctual wisdom to 
know that the hen needs this nutritional 
boost to produce the nutrient-dense egg 
that will carry on their species.

One behavior on the part of the cock 

you might look for in particular is “danc-
ing.” Temple Grandin, well known for 
her work with domesticated animals, has 
remarked on this “dancing” behavior: 
The cock performs a strutting dance for 
the hen, which convinces her to squat 
and welcome his advances. The mating 
is accomplished without the violence 
referred to above, and the hen is never 
injured, even when the cock’s spurs are 
long and sharp. Grandin believes that we 
have not paid attention to this dancing 
behavior when breeding our chickens, 
and that modern cocks have “forgotten” 
how to dance, with the result that mating 
is carried on with more violence, and 
sometimes results in injury to the hen.

I have begun looking for dancing on 
the part of the cocks in my flocks. Un-
fortunately, I suspect that the more cocks 
in the flock, the greater the tendency for 
a cock to “make his move” in a hurry, 
before being challenged by another male! 
In the coming breeding season, when all 
the cocks are in separate pens with the 
hens I’ve chosen, I’ll take note of danc-
ing behavior. I may even make dancing 
a factor when selecting cocks to keep for 
further breeding.

Working with the Cock(s) in the Flock

Two young 
Cuckoo Maran 

cocks, just 
before the start 
of the breeding 
season. Harvey  
has never had 

two roosters less 
inclined to fight.
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If the cock in your flock is not a 
dancer, be on the lookout for spur in-
juries to the hen. I have occasionally 
seen hens whose sides were seriously 
injured in mating. Indeed, in extreme 
cases the internal organs were visible 
through the gaping rents in the hen’s 
side! Isolating such hens immediately 
is imperative. (When protected from 
further injury, their recuperative powers 
are astounding. Still, I have lost a hen 
or two to spur wounds, as have others 
of my acquaintance.) 

I have started routinely trimming the 
spurs of all my older breeding cocks—the 
ones with the long, sharp spurs—using 
an ordinary pruning shears. Please note 
that you must not make the cut too close 
to the shank—or the bird may bleed to 
death! Shear the spur off no closer than 
half its length. There will be bleeding, 
and you can use a styptic if you like, but 
bleeding will not be serious if the cut is 
properly made.

I had an elderly neighbor who kept 
chickens for many years. Sitting by 
his chicken pen, he would observe the 
flock’s behavior four or five hours at 
a time. I think he knew more about 
chicken mating behavior than any expert 
in any ag college in the country. 

“So if you got two roosters,” he told 
me, “the top guy is gonna have his pick 
of the hens—he’ll have his own special 
group that are his. He’ll look out for ‘em, 
and he’ll tread ‘em. The other rooster 
can tread the other hens, but the top guy 
will keep him away from the hens he’s 
picked. Well sir, after about four hours 
there’ll be a change! Suddenly the top 
guy will be treading a different group 
of hens!” 

If my friend was accurate in his 
description of natural flock behavior, 
think of the implications: The dominant 
male gets his pick of the hens—that is, 
priority when it comes to passing on his 
genes. But the flock has the instinctual 
wisdom to know that the subordinate 
cock also has his role to play in ensur-
ing genetic diversity—in keeping some 
“wild cards” in the hand—and affords 
him the opportunity as well to pass his 
genes on to the future flock.

In most ways our management of 
the cock is no different from that for the 
hens—his needs for feed, water, oppor-
tunity to dust-bathe, etc. are the same. 

In one way, however, dealing with the 
males presents a unique challenge: the 
cock’s natural aggression. (Actually, 
hens can be seriously aggressive toward 
each other as well, but in most cases 
only when they are mothering a clutch 
of chicks.) Let us consider the problems 
of aggression—first toward people, then 
toward each other.

Aggression: Toward People
Make no mistake, an attack from a 

feisty cock can be a painful and stun-
ning experience! He uses both shank and 
wing pinion to “flog” leg or torso with a 
force surprising for an animal so small, 
and shocking in the sheer violence of an 
attack that holds nothing back. When a 
sharp, well-aimed spur strikes home, the 
result can be a scar that lasts a lifetime, 
both physical and mental. A “playing for 
keeps” attack from a determined cock is 
no casual matter.

I have listened in amazement to far 
too many horror stories about “mean 

roosters” who terrorized the family for 
years! I can never believe such behavior 
was tolerated—at my place, any rooster 
who doesn’t understand that I am the top 
cock in the flock gets a short trip to the 
stewpot! 

However, it is my belief that examples 
of serious aggression toward people are 
almost always the result of mismanage-
ment on the part of the humans involved. 
It is possible to avoid the development of 
aggression problems, foremost through 
respect for the bird, and by understanding 
the instinctual basis for his behavior.

We call unwelcome attacks by the 
cock “aggression,” but truly the behavior 
is defensive in nature: The cock is act-
ing out of a deeply felt duty to defend 
the flock. Once he has concluded you 
are a threat, he will fight you without 
hesitation—and believe me, he doesn’t 
care that you are 20 times bigger than 
he is. The key to good relations, then, is 
to convince him you are not a threat to 
his flock.

Jokerman, a young Old English Game cock, ready for the breeding season.
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When you are working with the flock, 
especially in close quarters, keep your 
movements quiet and gentle, allowing 
the cocks (and indeed all the birds) plenty 
of space so they don’t feel “pushed” or 
crowded by you. Avoid sudden move-
ments. Don’t carry large flat objects (an 
empty feed bag, a piece of plywood)—ap-
parently the birds see it as a flying preda-
tor. Avoid having to catch one of the hens 
in the cock’s care, especially in close quar-
ters—perform such chores as examining 
or banding at night if at all possible.

I like to offer my “boys” special treats 
by hand from time to time, just to encour-
age a more accepting bond between us. If 
they are with the hens, they will usually 
approach with the hens to get the offered 
treat. If isolated in the breeding pens, 
they may hang back, uncertain, at first, 
but eventually will come to get the tidbits 
from my hand. A crushed hard-boiled egg 
is a good choice, or a handful of sprouted 
grain. The more often I take the time to 
“be friendly” in this fashion, the more 
“mellow” my boys become.

It is especially important that children 
be taught how to behave around the 
cock of the flock. We once had visitors 
whose three-year-old son I allowed into 
the chicken pen. In his excitement, he 
began running back and forth among the 
chickens, when suddenly the cock—who 
had never shown the slightest aggression 
toward me—jumped up and attacked the 
boy from behind. I have a neighbor who 
suspects that his daughter teased one of 
his cocks by rattling a stick on the fence 
of the pen. The resulting tendency to go 
on the attack whenever a person entered 
the pen was resolved only when the 
cock was accorded the place of honor 
at dinner.

I once had a closed 10' x 12' mobile 
pasture pen. Though designed for broil-
ers, I began using it for a laying flock of 
New Hampshire Reds with a cock. Since 
I had made no provision for collecting the 
eggs from outside, I got down into the 
confined space to collect. Naturally the 
poor cock felt his flock was threatened, 
and reacted accordingly. So intense were 
his attacks that I had to carry a trash can 
lid to ward him off as I frantically col-
lected the eggs—an embattled gladiator 
just barely holding his own in the coli-
seum. By the time I returned that flock 
to the poultry house for the winter, the 
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cock’s defensive behavior toward me was 
thoroughly set, and I regretfully took him 
to the chopping block—I am not going to 
be looking over my shoulder around my 
birds! Still, I felt terrible slaughtering the 
poor guy, fully aware that his behavior 
resulted solely from my mismanagement. 
Having never forgotten that lesson, I 
now try to anticipate and avoid potential 
showdowns.

For example, one of my Old English 
Game cocks attacked my hand while I 
was filling the feeder in his breeding pen. 
My first inclination was to jerk him up 
by the neck and “teach him who’s boss!” 
Instead, I closed the door to the pen and 
thought about what had happened. The 
cock had been no problem whatsoever as 
I serviced the pen for a couple of weeks. 
But I had just moved a couple of breeding 
hens in with him the day before. Now he 
had a different sense of what was at stake 
when I entered that space. I changed the 
way I serviced the pen—it was as simple 
as removing the feeder from the pen be-
fore filling it—and had no more conflicts 
with the cock.

Please be on guard against an intense-
ly emotional reaction when challenged by 
one of your cocks. True, if it comes to a 
showdown, you will doubtless “win.” I 
have even heard people claim that they 
actually did beat a cock into submission. 
To me, that is more admission of defeat 
than wise management.

Remember, you have more options 
than he does. Act like it.

Aggression: Toward Each Other
Usually, respectful treatment of the 

cock in your flock will result in amicable 
relations. If you have multiple cocks in 

the flock, however, you must also learn 
to deal with issues of aggression among 
themselves.

Cocks have a natural urge to establish 
their dominance over other males in the 
flock. How do you respect the expression 
of that urge and at the same time avoid 
mayhem? The answer is—it all depends! 
On the total number of cocks, especially 
in relation to the size of the flock as a 
whole; the breed(s) of the cocks; how 
confined they are; and most especially, 
the point in the breeding season. 

When cocks fight, the intensity of 
their aggression is strictly a function of 
how closely matched they are. Under-
stand, however, that by “matched” I refer 
not only to size but to fighting spirit as 
well—the will to best the other guy at 
whatever cost. The outcome of a show-
down can never be predicted, certainly 
not with reference to size alone. If the 
two cocks are not closely matched, their 
fighting will not become serious: After 
some vigorous sparring, one of them will 
conclude that he is no match for his op-
ponent, and will submit. After that, if the 
dominant rooster “flares” at him, he will 
run away shamelessly, and that will be the 
end of the encounter—the top guy will 
usually not pursue. If the two are evenly 

matched, however, they will not back 
down until one of them is either dead, 
or beaten so near death he must accept 
defeat. We have seen such cocks, utterly 
humiliated, retreat to a corner, back to 
the flock and head down; and stay in that 
position for two days before returning to 
activity with the flock—the very picture 
of abject, broken-hearted shame. It is a 
wrenching sight.

Early on, we tried to intervene—to 
separate the combatants to help them 
“get over it.” Forget it—if interrupted, 
they simply pick up the contest where it 
left off, however long they’ve been sepa-
rated. They must follow the instinctual 
imperative either to dominate or submit. 
Our practice after that realization was to 
monitor fighting; and, when it became 
obvious we had a deadly serious fight 
on our hands, simply to pick the rooster 
we wanted to keep and slaughter the 
other—it was just too traumatic allow-
ing the fight to go to its unforgiving 
conclusion.

We found that the easiest way to have 
two or three cocks in the flock without 
serious fighting was to add one cock 
per season. That is, in year two keep a 
younger cock from the previous year’s 
hatch, in addition to the original cock of 
the flock. The younger cock is almost cer-
tain to “grow into” a position of subordi-
nation to the older, without the necessity 
of a serious contest to settle the issue. A 
third can be added the next season, and 
generally by the next season it’s time to 
cull the oldest guy anyway—most likely 
before he has to meet a serious challenge 
as he ages.

The more cocks you have in the flock, 
of course, the more likelihood that two 
or more will decide it’s a good idea to 
“duke it out.” Since I breed two breeds, 
and make some experimental crosses, I 
currently have nine cocks in the flock. 
Preventing serious fighting can be a 
challenge. I have found that the more 
space cocks have, the lower the level 
of aggression; and conversely, the more 
confined, the more likelihood of fighting. 
In the summer, there are usually no seri-
ous problems when several cocks are in 
the flock on large pasture plots (defined 
by electric net fencing). When I confine 
the flock to winter quarters, things get a 
bit more intense, and I monitor daily for 
serious aggression. One strategy I use 

Making friends: A special treat ensures 
Harvey remains “good buddies” with 
Caesar, one of his experimental cross-
bred cocks.

Harvey with Titmouse, one of his young 
Cuckoo Maran cocks, on his way into a 
new pen in one end of the greenhouse.
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is to provide “baffles” in the corners 
of the chicken house as a refuge for a 
subordinate cock who wants to retreat 
from the attack of a more aggressive 
one. Fair-sized pieces of scrap plywood, 
for example, make good baffles—just 
stand them in a corner, so that the cor-
ner itself becomes a hidden retreat with 
narrow access on either side. Once the 
retreating guy gets out of sight of the 
dominant one, the aggressor will usually 
not pursue.

But that is not always the case. I 
can’t stress enough the need to moni-
tor constantly, and be prepared to take 
action when required. For instance, a 
few weeks after confining the flock to 
winter housing this year, I noticed one 
of the Old English Game cocks was a 
little “beat up.” I set up the baffles, as-
suming that would solve the problem. 
It didn’t. The next day the beaten cock 
was in much worse shape. I prepared the 
“Breeders Annex” (where I isolate my 
breeding pairs and groups) for moving 
all the cocks, but by the time I had it 
ready, the beaten cock was in such bad 
shape that, after a couple days isolation, 
he died. I should have been ready for 
fighting by having already prepared the 

Annex. Had I done so, I would not have 
lost one of my breeding cocks.

In any case, the move of “the boys” 
to the Annex stopped the fighting within 
the day—with “the ladies” out of the 
equation, what was there to fight about? 
For a couple of weeks, it was the Peace-
able Kingdom. Then one day I found two 
cocks with bloodied combs. This time my 
response was more timely: I immediately 
isolated the cocks in separate pens. I pre-
fer to avoid doing that until I’m ready to 
make up my breeding pairs and groups 
(to avoid the extra work of servicing indi-
vidual pens), but in this case that was the 
only solution to serious fighting.

An interesting thing to note about 
the separation, however: Because of 
limitations on the number of available 
pens, I had to place two of my Cuckoo 
Marans cocks in the same space. Fortu-
nately, the two have gotten along quite 
amicably—they have never evidenced 
the slightest degree of aggression toward 
each other, and indeed seem to be great 
buddies! Clearly a cock’s breed has a 
great influence on his inclination to 
fight. My Old English Game and OEG 
cross cocks are—not surprisingly—a 
good deal more “feisty” than a typical 

“barnyard” breed such as the Marans.
My current strategy seeks both to 

include a wider genetic mix (by breeding 
multiple cocks), and avoid some of the 
problems of having many adult cocks in 
the flock year round. As said, I have nine 
breeding cocks at present—more than I 
want to keep through the pasture season. 
After the breeding season ends—say 
around mid-May—I plan to slaughter all 
but one cock (or at most two—from sepa-
rate generations) for each breed, then turn 
the remaining few out with the general 
flock on pasture. The cockerels from this 
year’s hatch will not fight the older guys 
as they grow; and are not likely to start 
seriously challenging each other, either, 
until we approach the breeding season 
in late winter. Then I can again isolate 
all the males in the Breeders Annex and, 
when necessary, in their separate pens as 
I prepare for the breeding season. Such 
a plan should allow me as many young 
cockerels as I want, while minimizing 
serious conflict between older cocks.

As always, of course, I have to 
monitor constantly and, if there are 
problems, adjust. That’s the name of 
the game when dealing with the cocks 
in the flock.
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darBy lagrave

Farmersville,	Texas

Incubating in an electric skillet is more time consuming and open to 
error than using an incubator. However, we have used this method to 
save a clutch when faced with the loss of a setting hen.
To set it up, place a thick bed of fine textured hay in the bottom of 

the skillet. Turn it on a low setting and place a thermometer inside. (Low 
setting means to turn the dial until the heat comes on, heats the pan and 
then the heating element clicks off. Check the temperature and if needed 
adjust it up just until it comes on again. Wait for the element to shut off and 
see if it is maintaining the correct heat. Adjust accordingly. Most electric 
skillet dials start at 200 so it is below that.) A digital thermometer is easier 
to monitor and prevents a family member misreading the information. 
Place a small custard dish or cup to hold water on one side. Arrange the eggs with 
a bit of space around each and cover with a glass pie dish. The glass will prop on 
the edge of the cup of water and adjusts from the edge of the pan to down inside 
for air flow control. The glass dish worked better than the skillet lid for seeing the 
eggs while maintaining control of the temperature.

The temperature will require monitoring according to the fluctuations inside your 
house. A light dishtowel and dropping the lid slightly work better than adjusting the 

temperature dial of the skillet. It is very 
easy to get it too warm.

The eggs need to be carefully 
turned twice a day until day 19. Always 
check to make sure there is hay under 
them and they are not sitting directly on 
the skillet. The hay encourages more even 
heating and diffuses the direct heat.

Be prepared to move the chicks to an-
other box as they dry off to keep them out 
of the water cup. If the other box is kept 
next to the hatching eggs the peeping will 
continue to encourage those still working 
to get out of the egg. The new chick will 
need to be kept 95-100°F, so prepare your 
second location in advance.

We lost a bantam setting hen this fall 
and took her four eggs and had a 100% 
hatch using this method this last Thanks-
giving. The eggs were in the skillet for 
two weeks.

That is the “How to”  
Here is the “Why”

One of the greatest threats to a small 
flock is the predators. We have dealt with 

Out of the Pan
and Into the Coop

Darby’s daughter, Katy, holds her pet 
rooster, Mr. Henry Beard. This rooster 
was hatched in an electric skillet.

An example of the skillet set-up from Darby’s last hatch, which was 100% successful, 
except that Darcy would use hay instead of wood shavings for the bedding. 
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www.braggsmountainpoultry.com

Braggs Mountain Poultry
1558 Kreider Road

Ft. Gibson, OK 74454
1-866-478-5502

The Solution to 
Stress-Related Nutrition
• Stimulates Appetite • Strengthens 

Weak Newborns • Strong Hatchability 
• More Production • Quickly Boosts 

the Immune System • Maximizes Anti-
biotic Response • Relieves Shipping & 

Heat Stress • Resistance to Disease

“ I have less mortality 
and heavier birds at the 
end of grow out. Poultry 
Nutri-Drench improved 
my performance on the sell 
sheet which makes more 
money at the end. Made 
me an extra $35,000 from 
1998-2000.”

William Truman II,
Atlanta Poultry Show

• Cornish Cross • standard breeds 
• fancy chicks • ducks • geese 
• turkeys • bantams • guineas 

• pheasants • quail • supplies • videos 

Specializing in hatching and shipping 
day old poultry to your local post 

offi ce since 1936.

P.O. Box 529 
Lebanon, MO 65536

(417)-532-4581

Check us out and order online at:
www.cacklehatchery.com

Color 
Catalog 

Available!!

coyotes, possums, skunks, snakes, hawks, owls, and the worst, the neighbor’s dogs.
We tried the skillet to keep the eggs warm one Sunday after our setting hen was 

attacked by a predator. No stores were open, so running out to get an incubator 
was out of the question. It worked well enough that we have continued to use it for 
emergencies. 

The biggest drawback of the skillet method would be the same as with any 
incubator. That drawback would be getting your children to allow your chickens 
to be chickens instead of “my best pet.” We raise poultry (turkeys, chickens, guin-
eas, ducks and/or geese) at home on three acres. As a family with five daughters, 
ages 18 months to 14 years, we were pleased to be able to turn a tragedy into great 
experience.

These bantam chicks are residing in a rabbit cage because of the warmth of the hutch 
and mild winter temperatures.

Here are just three of the photos we have received from Dawn Kopp. We will be pleased 
to include many more in future issues. Dawn owns all of the birds in her images and 
would be happy to take specialty photographs for you if you desire. Dawn can be 
reached at Dawn Kopp, 4074 Lake George, Dryden, MI 48428; ekopp@cardina.net
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the many top-notch hatcheries supplying 
hobbyists and small farmers. Hoover’s 
Hatchery and Braggs Mountain Poultry 
have in common that they both cater to 
owners of small flocks and that they will 
ship, by the United States Postal Service, 
day-old chicks anywhere in the lower 
48 states. They also guarantee that their 
chicks will arrive in good condition.

“We guarantee that the chicks will ar-
rive in good condition,” Dr. David Kyger, 
of Braggs Mountain Poultry, said. “If 
they don’t we’ll replace them.”

Two Different Product Plans
Beyond these similarities Braggs 

Mountain Poultry and Hoover’s Hatch-
ery are two very different hatcheries. 
Hoover’s Hatchery, located in Rupp, 
Iowa, has been around for 62 years. It has 
evolved during those years to produce a 
wide range of layers, white, brown, and 
colored eggs, as well as broilers.

“When the hatchery started Mr. 
Hoover hatched primarily Leghorns for 
layers,” said Mary Halstad, who began 
working part time for Bob Hoover 32 
years ago and now owns the hatchery he 
started. “Actually it was the Old Stone 
Chicken which is a breed that has gone 
extinct. He sold those for years. Then he 
thought he’d like to try the broilers. Then 
gradually, as customer demand grew for 
them, we added different breeds.”

Backyard flockmasters have a wide 
range of hatcheries to turn to 
when selecting their poultry and 

waterfowl chicks. As the interest in home 
production has grown in the last few de-
cades, the hatchery industry has stepped 
forward to respond to market needs. 
Readers of this magazine will find more 
than a half dozen hatcheries advertising 
in its pages. And a brief search of the 
world wide web will turn up two or three 
times that many more hatcheries.

Backyard Poultry visited with two of 

Nowadays Hoover’s Hatchery sells 
11 different breeds of layers as well as 
broilers, a line of waterfowl, and equip-
ment. 

Braggs Mountain Poultry sells one 
breed. Their Braggs Mountain Buff con-
sistently lays the largest brown egg of 
any breed Doctor Kyger, of Fort Gibson, 
Oklahoma, knows of.

Kyger has been raising poultry since 
he was a teenager. In 1985 he, and his 
wife Susan, decided to conduct a playful 
little experiment. 

“When we moved to Oklahoma we 
had some acreage and so just for fun we 
ordered from various hatcheries groups 
of heavy breed chickens,” he said. “We 
liked the ones that laid the brown eggs. 
Then we just kind of mixed them up. 
They were all running around together. 
We weren’t sure what we liked but knew 
we liked the buff color.  But the thing 
about the Buff Rock and the Buff Or-
pington that I did not like was that they 
laid a small egg and they tended to be 
very broody. Their broodiness cut down 
on egg production.”

Kyger is a particular type of back-
yard poultry fancier. He may have just 
“mixed up” a flock of chickens. But he 
didn’t just let the genetic dice roll where 
they might. He carefully selected a line 
of buff roosters and named them. Those 
six roosters (Robert, John Paul, Henry, 

Two Different Hatcheries
One Mission

By tim king

minnesOta

Braggs Mountain Poultry sells only one 
breed, the Braggs Mountain Buff.
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William, George, and Louis) form the 
pedigree for the three strains of Braggs 
Mountain Buff.

“We kept three different strains so the 
flock wouldn’t become inbred,” he said.  
“We actually have pedigrees on them.” 

The female line is based on two super-
lative hens from that early mixed flock. “In 
the original flock we found two hens that 
were good layers that did lay exception-
ally large eggs,” Kyger said.  “I spent one 
entire weekend watching nests for which 
hen I wanted. She ended up being a black 
hen with some Black Langschan blood. 
She laid beautiful large dark brown eggs. 
The flock is kind of line bred to her.

“There was another hen in the same 
year that was a very beautiful hen and an 
exceptionally good layer. She was kind 
of between a red and a buff and she laid a 
lighter colored egg but lots of them.  The 
flock is also line bred to her.” 

Kyger says the Braggs Mountain Buff 
is larger and a little heavier than most 
of the heavy breeds and is a good-look-
ing, full-feathered, golden-colored bird. 
“They are similar in appearance to the 
Buff Orpington but they are better layers 
and less likely to be broody,” he said. 
“Their eggs average jumbo size.”

Reflecting Customer Needs
At Hoover’s Hatchery Mary Halstad 

doesn’t promote, or denigrate, any of 
the breeds her hatchery raises and sells. 
They are all there because they reflect 
what customers have been interested in. 
When asked for a recommendation she 
will promote the positive characteristics 
of each breed.

“If I were to recommend a brown 
egg layer that lays a little bit better than 
the rest I’d go with the Gold Star,” she 
said. “The Gold Star is in actuality an isa-
brown. Many hatcheries have a different 
sex linked bird where the pullets are red 
and the cockerels are white. With the 
breeders the hen is white and the roosters 
are red. It reverses itself when they hatch. 
The Gold Star is just a little bit of a better 
layer but we say that because we don’t 
run random tests on the other breeds.”

Hoover’s carries two white egg 
layers. The White Leghorn (Mary pro-
nounces it Leg’ern) and the California 
White. Nobody disputes that the Leghorn 
is King when it comes to feed efficiency 
and productivity. But the California 

White has its advantages.
“If someone wants more of a mild-

mannered white egg layer the California 
white is heavier and a little more docile,” 
Mary said. “The White Leghorn is more 
flighty.  If you walk into the house—
swish, they’ll fly.  The Leghorn is a light 
chicken but they lay a lot of eggs.”

As far as the Buff Orpington goes, 
what Dr. Kyger calls broodiness can be a 
positive feature when it is referred to the 
breed’s quality of being good sitters.

Hoover’s Hatchery hatches the stan-
dard breeds of egg layers like Buff 
Orpington, California White, White 
Leghorn, Barred Rock, Production Red, 
and others during their peak season from 
mid-March through mid-June. During 
that period the hatchery hatches 50,000 
eggs twice a week.

“We ship them as one day olds,” Mary 
said. “I hatch according to the trends from 
the last year.  I look back to what we did a 
year ago and anticipate. During our peak 
season not even a third of the chicks are 
sold when we set them. It’s very much a 
gamble because we’re dealing with a live 
product. We can’t put that product on a 
shelf and say I’ll use you in a week.”

In the off season, Hoover’s continues 
to hatch broilers, Gold Stars, and Black 
Australorps. There is no demand for the 
other breeds.

“We hatch the Black Australorps year 
around because we have two Hmong 
customers who prefer the black feathered 
chicken for religious purposes,” Mary 
said. “We hatch them for a company that 
puts them out to growers and then they 
butcher them at 17 weeks. They also eat 
the feet.” 

Poultry Trends
Mary says that over the years the 

hatchery and poultry industry have 
evolved. With the growth of the large 
50,000 to 100,000 bird houses for broiler 
and egg production small-scale poultry 
production decreased. But in recent years 
small farmers have turned to pastured 
and free-range poultry, for both eggs and 
broilers, and a new market niche has been 
discovered. Along with that trend has 
been the increase in back yard flocks for 
home egg and meat production, as well 
as for the simple pleasure of watching 
and listening to poultry.

It is to those trends, and the people 
making them happen, that Hoover’s 
Hatchery and Braggs Mountain Poul-
try cater. Braggs Mountain Buff, for 
instance, has been bred to be both a 
free-range bird as well as a combined 
meat and egg breed. The Gold Star, at 
Hoover’s, also does well on pasture 
and has similar dual-purpose charac-
teristics. Both hatcheries are run by 
people who enjoy poultry and enjoy 
working with customers who see poul-
try as more than just a factory unit to 
be processed.

For more information about both 
hatcheries visit their websites: <www.
braggsmountainpoultry.com> and 
<www.hoovershatchery.com> or see 
their advertisements in this magazine. 
Don’t overlook the ads of other fine 
hatcheries in Backyard Poultry.

Mary Halstad, owner of Hoover’s 
Hatchery,  with employee’s children in 
the Rupp Fun Day parade.

Above: Employees at Hoover’s Hatchery 
working with an incubator of Black 
Australorps. Below: Hoover’s back room 
crew.
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14-year-old Kirsten Godfrey of 
Elizabethtown, Kentucky holds a baby 
New Hampshire Red chick. Kirsten enjoys 
helping collect eggs from the flock of hens 
on their 32-acre farm. Photo by Melissa 
Godfrey.

We have already recieved 
many wonderful photos 

for the contest.
This issue features a spring theme 

with chicks galore scattered 
throughout the magazine. Thanks 

for sharing and enjoy! 

April/May, 2006
Backyard Poultry

Photo Contest Winner
Photo by Greg Hutson of Marysville, 
Tennessee. He says,  “This is a birthday 
picture of Hercules, my Buff Orpington 
rooster. He turned one year old 
yesterday.”

Backyard Poultry
Photo Contest

Send Your Photos Today!
Each issue’s winner will be displayed in the position of 

honor—on the front cover of the magazine!
Photos must relate in some way to domesticated poultry or their prod-

ucts. No limit on number of entries. Attach your name, address, phone 
number or e-mail and photo caption or description to each photo (not on the 
front, please).

Backyard Poultry retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and 
all photos submitted, in future issues or publicity, with or without mention 
of source.

To have your photos returned, please include a self-addressed stamped 
envelope.

Each issue’s winning entry will be placed in a gallery of finalists, to be an-
nounced in the February/March, 2007 issue. First prize—$50; 2nd prize—$30; 
3rd prize—$20.

Send your entry to: Backyard Poultry Photo Contest, 145 Industrial Dr., 
Medford, WI 54451; or e-mail photos in jpg format to byp@tds.net.

Our judges offer some hints to make your photo a winner: 
• Beauty: Photos should be just plain pretty enough to be placed on the cover.  
Think vertical with some space on top for a masthead. Many otherwise 
perfect photos are taken in a way that makes it impossible to display them in 
the position of honor on the front cover of the magazine. If we won’t be able 
to do it justice, then the judges will avoid awarding it first place.
• Clarity: The judges will be scrutinizing this aspect thoroughly and will only 
award first place to clear photos that can be enlarged to cover size without 
loss of clarity. 
• Conciseness: Photos are better if there isn’t too much clutter or aren’t too 
many things going on.
• Good photos tell a story.

10-year old Amanda Dufek holds her 
6-month-old “Lempi.” She handles it 
everyday and they have grown to like 
each other very much. This picture was 
taken outside Lempis pen. Photo by Pam 
Dufek, Pelkie, Michigan. 

This bashful looking baby is now a grown-
up white Cochin hen. Photo by Hugh 
Doherty, sent in by Shannon Doherty, 
Jeddo, Michigan.  
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Cathie Roberts shares a photo of her chicks when she first got them. Photo sent by 
Cathie Roberts, Scales Mound, Illinois.

Cherrie Nolden, Stoughton, Wisconsin, sent us this photo of Calcie, her 
Silkie/Rhode Island Red cross hen and clutch of cross-bred chicks. Cherrie 
tells us that Calcie was their farm mascot, greeting everybody who came out 
to take a bus tour, until a racoon visited one night, killing her and all of her 
babies, plus a bunch of other chickens and ducks. 

Victoria Janacek of Phillips, Wisconsin, sent 
us this picture of Chirp the Chick. 

Rhonda Walters, Ellisville, Mississippi 
sent this photo of her youngest son, Sam. 
Rhonda says, “Sam is two years old 
and loves the chickens almost as much 
as I do. He’s holding one of the newest 
additions to the flock in front of my great-
grandmother’s handy work—a 100 year 
old quilt. We have a small farm in south 
Mississippi where we raise chickens, Boer 
goats, Great Pyrenees dogs, a Border 
Collie named Grace, and the old family 
mutt, Trigger, one horse, one cat, and any 
stray that needs a home for a while. I have 
only been raising chickens for a short time 
and my husband teases me about being 
so excited about gathering eggs every 
afternoon. He tells everyone that I act like 
I’d laid them myself.”
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History buffs have turned to the So-
ciety for the Preservation of Poultry 

Antiquities (SPPA) for assistance locat-
ing information about poultry awards 
they have found.

A medal given by the Connecticut 
State Poultry Society dated 1870 turned 
up in a coin collection in Houston, Texas. 
It’s well used, a little larger than a silver 
dollar and twice as thick. The front side 
shows a female image with a rooster 
on one side, a turkey on the other, and 
various other poultry around her feet. The 
back side resembles a wheat penny, with 
an inscription, “Awarded to (indecipher-
able) for Best (indecipherable)”

Another inquiry came from a woman 
who is restoring a house in Iuka, Mis-
sissippi. She found several loving cups 
awarded to William J. Brinkley in 1913 
and 1914. They included:

Tri State Poultry Association Mem-
phis 7th Annual Show 1914

Best of Cockerel Mississippi Branch 
APA Jackson 1913

1st Prize Young Pen White Plymouth 
Rock National Club Meet Indianapolis 
February 1914

The S B Street, Jr. Cup for Best Cock, 
Hen, Cockerel, Pullet MPA 1913

An old photo of a boy and his white 
chicken was also found in the house with 
the inscription, “I am little Billie and ‘dis’ 
is big Billies’ ‘wooster.’”

If you have any information about these 
organizations or individuals, please contact 
Christine Heinrichs, 5417 Park Meadow 
Dr., Madison, WI 53704, (608) 243-8178, 
Christine.heinrichs@gmail.com.

SPPA Peers Back 
Into History

Do you recognize these photos? If so, SPPA wants your details. 

SPPA Poultry
Tour Update
Austrian Poultry

Dignitary Joins Tour

Herr Josef Lachnit, president of the 
Austrian Poultry Association, will 

join the Poultry Tour of Europe during 
its visits in his country.

He will greet tour participants at his 
farm to present his Chabos, which are 
true Japanese bantams, Silver and Gold 
Ohikis, a Japanese long-tailed breed, 
bantam Red Yokohamas and Black, Blue 
and White Games. He will escort the 
group to the Laserer farm to view their 
many colors of bantam Orpingtons and 
ornamental geese and ducks. The group 
will also visit the Feil farm, where pheas-
ants and pigeons as well as poultry are 
bred and raised. 

The Poultry Tour of Europe will 
visit four cities in three countries October 
12-23, 2006. In Vienna, the group will 
visit the famous Spanish Riding School 
with its Lipizzan Stallions as well as the 
poultry breeders. The group will go to 
the Czech Republic, where they will visit 
Czech poultry breeders and enjoy sight-
seeing in Prague. A Czech glass factory 
offers the opportunity to bring Bohemian 
Crystal home.

In Germany, the group will visit the 
Thuringer Poultry Museum before mov-
ing on to the Hannover Poultry Show, the 
world’s largest. More than 20,000 entries 
are usually on display.

The tour will visit Knut Roeder’s 
farm to appreciate his Japanese Long-
tailed Onigadori fowl before returning 
home with the memories of a lifetime.

Reservations are being taken through 
Jennifer Turner at Brookfield Travel, (800) 
486-0860, jturner@brookfieldtravel.com. 
A $600 deposit holds your place, with full 
payment of the $2,619 per person/double 
in August.

Poultry is the focus of the tour, but 
the many other experiences make this a 
fabulous vacation. The festivities of the 
Grinzing, the new wine feast in Austria, 
Schonbrunn Palace, Prague Castle, the 
Jewish Quarter and Jewish Cemetery 
make this a unique tour. 

Meeting the local people and mak-
ing new friends in Europe makes this a 
unique adventure. Call Jennifer today. 
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health: 

heat source. Chicks that are comfortable 
spread themselves evenly throughout the 
brooder. If they crowd in the corners, they 
are too warm. If they crowd beneath the 
heat source, they are cold. 

Chicks that are cold tend to pile on 
top of each other in their effort to get 
warm, causing those on the bottom to 
smother. Chilling may be caused by 
either insufficient heat or a direct draft, 
and commonly occurs at night, so a good 
practice is to check your chicks last thing 
before you go to bed to make sure they 
are comfortable. Surrounding the chicks 
with a ring of corrugated cardboard will 
help them distribute themselves around 
the heat source and out of corners for their 
first week of life.

Smothering may also occur when 
chicks are transported in stacked boxes 
with too few ventilation holes, or carried 
in the trunk of a vehicle where air circula-
tion is poor. In older chicks, piling may 
be caused by fright, especially if they’ve 
been moved to unfamiliar housing. When 
you move chicks to new housing, start 
with the lights dim. Check them often 
during the first few nights.

Living Space
Well-kept chicks grow incredibly 

fast. The first few days they spend a lot 
of time sleeping, and therefore don’t need 
much room to roam. But as they grow 
and become more active, they need more 
space for sanitary reasons and to prevent 
boredom. 

When chicks are crowded into too 
little space, their litter becomes packed 
with droppings. Litter and droppings may 
stick to the chicks’ feet, causing crippling 
and/or infection. The litter may develop a 
strong odor of ammonia, and severe am-
monia fumes cause chicks to sit around 
with their eyes closed. If the crowding 
and poor sanitation are not corrected, 
their eyes may become inflamed.

Boredom caused by crowding can 
result in feather picking and toe picking. 
Feather picking may start when chicks 
begin feathering out. The newly forming 
feathers don’t look like the original down. 
Other chicks get curious about what that 
feather is, and check it out the only way 
they know how—by pecking it.

Toe picking may start when chicks 
can’t find enough to eat. Their instincts 
tell them to look on the ground, and 
what they see is lots of tasty looking 
toes—sometimes their own, and some-
times another chick’s. Chicks have a 
problem finding enough to eat if they 
have outgrown the size or number of 
feeders provided, the feeder is too high 
for little chicks to reach, or the feeder is 
far enough away from the heat source to 
discourage exploration.

To get chicks picking at feed instead 
of feet, sprinkle a little starter ration on 
paper or place shallow saucer-like con-
tainers of starter close to the heat source 
when you first place the chicks in the 
brooder. After the first day they should 
all be eating properly and you can replace 

Chick Success
Start Those
Birds Right!

By gail damerOw

PhOtOs By cherrie nOlden

Whether you hatch chicks in an 
incubator or buy them from 
a hatchery or farm store, 

you need to provide them with warmth, 
protection, and nourishment. Warmth 
and protection may be easily supplied 
by a sturdy cardboard box, fitted with a 
chicken wire cover to keep out household 
pets, and a lightbulb to furnish heat. 
Locate the box away from any source 
of drafts.

Feed chicks a ration designed for 
chicks; don’t be tempted to feed them 
the same thing you would feed laying 
hens, or the chicks will not grow properly. 
Use feeders and waterers designed to 
keep chicks from stepping in the feed or 
water. Chicks that walk around in their 
droppings and then step in the feeder or 
waterer may start or spread disease.

Maintaining comfortable conditions 
in the brooder (the box you raise your 
chicks in) is important because doing so 
minimizes stress. Stress can drastically 
reduce the chicks’ immunity, making 
them susceptible to diseases they might 
otherwise resist. Stress may be avoided 
by making sure chicks always have feed 
and water available, have sufficient space 
for their numbers, and are neither too cool 
nor too warm.

Temperature Control
Start the brooding temperature at ap-

proximately 95°F and reduce it 5°F each 
week until you reach room temperature, 
at which time you may discontinue the 
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working in combination. Conditions that 
can trigger it include:

• Crowding, especially in fast-grow-
ing chicks that quickly fill the available 
space and can’t get away from each 
other;

• Bright lights left on 24 hours a 
day;

• Inadequate ventilation;
• Too few feeders and waterers or kept 

too close together as chicks grow;
• Diet too low in protein (commercial 

chick starter contains enough protein to 
prevent picking).

If feather picking or toe picking draws 
blood, change the brooding light to a red 
bulb to prevent a more serious form of 
cannibalism from getting started. The 
red light will prevent the chicks from 
seeing the bloodied areas, giving wounds 
time to heal.

Pasting Up
A fairly common problem in newly 

hatched chicks is pasting up. The sign 
of pasting is droppings that stick to the 
bird’s rear end until the vent gets pasted 
shut, and no more can come out. Gently 
pick off the wad of hardened droppings, 
taking care not to tear the chick’s tender 
skin.

To avoid pasting, make sure your 
chicks are warm enough. At the first 
sign of pasting, mix a little cornmeal or 
ground-up raw oatmeal with their starter. 
By the time your chicks are one week 
old, pasting up should no longer be a 
problem.

Feed & Water
Chicks don’t need to eat the moment 

they hatch. For the first two days of life 
they can survive on residual yoke, which 
is why newly hatched chicks are able to 
survive being shipped across the country. 
If, however, they don’t eat within two 
to three days of hatch, they become too 
weak to actively seek food and will die 
of starvation, a condition called starve-
out.

 Starve-out can occur when delivery 
of shipped chicks is delayed. It can 
also be caused by feeders placed where 
chicks can’t find them, or feeders set so 
high the chicks can’t reach them. Other 
causes are placing feeders directly un-
der the heat where chicks become too 
warm to eat comfortably, and using 

A homemade brooder can be made simply by using a cardboard box with a cover 
and light bulb. Remember that the brooder temperature is critical and birds 
exposed to too low or too high a temperature during brooding are subject to poor 
development. Diagrams are from the “Small Flock Manual,” Clemson University 
Cooperative Extension. Used with permission. Gail suggests placing circular 
cardboard inside the box to prevent chicks from bunching in the corners. 

the saucers with proper chick feeders.
Feather picking and toe picking may 

both lead to more serious forms of can-
nibalism, a problem that is unfortunately 
fairly common among chicks. Light high-
strung laying breeds, especially Leghorns 
and other Mediterraneans, are more likely 
to engage in cannibalism than the heavier 

A brooder is a heating 
unit that provides the 
necessary warmth to 
maintain the chick’s 
temperature. Brooders 
may be gas or electric 
and are available from 
feed stores, hatcheries 
or commercial supply 
companies. Brooders 
must also hold the food 
and water necessary 
for a young bird’s 
development. There 
are many options for 
homemade brooders 
including cardboard, 
or as in this photo, a 
plastic tub. Make sure 
the chicks won’t slip on 
smooth surfaces, which 
can encourage slipped 
tendon, properly 
known as perosis. 

American and Asiatic breeds. Within a 
breed, some strains are more cannibalistic 
than others. Birds of the same strain may 
be cannibalistic when raised in one place 
but not another, proving that you can 
discourage cannibalism by maintaining 
a proper environment.

Cannibalism has many causes, often 
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slowly. Slower growth than is typical 
for the breed may result from nutritional 
deficiencies, which are fairly common 
in breeder-flock diets and are passed 
along to chicks through the nutritionally 
deficient eggs they hatch from. General 
signs of deficiency are poor growth and 
lack of vigor. All chicks, but especially 
chicks that have been shipped, benefit 
from the addition of a vitamin supple-
ment in their drinking water for their first 
three weeks of life.

Whether your chicks come by mail or 
come out of your own incubator, when 
you first put them into the brooder, make 
sure they know where the water is by gen-
tly dipping the tip of each beak into the 
waterer. Even though they may not drink 
right away, most of them will get the idea. 
Once several chicks start drinking, the 
rest will learn to imitate them.

Chicks that can’t find the water won’t 
grow at a normal rate, develop bluish 
beaks, and stop peeping. Deaths start 
occurring on the fourth day and continue 
until the sixth day. If water is available, 
but some chicks couldn’t find it, those 
surviving after the sixth day are the ones 

that did find it.
Initially, place waterers near, but not 

directly under, the heat source. As soon 
as the chicks are drinking well, move 
waterers farther out to give the chicks 
more space to rest near the source of heat. 
During the first days, do not place the 
waterer on a platform where chicks can’t 
reach it. If you switch from one waterer 

As chicks grow, keep feeders level with the 
bird’s back to prevent waste and to keep 
the birds out of the containers, preventing 
contamination.

Build your own feeder with the dimensions provided here. Diagrams are from the 
“Small Flock Manual,” Clemson University Cooperative Extension. Used with 
permission. 

Make sure your chicks know where the 
water is by dipping the tip of each beak 
into the waterer. 

sand or sawdust as litter, so chicks fill 
up on the litter instead of the feed. If 
you use loose litter, cover it with paper 
towel until you know your chicks are 
eating properly.

Do not use newspaper or other smooth 
paper. Brooding chicks on a slick surface 
can encourage slipped tendon, properly 
known as perosis. This condition typi-
cally occurs in fast-growing heavy breeds 
and meat hybrids. It generally shows up 
starting at nine days of age and affects up 
to 5 percent of the brood. Typical signs 
are swollen, flat hock joints, hopping on 
one leg, sometimes one or both legs twist-
ed or rotated. This condition is related to 
nutrition and does not spread from bird 
to bird. It may be prevented by feeding 
a supplement containing manganese and 
B-vitamins, and by raising feeders as the 
chicks grow to encourage them to stretch 
and thus strengthen their legs.

Switching to hanging feeders as soon 
as chicks outgrow their beginner-chick 
feeders is a good idea in any case, as it 
helps prevent feed wastage that occurs 
when chicks toss feed out of the trough 
with their beaks. A good rule of thumb 
is to keep the feed at the height of the 
birds’ backs. For fast growing chicks you 
may need to raise feeders every couple 
of days.

Rate of growth varies from breed to 
breed. Heavy breeds and meat hybrids 
are bred for rapid growth. Bantams and 
many heritage breeds tend to grow more 
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When it comes to 
natural breeding, 
Tom Fuller, 
Medina, New 
York, must be 
doing something 
right. 

Top: Tom’s Blue 
Cochin and 
brood. He  says 
there are 14 
chicks under there 
somewhere. 

Bottom: This 
White Muscovy 
has raised broods 
of 20 or more for 
3 years in a row.

to another, leave the old waterer in place 
for a few days until the chicks learn to 
use the new one.

Signs of Disease
Signs that brooded chicks are experi-

encing a serious disease include depres-
sion, weakness, poor growth, drooping 
wings, decreased appetite, increased 
thirst, huddling near heat with head down 
and eyes closed, swelling in one or both 
eyes, diarrhea, excessive deaths.

Chickhood Diseases
Healthy chicks that are properly 

housed and fed generally thrive. As 
distressing as the occasional death can 
be, it is not cause for serious concern. 
People who brood large numbers of 
chicks expect a normal death rate of 
about 2.5 percent during the first two 
weeks, increasing to up to 5 percent 
by the seventh week. If you experience 
fewer or no losses, consider yourself 
fortunate.

Mature chickens are reservoirs of 

infection, whether or not the adult birds 
themselves are sick. Brood your chicks 
away from older birds to give them time 
to develop the natural immunities that 
result from gradual exposure to infec-
tious organisms, as opposed to sudden 
exposure to a high concentration that 
may cause disease instead of immunity. 
When caring for your chickens, always 
take care of chicks first and the older 
birds afterward.

By far the most common brooder 
disease is coccidiosis, the primary sign 
of which is loose, watery, and sometimes 
bloody droppings occurring any time 
after chicks reach two weeks of age. This 
disease is serious, as it may result in many 
deaths, and chicks that survive may fail to 
grow properly. Coccidiosis occurs mainly 
during warm humid weather. Chicks 
raised in the cool weather of early spring 
are less likely to get it unless their quar-
ters are not kept clean and/or droppings 
get into their drinking water.

The best way to prevent coccidiosis 
is to brood chicks early in the year, 

while the weather is still cold and dry, 
and keep their quarters scrupulously 
clean. Replace paper towels or litter 
frequently; immediately remove and 
replace wet towels or litter. Wash water-
ers each time you refill them. If you find 
chick droppings in the water, adjust the 
height of the waterer (by elevating it on 
a low platform) or find a more suitably 
designed waterer.

If you brood chicks in warm, humid 
conditions, sometimes the only way to 
prevent coccidiosis is by using medicated 
starter ration containing a coccidiostat. 
If you are raising chicks for meat, be 
sure to observe the withholding period 
on the label.

Medicated feed won’t cure chicks that 
already have coccidiosis, and besides sick 
chicks usually stop eating. Chicks that 
already have coccidiosis must be treated 
with an anti-coccidial, purchased from 
a feed store or poultry supplier (this is 
no time to experiment with “natural” 
concoctions). The anti-coccidial is added 
to the drinking water, which chicks will 
continue to consume even after they stop 
eating. Treatment works quickly and 
effectively if started at the first signs of 
coccidiosis. When you purchase chicks 
from a hatchery, you will be offered 
the option of having them vaccinated to 
stimulate natural immunity that produces 
lifetime protection against coccidiosis, 
but you must make sure never to feed 
them medicated rations, which would 
neutralize the vaccine.

Different chick diseases occur in dif-
ferent parts of the country. Your county 
Extension agent or state poultry specialist 
can tell you whether or not your chicks 
should be vaccinated and for which dis-
eases. Chicks that are kept warm, dry, and 
away from drafts and predators, are fed 
properly, and always have clean water 
are likely to thrive and give you great 
pleasure watching them grow.

Gail Damerow is a well-known poul-
try expert and the author of many books 
including these on poultry: Storey’s 
Guide to Raising Chickens, The Chicken 
Health Handbook, Your Chickens: A 
Kid’s Guide to Raising and Showing, 
Barnyard in Your Backyard, and Fences 
for Pasture & Garden. These books are 
available from the Backyard Poultry 
Bookstore on page 42.
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health: 

By rOn kean

exTension	poulTry	specialisT
university OF wiscOnsin-madisOn

the answer man

You have questions? Ron has an-
swers!

We are frequently asked poultry 
management questions so we’ve asked 
Ron Kean, Extension Poultry Specialist 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
to answer your questions in each issue. If 
you have poultry health questions, send 
them to us at Backyard Poultry Editorial, 
145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451 or 
e-mail to byp@tds.net, and we'll print as 
many as we have room for.

Prolapsed Cloaca
I’ve attached a picture of a hen with 

a prolapsed cloaca. This hen lived for 
around five months in this condition; 
much longer than I’ve understood birds 
with such conditions to live. She main-
tained body weight and overall vigor. 
We eventually decided to eat her since 
we didn’t want this trait passed on to 
offspring. I’m sure she would have lived 
much longer.

Cherrie, Wisconsin

You must have good management! 
You’re right, in most hens, the prolapse 

causes only mild symptoms, and that’s 
where the problem can come in. The 
chicken can carry it and you may not 
even notice.

The organism that causes blackhead 
has a very interesting life cycle. It lives 
in the intestine and releases histomonads 
(sort of like fertilized eggs), excreted in 
the bird’s feces. These histomonads can 
also be contained in the eggs of a small 
worm (Heterakis gallinarum) that lives 
in the cecum of the bird. To make it 
even more complicated, these worms’ 
eggs can be excreted and ingested by 
earthworms. The histomonads can then 
be carried and spread by earthworms. 
They can remain infective for a few 
years in this state. 

So, if your chickens carry blackhead, 
or if there have been infected chickens 
on the land in the past few years, you 
could have a problem with the turkeys. 
If not, then they’ll be fine. Your decision 
depends on whether you’re willing to 
take the chance.

A couple of other notes about black-
head. 

• Breaking the life cycle can help, so 
many people will treat their turkeys with 
a wormer twice a year. This should get 
rid of the cecal worms. 

• Peafowl and many pheasants are 
also susceptible to blackhead.

• Keeping the birds confined (on a 
concrete floor) would reduce exposure 
to earthworms.

Adding New Birds to the Flock
I am relatively new to the world of 

chickens (1-1/2 years) and I have ques-
tions about adding new birds to the coop 
with old/existing birds. I have read that 
it shouldn’t be done. If this is so, why? 
(I have seen the fighting/pecking order 
stuff.) Will they get used to each other? 
Is there a way to “ease” them into the 
new situation? I have no intention of 

will continue to worsen, or other birds 
will pick at it and cause more harm. 
Otherwise, they can get an infection and 
die from that. Chicken soup has been 
the time-honored use for a hen that has 
prolapsed. Some people who keep them 
as pets, however, have had luck in cor-
recting this condition. If you can get the 
tissue cleaned and pushed back in, and 
get her out of production, in some cases 
she’ll heal up, come back into produc-
tion after a month or so, and be perfectly 
“normal” and healthy for a long time. 

Forcing a hen to go out of production 
is not always easy, but usually if you can 
decrease her day length to about eight or 
nine hours per day for a week or two, it 
should do the trick. You’ll probably need 
to keep her indoors, so you can have com-
plete darkness for 15 or 16 hours each 
day. It’s best to keep her away from other 
chickens until it has a chance to heal. The 
reddened tissue seems to attract a lot of 
unwanted pecking.

Mixing Chickens and Turkeys
I currently have a small flock of 

chickens but would like to try raising a 
few turkeys this year also. I have heard 
from some hatcheries that I shouldn’t 
mix chickens and turkeys together on 
the same small acreage and some others 
say that it shouldn’t be a problem. What 
would you suggest? 

Chris, Minnesota
This is a very good question, and as 

with many things in biology, I’d start with 
“it depends!” There is a disease called 
histomoniasis, more commonly known 
as blackhead, which affects turkeys. 
This disease often causes sulphur-col-
ored diarrhea, drowsiness, fluffing of 
the feathers, closed eyes, and anorexia, 
especially in young birds. Internally, it 
also often causes very noticeable round, 
target-like lesions on the liver.

While it can affect chickens, it often 
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adding any birds I haven’t raised myself, 
for health reasons, so they will be raised 
nearby. My hens don’t seem to be too 
interested in setting, or I would let them 
handle the whole thing themselves. I have 
had predator problems in the past and my 
laying flock is getting too small (down to 
three) so I want to add a few more birds 
and any advice would be great.

Derrick via the Internet

Commercial producers would empty 
out the house, clean and disinfect, then 
bring in a new flock. In that way, all of 
the birds in the flock have been exposed to 
the same diseases, so they are not passing 
things around. With a small flock such as 
yours, this is not usually done, of course. 
As you have stated, it is better, for health 
reasons, to raise chicks on your farm than 
to bring in adult birds. If you’re going to 
bring in adult birds, I’d certainly suggest 
quarantining them for a couple of weeks 
before mingling them with your flock. Ei-
ther way, they must be integrated and given 
time to settle on a new pecking order. Be-
fore you mix them, it is important to make 
sure they are mature enough to be mixed. 
Juvenile birds can be beaten up badly or 
killed if they are put in with adults. Once 
they are roughly the same size, they’ll 
likely be able to hold their own.

The good news is that it is very sel-
dom that chickens can’t settle on a peck-
ing order. It’s just stressful on them (and 
their owners) for a few days. Probably the 
best way to introduce them is through a 
fence. If the birds can see each other for 
at least a few days, this should lessen the 
fighting when they are mixed. If you just 
have a couple of new birds, you might 
put them inside a cage in the regular pen. 
If you can separate the pen with a fence 
divider, that will work, too. 

Many people will mix the birds at 
night. I’m not sure why, but it seems if 
they wake up with each other in the morn-
ing, there is often less fighting. Another 
method that can help is if you take the 
older birds out of the pen and put the new 
birds in for a day or two. This gives them 

a chance to find feed and water and get 
used to the surroundings before the “old” 
birds are reintroduced. Giving them a 
place to hide out is always a good idea. 

Occasionally, they’ll fight to the point 
of doing real damage. If you do see that 
one is injured, you’ll want to separate it 
and wait until it is healed before attempt-
ing to mix them again.

It’s always easier, too, if you can intro-
duce more than one new bird at a time. That 
way, the “old” chickens won’t be able to 
focus all their attention on one “newbie.”

Turkeys for the Backyard Flock
I almost did not send in the card to 

obtain your publication. I get so many 
in the mail I usually do not even look 
at them, just deposit them in the “round 
file.” I am glad I did not throw this one 
away. I received the publication and was 
so impressed that I have shared it with 
several friends, and have placed an order 
from one of your advertisers.

I would like to start a small flock of 
turkeys. What type are good layers and 
reproducers in a “home” environment? 
What type of nesting do they prefer? They 
will be housed in a coop, with a large 
screened-in run area.

C. E. Davis via the Internet

Your choice of turkeys depends 
mostly on the goal you have in mind for 
them. If you want to produce a lot of meat 
economically, broad-breasted turkeys 
(either white or bronze) should be your 
choice. Male broad-breasted turkeys will 
grow to 40 or more pounds in about 4-5 
months. They have been selected for 
good feed efficiency, so while it seems 
like they are eating a ton, they really are 
producing meat very effectively. These 
turkeys should not typically be kept for 
breeding purposes.

It sounds like you would like a flock 
to keep for several years. You will prob-
ably want one of the varieties known as 
“heritage” or “unimproved.” These are 
usually available from mail-order hatch-
eries. Some examples include Bourbon 

Red, Bronze, Narragansett, Slate, etc. 
(See the article on page 38 of Backyard 
Poultry, Issue 1, for more information on 
heritage turkeys—Ed.) 

They will grow more slowly, and 
most will reach a maximum weight of 
30 pounds or so. These are usually able 
to mate naturally, unlike the broad-
breasted varieties. Probably none of 
them will be “good layers” compared 
to a chicken. Most will lay eggs in the 
spring and then stop by late spring or 
early summer. The hens will like a dark, 
secluded corner to lay in. Nest boxes are 
usually left on the ground and should be 
fairly sturdy. For most turkeys, the nest 
boxes should be at least 18 inches wide 
and 24 inches long. You can use straw 
or wood shavings for nesting material. 
Like chickens, some turkey hens will get 
broody and sit on the eggs. You’ll prob-
ably want to separate her from the rest of 
the flock if you want her to hatch eggs, 
because the other hens will continue to 
try to lay in her nest. This often leads 
to broken, dirty eggs and/or poults not 
hatching on the same day. If allowed to 
free-range, turkey hens will often steal 
a nest in tall weeds or shrubs, etc. This 
should be discouraged since they are 
very susceptible to predation.

Rooster or Soup?
It has been two years now and I have 

one rooster who has yet to fertilize any 
eggs—any help for him or do I just need 
a new rooster? 

Ed, North Carolina

There are a few things to consider 
before you start making soup! Is he with 
a group of hens? If he is only with one 
hen, it’s possible that something is wrong 
with her eggs. If not, then is he mating? 
You should be able to watch for a while, 
especially in the morning, and see if he 
attempts to mate. If he’s in with several 
other roosters, he may be the lowest in 
the pecking order, so the other roosters 
may not allow him to mate.

In some cases, breeds of chickens 
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with heavy, loose feathering can have 
problems completing a successful mat-
ing. You can use a scissors and clip some 
of the feathers around his vent area. This 
may help. A few breeds, such as Cornish, 
may have such a large breast muscle that 
it becomes difficult to mate. Roosters that 
have suffered from a frostbitten comb 
are often infertile for a while afterward, 
though they will usually regain fertility 
after a couple of months. Is it possible 
that they are fertile, but the incubator 
conditions are incorrect, so you don’t see 
development? Is the rooster old? Roosters 
that are more than three or four years will 
likely be less fertile.

It’s pretty rare for a rooster to be 
completely infertile, but it could happen. 
I’d check these things and if none seem 
to be the problem, maybe it’s time to look 
for a new rooster!

Chinese Geese as “Watchdogs”
Recently my daughter received a 

1-year-old Chinese goose as a gift. We 
have chickens and ducks so I thought it 
would be okay. I have been out with the 
goose every day, changing its water, put-
ting down fresh straw, and bringing it its 
feed. The goose hasn’t charged or hissed 
at me, but it is constantly honking at me, 
whether I am in sight for a few minutes 
or a few hours. Whether I’m standing 
next to it or working several hundred feet 
away, it will not stop. All the joy I have 
found in farming in the past is gone. My 
chores are now a chore. This weekend I 
had enough, I cornered the goose with my 
butcher knife at the ready, but, I thought 
I would give the goose one last try. So I 
let it go and went to my books. No luck 
there, so I turn to you fine folks for any 
suggestions. I’m still open to a good 
recipe, but...

Gerry via the Internet

Perhaps unfortunately, this sounds 
like normal behavior. Chinese geese are 
known for being “watchdogs” because 
they honk loudly when someone is 
around. I don’t know of anything that 
will make them stop honking. It may 
settle down some as it gets to know the 
surroundings and gets used to you being 
around. You might try to wear the same 
color of coat, etc. to help with this. As 
with guineas, peafowl, and, to some de-
gree, the crowing of roosters, I think you 

either love the sound of Chinese geese 
or you don’t.

Feeding Corn to Poultry
I love the premier issue of Backyard 

Poultry. Finally, a whole magazine for us 
chicken lovers! It is something to crow 
about! Keep ‘em coming and thank you. 

On page 56 of the Feb/March issue it 
talks about feeding pullets and man-
agement and nutrition. It says to feed 
them 16-18% protein laying ration w/ 
calcium. But not to feed them corn. Why 
not? I have had and raised chickens for 
over 25 years and every one grew up 
on rolled corn, and egg quality crum-
bles. And all the table scraps they could 
eat. I have never had a problem or a 
slow down in egg laying. Am I missing 
something? What’s wrong with corn?  

I believe the intent of that statement 
was that a “complete” commercial ration 
is formulated to be the only diet (i.e., the 
“complete” diet) and not as a supplement 
with corn or milo. If, as an example, you 
decide to mix the diet 50/50 with corn, 
you are diluting out many of the nutrients 
in the mixed ration. For example, corn is 
usually only about 8-9% protein. So if 
the commercial feed is 16%, and you are 
mixing it 50/50 with corn, your chickens 
are only getting about 12% protein. Like-
wise, they may not get optimum levels of 
other vitamins, minerals, etc. 

In reality, you may never notice a 
problem. As you mentioned, many chick-
ens get table scraps, bugs and worms 
that they can find, etc., so they may be 
supplementing their diet with these other 
feeds. Also, with a few hens, you might 
not realize their full potential, but they’ll 
still lay pretty well. If you are feeding a 
million hens, you will definitely notice 
the difference. Getting 89% production 
instead of 90% amounts to 10,000 fewer 
eggs per day. That’s 833 dozen eggs, 
and that can be the difference between a 
profit, and going out of business. If you 
only have 100 hens, the same difference 
in production amounts to one less egg a 
day, so you probably won’t notice it.

Another note on corn: I hear people 
say from time to time that there is no feed 
value to corn. This is certainly false. It 
should not be the sole diet, however. I 
liken it to humans eating bread. Bread 
is certainly good for you, and has nutri-

tion, but you wouldn’t want to live on it. 
Chickens need a well-balanced diet, just 
as much as humans do! 

(See “Your Voice,” pages 61 and 
63, for two other opinions on feeding 
poultry.—Ed.) 

Keeping Birds Safe & Warm
Is there a safe way to provide heat in 

the chicken coop in the winter? 
I have 40 laying hens in my coop. I use 

two heat lamps over the water pans. This 
keeps the water from freezing and provides 

Hands-free chicken picker gets 
‘em spankin’ clean in 20 seconds!

Features:
   • Tough, UV-stabilized, food-grade, plastic   
     tub and housing
   • 1 HP motor, 10:1 speed reducer 
   • Spray ring to wash feathers away
   • Feather chute for tidy work area
   • Easy access, water-proof switch

“Also available: Scalder, Table & Cones”

 ONLY  $975!

www.schaferfarmsnaturalmeats.com
760 SW 55th Ave., Jamesport, MO 64648
660/684-6035 email to:dna76@grm.net

THE FEATHERMAN PRO

Featherman Pluckers
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a small amount of warmth. My hens seem 
to do okay but I feel sorry for them. I notice 
frost bitten combs occasionally. 

Susan, Wisconsin

Forty hens will produce a fair amount 
of heat, so if they’re in an insulated coop 
with good ventilation (but without drafts), 
they will likely be just fine without added 
heat. While they can handle quite a bit of 
cold weather, many of us would still like 
to add some heat to make them more com-
fortable. As you’ve noted, safety should 
always be considered. Many people use 
heat lamps. They should be high enough 
so that litter material won’t get pushed or 
kicked onto them. They should also have 
a wire or screen to keep birds from flying 

Special handling helps rare
breeds show at their best

By	dr.	charles	r.	h.	evereTT

sppa	newsleTTer,	FeBruary	2006

Many of our heritage large fowl breeds grow slower than their modern counter-
parts. For those who are planning to show their fowl, I would like to suggest 

some practices from my personal experience. First, consider fall hatching instead 
of the normal spring hatch.

This year I set up my breeding pens of Malays, Asils, and Cubalayas in Sep-
tember. Fertility was excellent. Brooding was much easier, as I did not have to 
contend with cold weather to keep those little chicks warm. By hatching in the fall, 
the chicks have more time to mature for the next year’s early fall shows. Another 
added benefit is the pullets have more time to mature before they lay their first 
eggs. This seems to help their overall vigor. I strongly suggest fall hatching for 
heritage large fowl poultry.
   When showing your rare breed at your local poultry show, show only your 
best! Cooping in birds that are not in the proper condition or carry some serious 
defect or even a disqualification does not promote our rare breeds. Don’t get in a 
hurry. Many times the rare breeds have not had the selection pressure necessary 
to produce top quality fowl. It is better to take a few years breeding your stock 
by the Standard than to enter junk in the show. It is possible the judges and other 
fanciers at your local show will have never seen your rare breed before. Make a 
good impression.
   How do you go about determining the worth of your rare breed of choice? You 
cannot count the hours of labor or even the feed bill. If you did this, no one could 
afford to purchase your birds! However, I do think it important to realize that a 
successful breeding program is worth something. Granted, there are times we all 
give away good birds to friends and other breeders. I have personally been the 
recipient of such acts of kindness and intend to continue the tradition. 
   People tend to respect and care for those things in life that cost them something. 
There is nothing wrong with charging an appropriate fee for years of work spent 
collecting, breeding, and culling stock. That said, there are certain things to keep 
in mind when selling stock. (1) Don’t sell any stock you wouldn’t breed yourself. 
(2) Be honest if you’ve made an outcross within the past six generations. (3) If 
your stock is throwing any off-colored birds then say so. In other words, be honest 
and up front with any potential customer. Treating others the way you’d like to be 
treated will go a long way in promoting our rare breeds.

into them. 
They should 
be firmly at-
tached, so 
if a chicken 
d o e s  h i t 
them, or hits 
the electric 
cord, they won’t be knocked down on to 
the litter. Electric or gas heaters can be 
used, too. They should be shielded from 
litter and birds, too. If possible, placing 
the heat source inside a cage or fencing 
it off will work well. The heaters should 
be cleaned fairly often, too, since dust 
from the chickens and litter can build 
up quickly. Gas heaters should also have 
emergency shutoffs in case the fire is ex-

tinguished. Whether you are adding heat 
or not, the coop should always have good 
ventilation, but this is especially true when 
using gas heat. It seems counter-produc-
tive to ventilate a house when we’re trying 
to keep it warm, but the chickens need 
fresh air, too. They also need to get rid of 
excess moisture. If you smell ammonia 
when you open the house in the morning, 
or if things are damp, you probably need 
more ventilation. The excess moisture can 
actually increase risk of frostbitten combs, 
as well as respiratory illnesses.

Crooked Toes
Can you tell me what this is? The 

affected birds have trouble walking and 
their toes curl under. Neither the bird nor 
I can straighten them. With enough time 
and care they work their way out of it but 
never seem to be as thrifty as the rest of 
the flock. I think we’ve had three birds 
with this condition out of the thousands 
that we’ve raised. We now get rid of any 
chicken that shows this.

Cherrie, Wisconsin

There are a few things that can 
cause crooked toes. Deficiency of the 
B-vitamin riboflavin is one. This is not 
very common today, since most people 
feed a complete diet that is fortified with 
vitamins and minerals. Genetics can also 
be a cause. This is why we usually don’t 
suggest keeping a crooked-toed bird 
for breeding. This is not a real common 
occurrence either. The most common 
cause of crooked toes that I have seen 
is poor incubator conditions. Incubator 
temperatures that are too high or too low 
can cause this. Delayed hatching for any 
reason can also cause crooked toes. Since 
you only see this in an occasional chick, 
perhaps there may have been a warm spot 
(or a cool spot) in the incubator where 
that egg was sitting. If the chick was 
weak, even during hatching, it may have 
other problems, which could add to the 
general unthrifty nature. 

Crooked toes can often be corrected, 
if you have some patience. Treatment 
usually involves taping the toes to a small 
piece of cardboard so they are held in a 
straight position. A few days of this (on 
a small chick) will often straighten the 
toes. If the condition is not too bad, it 
may occasionally correct itself as the bird 
gets older, too.
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“Wow, you just don’t see 
chicken like this any-
more!” “Outstanding 

flavor.” “This is how I remember chicken 
as a kid on the farm.” “Got any more?” 
These are all comments and compliments 
we’ve received on our roasting chickens. 
Better called roasters, these birds are 
raised until four to five months of age 
and then processed and sold. 

The USDA defines a roaster as a 
“young chicken of either sex, that is 
tender-meated, with soft, pliable, smooth-
textured skin and breast bone cartilage 
that may be somewhat less flexible than 
that of a broiler or fryer.” 

After dressing, these birds are large 
and impressive looking at three to five 
pounds. That is plenty of meat to go 
around for a family or for restaurant fare. 
Afterwards, the carcass can be used for 
stock. Chefs are especially appreciative 
of that. Many chefs use these birds for 
an authentic French Coq-au-vin recipe. 
Exactly what the recipe calls for. (See 
page 58 for a recipe to make your own 
Coq-au-vin.—Ed.)

We use male birds of purebred ex-
traction (more about that later). Rhode 
Island Red cockerels are ordered as day-
old chicks and allowed free range in late 
spring until early fall. The young roosters 
are then dressed and sold. Ranging allows 
the birds access to insects, fresh grass, 
clover, alfalfa, worms, seeds, etc. This 
cuts feed costs about 30% and imparts 
a wonderful, rich, wholesome flavor to 
the birds. They are delicious and people 
love them. Chickens this size and with 
this flavor are simply unavailable in any 
regular store. This niche exists for those 
willing to exploit it. Farmers markets, 
restaurants and club/organization dinners 
are just a few markets. There are certainly 
many more. 

Free-Range Roosters for Roasters
By steve edwards

asPen hills Farm

michigan

Steve’s choice for raising roasters is Rhode Island Reds but this hen seems pretty content 
simply being in her nesting box. This photo was sent to us by Mrs. Mary Gutierrez, 
Riverside, California. 

Financial OPPOrtunities: 

My selection of Rhode Island Red is 
based on some previous experience with 
different varieties of chickens. The hybrid 
Cornish Cross Rock birds do not possess 
the ability or desire to do much ranging. 
This trait has simply been bred out of 
them. These hybrids are the mainstay 
of the conventional poultry industry and 
confinement housing is not conducive to 
my method of ranging. 

The purebred birds, however, are 
another story. The classic American 
breeds like Dominiques, Rhode Island 
Reds, New Hampshires, Barred/White 
Rocks and Wyandottes were bred to be 
somewhat self-sufficient by our early 
settlers. They are aggressive foragers that 
are content on doing what chickens do 
naturally—scratch and eat. Beware the 
insect that crosses their path for they are 

history. So are weeds, grass and seeds. To 
me, they are a true joy to watch as they 
go about their business. 

Not to be excluded, other breeds do 
equally well on range, like the Australorp, 
Orpington, Sussex, Dorking and many 
others. Everyone may have a preferred 
breed and the Rhode Island Reds are 
mine simply because my great uncles 
raised them. 

If you have some good, clean pasture 
with various grasses and legumes like 
vetch, timothy, fescue, clover, alfalfa, or 
variations thereof, you may want to con-
sider raising a few (or many) roasters. 

You’ll need some feeders, water-
ers, and range housing for the birds in 
addition to some chicken feed. Corn, 
oats, wheat and other grains can also 
supplement their diet and cut down on 
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For producers of comestible prod-
ucts, obtaining and keeping restau-
rants as a customer is a worthwhile 

goal. Restaurant folks appreciate the tire-
less efforts and care that go into produc-
ing wholesome food. Most are willing to 
compensate producers accordingly. Good 
chefs know your fresh produce gives 
them an edge over the competition. This 
is the type of customer you want. It is a 
true win-win-win situation for producer, 
restaurateur, and customer alike. Let’s 
explore some ideas to help you with the 
restaurant market. 

The first step is to check the rules and 
regulations pertaining to farm-direct sales 
to restaurants with your state’s Dept. of 
Agriculture. Don’t let this be a hindrance. 
I’ve always found the Michigan Depart-
ment of Agriculture (MDA) more than 
willing to work with and help produc-

ers in this regard. The job of the MDA 
is consumer protection, not producer 
prohibitor. 

Next, be aware that obtaining a res-
taurant as a customer is not easy. Many 
of these folks are true professionals. In 
quality eateries, the food they prepare is 
flawless. They put their heart and soul 
into their work. They are passionate 
about their creations. Their patrons rave 
about them. And they charge a price for 
their efforts. If you cannot meet their 
specifications for quality produce, reli-
ability, or consistency, don’t even try to 
establish contact with them. It’s first class 
all the way with these guys, especially 
high-end restaurants. For they expect the 
same passion and dedication from you 
as a food producer/supplier as they give 
as a food preparer. You must know this 
and conduct yourself accordingly before 

Direct Marketing to
Restaurants

By steve edwards

asPen hills Farm

michigan

Producer Steve Edwards seals the deal with Tapawingo Restaurant Chef Jeremy 
Kittleson. Remember, once committed to your delivery, keep your promises!

feed usage. But again, you’ll still need 
some feed. 

If this idea interests you, do some 
research on the topic. Contact your local 
County Extension Office or 4-H group. 
Several great books are also available on 
the subject. It is best to start small with 
25 or so birds. Look at your first brood 
as an educational experience. See what 
works and how future improvements can 
be made. 

Roasters may be a nice summer proj-
ect for a family looking for something 
new or a little diversification. Make sure 
to take care of the birds, especially when 
it is hot. They’ll need plenty of water and 
shade. Take time to enjoy the birds as they 
grow. Chicks are great fun to watch and 
can be a real joy and teach some respon-
sibility for younger family members. And 
lastly, be humble when the compliments 
roll in, after all, the chickens did most 
of the work!

Steve Edwards owns and operates As-
pen Hill Farms in Michigan and produces 
poultry, rabbits and medicinal plants. See 
the following article where he offers his 
advice on how to market these roasters 
once you have decided to raise them. 

Now you can carry 

 
at your location!

Retail Sales Opportunity:

• Feed Mills • Hardware Stores 
• Corner Markets • Hatcheries 

• Vendors and Suppliers...
 

BACKYARD POULTRY has a retail sales 
program that allows you to offer the 
latest issues of BACKYARD POULTRY 
directly to your customers.  

If you deal with a public who ap-
preciates poultry and may enjoy 
reading BACKYARD POULTRY, call to 
inquire about this unique opportunity 
to receive  newsstand copies at a 
substantial discount directly from the 
publisher.

Backyard 
Poultry

For more information contact Ann Tom at:
Backyard Poultry
145 Industrial Drive
Medford, WI 54451
Phone: 1-800-551-5691 
or email: atom@tds.net
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making a venture into the world of farm-
direct restaurant sales. 

Making Contact
If you’d like to make contact with 

a restaurant, here are some suggestions 
for a successful start. First, you must 
have good timing. Select a time and off-
season to call on them when they are not 
busy. For example, calling on a weekend, 
holiday or evening is bad timing and 
guarantees they will not have time for 
you. They are up to their ears in work 
during these times. This is much akin 
to calling you a half-hour before you 
leave for fall combining or the farmer’s 
market. You get the idea. It is better to 
make a sales call mid-week at 10:00 a.m. 
or 2:30 p.m. to avoid any possible lunch 
hour disruption. 

Ask for the chef or owner, tell them 
who you are and give them a brief de-
scription of your product. Ask for an 
appointment to bring by a sample. Then 
do it! Being on time and presentable is a 
must. As they say, you never get a second 
chance to make a first impression. Make it 
a good one. Strive to exceed the chef’s ex-
pectations. After your presentation, thank 
the chef for his time and be on your way. 
Tell him/her you’ll call in a few days to 
follow up on the sample. When you make 
the follow-up call, this is the opportunity 
to ask for their business. “Can I supply 10 
dozen this Thursday?” “What time shall I 
come?” Once committed to your delivery, 
keep your promises!

Also, be sure to bring along refer-
ences from current customers. Perhaps 
you belong to a CSA, supply a deli, or 
sell at a farmers market. Even if you do 
sales from your farm at a roadside mar-
ket, any reference is better than none. 
Prepare a quick blurb about your farm, 
its operation, products and philosophy for 
the chef and staff to read. Tell them about 
the vegetables, fruit or free-range poultry 
you produce. Include unique traits your 
farm has. A good story about your farm 
will help the wait staff sell your products 
to customers…just make sure it is the 
truth. “Yes, we buy our produce fresh and 
farm-direct from the best local sources. 
In fact, it was delivered just this morn-
ing.” This type of information helps the 
restaurant sell your products and makes a 
good impression on their clientele. If your 
stuff is good, they’ll tell their friends and 

return to the restaurant for more. This is 
exactly what you want. 

Always concentrate on making the 
restaurant look good in front of its cus-
tomers. You do this by supplying the best 
of your products on a consistent and reli-
able basis. This enables the chef to meet 
the demand of his/her clientele. And these 
customers don’t like disappointments by 
being told that a restaurant is out of their 
favorite dish. That’s not why they came. 
So be sure your customers always have 
an adequate supply of your items. 

Doors Open to More Sales
When you supply one quality item 

(such as organic, fresh produce) to the 
chef, and supply it as you agreed, it will 
also open the door for other items you 
could begin to supply as well, such as 
organic vegetables. 

Good communication between the 
farm and chef is essential. Keep these lines 
of communication open at all times. 

Lastly, as in life, things are not always 
rosy in the world of restaurant sales. 
Owners change, menus change, and chefs 
move on. The public’s taste in food is 
fickle. That’s life. Just be prepared for 
these eventualities and learn to adapt. You 
many not always supply the same items 
to the same restaurant forever. The best 
restaurant suppliers I know never “bet the 
farm” on any one restaurant. They have 
many sales outlets. In the investment 
world, it is called diversification, and it’s 
good business. 

With time, practice and some market-
ing savvy, restaurant sales can be a nice 
source of income for poultry producers. 

One of the restaurants I provide 
fresh meats and other products to is 

Tapawingo, considered the premier high-
end restaurant in the state of Michigan. 
Owned by restaurateur/chef Peter Peter-
son, Tapawingo is located in Ellsworth 
(about an hour north of Traverse City). 
They specialize in the finest European-
American cuisine. Dinner is five courses 
including the main course—called princi-
ple—including dishes such as Sous Vide 
Maine Lobster, Braised Mediterranean 
Turbot, Aspen Hill Farm Rabbit “Bollito 
Misto,” Tandoori Spiced Summerfield 
Rack of Lamb, Roasted Cervena Venison 
Loin, Grilled Harris Ranch “All Natural” 
Beef Tenderloin and more. Price range 
for this menu is $58 to $60. 

To prepare and supervise these el-
egant selections Pete hired California 
native Stuart Brioza as Executive Chef. 
Growing up in California, Stuart was 
well aware of the trend of high-end res-
taurants to purchase fresh products from 
local farms. This has long been the secret 
weapon of outstanding California restau-
rants and Stuart brought this knowledge 
with him to Tapawingo. Since his arrival, 
Stuart has taken the purchase of local 
farm products to a new level. They buy 
meats, eggs, herbs, mushrooms, fruits, 
vegetables and fish from area farms. Lo-
cal growers also provide fresh flowers. 

Even though Chef Stuart has moved 
back to California, all these items are 
still carefully inspected for quality by the 
new chef, Chef Jeremy. If it is not  up to 
his exacting specifications, it is rejected. 
All purveyors are expected to provide 
top-quality items. Chef Jeremy and the 
clientele of Tapawingo deserve nothing 
less. To get more information about this 
unique restaurant, visit the website: www.
tapawingo.net.

One of the businesses Steve sells product to is Tapawingo Restaurant in Ellsworth, 
Michigan, considered the premier high-end restaurant in the state of Michigan.
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The Serama (Sir-Rom-Ah) were 
first imported to North America in 
the fall of 2000. Jerry Schexnay-

der (www.JerrysSeramas.com) of Louisi-
ana brought in a total of 135 adult birds, 
the flock consisting of 30 cocks and 105 
hens. Three of the cocks died during 
quarantine and another seven, all “Class 
A,” proved to be infertile. Likewise, 
approximately 25 of the hens, mostly 
“Class A” were not viable in that they 
did not lay or they laid infertile eggs. 
Because of the Asian flu madness the 
Asian market is closed and no additional 
birds can be imported. Therefore, all 
Serama in North America and Europe, 
which is now estimated to number over 
50,000, are descended of these 100 birds. 
It has been said that another individual 
imported a dozen birds at approximately 
the same time but this information, to this 
day, cannot be verified. The Serama are 
now found in most states, from Hawaii 
to Alaska, to Puerto Rico, from Mexico 
to several provinces of Canada and the 
European Union. 

The Serama In North America
Serama are the smallest and light-

est chicken in the world and is highly 
prized as living works of art. The weight 
range for “Class A Cocks” is under 12 

ounces and under 10 ounces for “Class 
A Hens.”

The Serama originated in Kelantan, 
Malaysia as the result of selective cross 
breeding of several breeds of bantams. 
Their chesty, regal and confident bear-
ing is a joy to behold and they have been 
described as the Arnold Schwartzeneg-
gers and Dolly Partons of the bantam 
kingdom.

Serama are inexpensive to rear as they 
consume only about one pound of feed 
per month, eating regular chicken feed, a 
50/50 mixture of game bird breeder feed 
and chicken crumbles. A little grain (red 

wheat) may be fed weekly as a treat.  
Serama make great moms; laying, 

hatching and taking care of their own 
chicks. Incubation period for Serama 
eggs is 19-20 days. Serama are not color 
bred, nor do they breed true to any one 
color. It is not uncommon to hatch as 
many different colored chicks as there 
are eggs that hatch. 

Serama do not breed true to size. Out 
of a clutch of 10 chicks, one can expect 
one or two to be very small, two or three 
to be rather large and the remainder to be 
within the normal size range for Serama. 

Serama are year-round layers and 
have no particular laying season, al-
though peak fertility and egg production 
occurs from November to February. 

The color of Serama eggs range from 
the purest white to the deepest brown, 
with dozens of shades in between. Se-
rama mature at 16-18 weeks. 

Serama are in a continuous molt, 
dropping a few feathers each day. 

It takes approximately five Serama 
eggs to equal the volume of one Grade 
“A” Large egg. 

The Serama makes a beautiful pet and 
companion, both indoors and outdoors.  
Their small size requires very little space 
and a pair or trio can comfortably be 
caged in a 24" by 18" enclosure. Seramas 
should only be let out of their cages when 

Jerry Schexnayder holding an 8-ounce 
Serama cock. 

The Serama:
World’s Smallest & Lightest Chicken

Hilton (cock)  
and Paris (hen), 
residing at 
Myminifarm 
in New York. 
Photo  by 
Jessica 
Gibbons, pair 
bred by Jerry 
Schexnayder.

Breeds: 
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they are safe from predators such as dogs, 
cats and birds of prey.  Seramas usually 
raise a racket when an unfamiliar animal 
or object is sighted and are safe on their 
own as long as there are people within 
earshot who can recognize when they 
are under threat.  

They make great companions while 
gardening and enjoying the mornings/
evenings on the porch.  Their regal ap-
pearance and natural beauty adds to the 
splendor of any garden or home.  

To promote the further breeding, 
development and improvement of the 
Serama, Schexnayder, in 2003, started 
the Serama Council of North America, 
(SCNA). This non-profit organiza-
tion now has over 250 members from 
throughout North America. The SCNA 
is currently actively seeking standard-
ization and acceptance by the American 
Bantam Association (ABA) and Ameri-
can Poultry Association (APA). 

Serama Hardier in Cold Climates 
Than Was Originally Thought

By	J.p.	lawrence,	michigan

scna memBer

The Serama is from a tropical climate, 
so before importation to the United 

States, the breed had not been exposed to 
the colder climates that occur in much of 
the U.S. Naturally, the thought was that 
the Serama could not handle the cold 
climates. Serama are a little hardier to the 
cold than what was originally expected. 
In the first years, the Serama was said not 
to do well in temperatures much less than 
40°F. It has since been exposed to areas 
such as Michigan, Canada, and Ohio, and 
areas known for their cold winters. 

Living right next to Lake Michigan 
made me wary about getting Serama. I 
decided to take the chance, figuring that 
I could find a warm spot to baby them 
during the winter. To say the least, they 
are not being babied. My Serama are in 
the utility room of my hen house which 
is not insulated and is rather drafty. I 
have three Serama pens at the moment: 
one with pullets, one with my original 
pair, and one with cockerels. The latter 
two have heat lamps on them, and that is 
all that they have in the way of heat. My 
pullets do not have any source of heat 
aside from themselves.

I am not the only one, however, to 
have birds withstand such extremes. A 
friend of mine, Catherine Stasevich also 
from Michigan, with whom I ordered 
my first pair, has her birds in a similar 
environment as I do, and she is having the 
same success that I am in regards to cold 
tolerance. She has even managed to hatch 
out eggs in the winter and keep the chicks 
in a somewhat heated room in her barn 
(by somewhat, I mean that I am guessing 

it gets no warmer than 60°F probably 
more commonly around 50°F). 

Each day allows for a new test for 
the Serama in this country. Whether it is 
to disease, cold, stress, or whatever, the 
Serama is passing these tests with fly-
ing colors. The Serama is a magnificent 
breed, and the fact that it is acclimating 
to this new environment excites me and 
others, especially those promoting the 
breed at the SCNA. All of this bodes 
well for the integration of the Serama 
into American flocks. 

American Serama Verses
Malaysian Serama

By	J.p.	lawrence	and	B.	Fuller

In Malaysia, these bantams are called 
Ayam Serama. Under this name, there 

are several different types or styles which 
Malaysians also use in reference to their 
birds. Some of these styles include, but 
are not limited to, Slim, Apple, Ball, 
and Dragon. Each of these styles has a 
distinctly different look to them. Note 
that there is no reference to Malaysian 
Serama or American Serama as styles or 

Queen, a first generation Serama from 
a Malaysian import. Photo by Jerry 
Schexnayder.

A Silkied Serama family. Photo by Jerry Schexnayder.
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King, photo by Amy Shepard.

Eva, a Serama hen, roosts with her 6-
week-old chicks under her. Photo by Joan 
Martin.

Seporia, a Black Tail White hen. She 
was selected Champion of Show at the 
Sunshine Serama Classic in Lake City, 
Florida in January 2006, scoring 98 points 
out of a possible 100. An ideal American 
Serama hen.types within Malaysia itself.

For those unfamiliar with Malaysian 
Ayam Serama types, the following is 
a brief description of each of the types 
mentioned: 

Slim is a relatively tall, slender bird 
with a very small breast. This type looks 
as though it could fit into a cylinder 
without problem. 

Ball are quite round in appearance. 
The legs are short and the wings are not 
held at vertical, but closer to 45 degrees 
or less, due to wing and leg length. The 
breast is as large as it can be given the 
anatomy of the bird. 

Apple isn’t as intuitive. The breast on 
the Apple Serama is a bit lower and larger 
and the legs on this type are medium in 
length. 

Dragons are the “extreme” Serama. 
Their head is held so far back that, on 
some individuals, the breast is actually 
held higher than the head. Wings are held 
vertically, and legs tend to be medium to 
short in length. 

Upon its inception in 2002, the 
SCNA created a standard to which 
breeders within the organization would 
breed their birds. This is where the 
terminology American Serama came 
in. American Serama does not refer to 
Serama from America, but Serama of 
American type. The founders of SCNA 
wrote the standard to be a combination 
of two types, those being the Apple and 
the Slim. 

Since references like Slim Apple 
Serama would invoke further confusion, 
we at SCNA felt it appropriate to refer 
to this type as the American Serama, as 

it was a type developed here in the U.S. 
We felt it necessary to choose one type 
and stay with it as Serama in Malaysia 
have evolved greatly, which you can see 
from the reference to the various types 
found there. 

Since the term American Serama 
came into being, there is now reference 
to Malaysian Serama as well within the 
United States. This has led to a certain 
amount of confusion because some 
breeders refer to Malaysian Serama as 
Serama of Malaysian type rather then Se-
rama from Malaysia. Malaysian Serama 
referring to type consists of a breed that 
is similar to the American Serama, but 
differs as a shorter-legged, longer-winged 
bird, which is more a combination of the 
Ball and Slim type. 

At this time, the Serama in the U.S. 
are in their infancy in the development 
of type and there is some difficulty in 
distinguishing between the American 
and Malaysian types. In five years, that 
will change and the types will be notably 
discernable. 

The SCNA currently recognizes three 
class sizes (class A, B and C) because 
we do not want to limit ourselves at this 
time to possible non-viable weights, 
such as may be occurring within the Mi-
cro-A’s. In turn, breeding larger Serama 
outside of the C class is not promoted 
and is strongly discouraged. As stated 

before, the American Serama is in its 
infancy and all genetic potential must 
be considered in order to build the birds 
that best fit our standard. The current 
classes as defined by that standard make 
the best use of that genetic potential at 
this time. SCNA will ultimately lower 
their size classes to one class in order 
to prepare for eventual acceptance into 
the APA and ABA, but presently feels 
that it is more important to perfect the 
American Serama type first.

Serama Sanctioned Shows Use 
Tabletop Style

The joy of showing a Serama is one 
that is unique to the poultry community 
as known in the U.S. American Serama 
shown under SCNA sanctioned shows 
are exhibited in the traditional table top 
style as are their ancestors in Malaysia. 
Each Serama receives its individual time 
on the judge’s table and is allowed to 
show itself to its fullest potential. This 
is where the unique characteristics of 
the Serama shine through. They relish 
the spotlight, and are quite showy little 
performers given the chance. Serama 
shown under SCNA sanctioned shows are 
judged on the following categories: type, 
character, tail carriage, wing carriage, 
feather quality and condition. Eventually, 
if acceptance to the American Bantam 
Association is completed, they will also 
be shown in the American tradition of in-
cage exhibition as is done in ABA and/or 
APA shows. 

The SCNA hopes the future of the 
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Serama will allow these fantastic little 
chickens to be shown in both the tradi-
tional Malaysian style and the in-cage 
style of American poultry shows. In the 
meantime, the SCNA has a very active 
schedule of traditional style shows each 
year, including a National Finals. That 
number is growing substantially as more 
people become interested in this breed 
and ownership spreads to adjoining states 
and provinces. 

The first Serama Show was held 
with approximately 25 Serama a few 
years ago. In recent months, entrant 
numbers have neared 200 birds per 
show, second only to the Old English 
breed. Those are very impressive statis-
tics for this new breed, and the judging 
process always attracts an audience 
as onlookers watch these little birds 
display their regal character on the 
judge’s table. 

The following are excerpts from 
SCNA members and breeders around the 
U.S., Canada and the United Kingdom. 

Acquiring the Serama Breed
When asked how folks first heard 

about or acquired Seramas, fellow own-
ers said...

“I acquired my first Serama through 
a local breeder looking to get rid of the 
whole flock. I then imported some breed-
er stock directly from Jerry Schexnayder 
in September of 2004, and again in March 
of 2005. I have been working with them 
ever since.”—Matt Lister, GV Bantams,  
Abbotsford, BC, Canada (www.Green-
ValleyBantams.com)

“I looked for almost two years before 
finding the birds that I wanted. I bought 
out a friend’s birds, 22 head.”—Tony, 
Little America Minis in Texas (http://
www.littleamericaminis.com)

“I found the Serama while searching 
the Internet for bantam poultry and was 
looking for a small, quiet breed to raise 
and show with my children. I knew I 
had found the perfect breed for our 
backyard poultry hobby. I bought them 
from Jerry Schexnayder in the spring of 
2003. A nice type B Class Wheaten pair 
that would be our flock’s foundation. I 
have since acquired the Serama from 
several other breeders.”—Clarence, 
Dixie Birds, Largo, Florida (www.Dix-
ieBirds.com)

“I have always been attracted to the 
bantam breeds. When I discovered the Se-
rama on an online auction site, I knew I’d 
just discovered the perfect bantam breed for 
myself and my daughter. Their style, to me, 
was simply amazing. I purchased my first 
trio from an online poultry auction site. I 
was impatient and wanted my Serama now, 
I didn’t want to be placed on a waiting list. 
I still have the original hen. I have since 
added more improved stock from various 
breeders around the country.”—Julie, JLM 
Exotic Poultry, Spring Hill, Florida (www.
JuliesParrotdise.com)

“We acquired our first pair of Serama 
from Jerry Schexnayder. They were four 
months old at the time.”—Serama Kings,  
Oklahoma (www.SeramaKings.com)

“I first heard about the Serama 
through  Poultry Press where the 
first big article was run last fall. The 
information and drawings caught my 
attention. I like the smaller birds so I 
contacted Jerry Schexnayder and he 
said he couldn’t ship birds, so I joined 
the SCNA, got signed up on the forum 
and spent a lot of time reading and 
getting educated about them. I bought 
some eggs off an online poultry auction 
site and found a pair of Silkied Serama 
at Serama Kings. I plan to raise Silkied 
Serama.”—Kelly, Golden State Sera-
mas, Gilroy, California 

“Living in Hawaii, it was easier to 
have eggs shipped in rather than the live 
chickens.”—Casey, Maui, Hawaii

“While doing research on the Internet 
about different breeds that were docile I 

came across The Serama Council of North 
America’s website (www.scnaonline.org) 
and some of the members sites (www.se-
ramakings.com and www.jerrysseramas.
com). I found a wealth of information 
regarding the Serama and their journey to 
the U.S. from Malaysia by importer Jerry 
Schexnayder. These bantam chickens are 
very human friendly.”—Jessica, My Mini 
Farm, Sullivan County, New York (www.
MyMiniFarm.com)

“I have been a pigeon fancier for 
about 50 years, and found a website 
where pigeons are sold online. While 

The Serama are the world’s smallest bantam. Clockwise, top: Comparing a standard 
egg to the Serama eggs. A Serama chick (right) next to a Light Brahma chick. Serama 
chicks by soda can. Bird compared to coffee cup. A mature Silkied hen on scale, 
weighting in at 193 grams (6.9 ounces). 
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checking pigeon listings, I saw an ad 
which declared ‘World’s Smallest Chick-
ens.’ Of course curiosity got the best of 
me and I clicked the listing and ended up 
face to face with my first Serama.”—Al 
De Vono, Stewartstown, Pennsylvania 
(http://home.att.net/~delcrest)  

Suggestions for Newcomers
to Seramas

We asked owners and breeders what 
suggestions they would have for a new-

comer to the breed of Serama.
“Learn as much as possible about the 

breed before actually buying any. The 
more you know about them beforehand, 
the more you will enjoy them after you 
finally get some. I would suggest that 
you stay away from eggs. Shipping the 
eggs greatly reduces the hatch rate and 
with eggs you never know the quality 
of the birds that are going to hatch to 
begin building your flock. You will be 
very happy you did, even if adult birds 
cost more to both buy and ship.”—Matt 
Lister, Canada.

“Read and study... I believe in putting 
the birds’ welfare first. Everything else 
comes after my responsibility to them 
is done. Treat them as if they were any 
other pet and they will respond as such. 
Number one: treat them with respect and 
kindness and you will know what won-
derful pets chickens are.”—Joan Martin, 
Picayune, Mississippi.

“Do some research, buy birds or eggs 
from reputable breeders, start with inex-
pensive birds to be sure you can get the 
raising and breeding techniques down, 
then get better quality birds.”—Casey, 
Hawaii.

“Don’t do what I did, don’t rush into 
a purchase. Be patient, be exact, know 

what you are looking for. Knowing what 
I know now, I wouldn’t hesitate to bid 
my time on a waiting list for that quality 
and more expensive initial investment. 
I would recommend buying young or 
adult stock over hatching eggs so you 
know what you are getting.”—Julie, 
Florida. 

“Join the SCNA, get involved and get 
to know the other members. There is so 
much you can learn from the experiences 
of others.” —Jessica, New York.

“Buy the best birds that you can af-
ford. I believe that purchasing eggs is 
a very costly mistake since they don’t 
travel well and your hatch rate is usually 
not too good and you don’t know what 
you are getting, really, for months. By 
that time you would have been dollars 
and months ahead if you had bought adult 
stock.” —Tony, Texas.

“Keep everything you hatch, ask 
plenty of questions, join the SCNA and 
above all, enjoy your birds.”—Rob, Hud-
dersfield, Yorkshire, England.

Additional Information on the 
American Serama

For additional information on the 
American Serama and to become a 
member of SCNA please visit www.
scnaonline.org. Signing up is easy, sim-
ply follow directions. Throughout 2006, 
membership to anyone under 16 is free. 
The SCNA also maintains a very active 
discussion board. The public section is 
free to everyone upon completion of 
an application. The link to the forums 
is http://seramacouncilofnorthamerica.
com/ipbforum/index.php. If you don’t 
have Internet access, you can write to 
SCNA, P. O. Box 159, Vacherie, LA 
70090.

We hope you have found our article 
and excerpts to be of value. Please re-
member what works for one individual 
might not work for another, and ultimate-
ly you will have to decide what method 
works best for you and your ventures 
with an American Serama. This article 
is a conglomeration of several different 
sources as noted throughout the article 
and compiled on behalf of the SCNA by 
the association’s Publicity Committee 
members for your enjoyment and educa-
tion about this fantastic breed of bantam 
poultry, the world’s smallest bantam, the 
American Serama.

Garfield, a Serama cock. Photo by Amy 
Shepard.

Felix, an 8-month old cockerel. Note the vertical wings. Photo by Jerry Schexnayder.
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I have been a poultry enthusiast as 
long as I can remember and have 
tried many breeds for many different 

reasons. Lately there has been a lot of 
talk about heritage breeds. As a biology 
teacher, I truly support the concept of 
keeping an inventory of genetic diversity 
alive for the future. My hope is to raise 
heritage livestock on my 40-acre farm in 
western New York, someday soon. My 
expectations for my poultry stock have 
been to produce big brown eggs and a 
flavorful meat. 

My search led me to a beautiful, 
black-trimmed, white bird called a Dela-
ware. I found a picture and was amazed 
to see the resemblance to the line of birds 
I had created this past year, for my own 
use; totally unaware of the heritage of 
the Delaware. 

Quite by necessity I crossed a produc-
tion Rhode Island Red rooster with my 

Buff Plymouth Rock hens. I had lost the 
buff male in his second year. The chicks 
grew into beautiful New Hampshire 
looking pullets. 

So as not to use a sibling as my 
rooster, I again took what I could get. 
From a Murray McMurray hatch of 
mixed heavy breeds, a friend gave me 
a very handsome White Plymouth Rock 
rooster. Now I was seeing a uniformity 
of color and a quick growing group of 
chicks. As they matured I decided to use 
the cockerels as fryers, hoping for the 
best in size and flavor. I was very pleased 
with the taste, which surpassed even my 
home raised Cornish crosses, let alone 
store chicken. 

The pullets are laying through the 
winter and are giving me larger eggs in 
a much shorter time than their mothers.  
Did I create Delawares by accident?

P.S. I need a Delaware rooster to keep 
this line going.

I Think I 
Made

Delawares
…By Accident

By	Thomas	l.	Fuller
medina, new yOrk

Tom’s White Plymouth Rock rooster and 
first generation pullets.

Tom’s 
homemade 
Delawares.
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Backyard Poultry Bookstore

Chicken Tractor
andy	lee	&
Pat FOrman

This revolutionary, practical book will delight 
gardeners and poultry growers everywhere.  A 
chicken tractor is a bottomless, portable pen 
that can be moved wherever you need help 
in the garden. Chickens aerate the soil while 
eating pests and weeds, then fertilize the 
beds with manure. Best of all, they provide 
the great tasting eggs and meat not available 

in any grocery store. Chicken Tractor  shows how building a better 
garden can result in twice as much food from half as much land. You’ll 
find complete instructions for building and using pens, tips on breed 
selection, plus money-making ideas. 318 pages,  $22.95

Gardening with Guineas
Jeannette S. Ferguson

This book is a delightful and informative 
guide to raising guinea fowl on a small scale. 
It covers the life of a guinea from egg to adult, 
including incubation, feeding, housing, train-
ing and common problems. Jeannette includes 
information on reasons for raising guinea 
fowl (they eat garden pests, ticks and hate 
snakes), what you need to know before you 

buy guineas, working with newborns and young keets, and much 
more. 131 pages,  $14.95

Gail Damerow
This informative book for both beginning 
and experienced chicken owners covers 
breed selection, building feeders and shel-
ters, how to collect and store your eggs to 
maintain freshness (or hatching), maintain-
ing good flock health, raising broilers for 
meat, and showing your birds.  341 pages,  
$18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising 
Chickens

Dave Holderread
Everything you need to know to raise ducks 
successfully. This comprehensive, fully 
illustrated guide takes you through every 
step of owning ducks. It provides the most 
up-to-date information on various breeds 
(including rare breeds), feeding, housing, 
egg production, health care and more. 316 
pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising 
Ducks

gail damerOw
A must-have reference for the small flock 
owner, Gail discusses the problems and 
diseases common to chickens of all breeds 
and all ages. It also explains how to hatch 
healthy chicks, provide proper nutrition, 
fight parasites, spot diseases and infections 
in their early stages, protect the flock from 

predators and building safe houses and yards. Practical charts help 
pinpoint common symptoms and causes of disease. An extensive listing 
provides quick access to treatments and remedies for everything from 
poor egg production to crooked toe syndrome.  Generously illustrated. 
352 pages, $19.95 

The Chicken Health 
Handbook

Raising Small Livestock
A Practical Handbook

JerOme Belanger

A small-farm classic is back!
Anyone considering raising small-scale live-
stock will find this book as useful today as 
when it was originally published in 1974. With 
over 100,000 copies sold, this clearly written 
guide provides important advice on space 

and housing needs, feed requirements, equipment you can buy or 
build, how to manage stock, control disease, and mix feed rations 
free from medications and additives. Individual chapters discuss the 
feeding, breeding, and butchering of poultry, rabbits, goats, sheep, 
and hogs.  246 pages, softcover, $9.95.

Storey’s Guide to
Raising Turkeys

leonard	s.	mercia
Complete how-to information on raising tur-
keys from young poults to delicious, thick-
breasted birds. Discussions on selecting the 
right turkey for your flock, breeding and 
management, processing, flock health, feed-
ing and housing. Contains in-depth housing 
plan illustrations. Revised and updated. 199 
pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to 
Raising Poultry
Leonard S. Mercia

An invaluable resource for everyone who 
raises poultry. It contains the most compre-
hensive and current information on raising 
chickens, turkeys, waterfowl, and game birds. 
Covers selection (for both meat and egg pro-
duction), hatching, housing and equipment, 
feeding, and rearing.  343 pages, $18.95
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John	J.	meTTler,	Jr.,	d.v.m

Clear, concise, step-by-step information 
covers processing and preserving beef, 
hogs, veal, lamb, venison, poultry, 
rabbits and small game. Includes a nice 
selection of recipes.   208 pages,  $16.95

Basic Butchering of  
Livestock and Game

Living with Chickens
Jay rOssier

  Tens of thousands of people in all areas of 
the country enjoy raising chickens, whether 
for food or companionship. Of course, you 
may want to read Living With Chickens just 
for the sheer joy of it. Straightforward prose 
and illustrations give any future chicken farmer 
the tools he or she needs to get started. Jay 
Rossier draws on his own experiences and 
those of his fellow poultrymen in discussing 

everything from feeding and housing the birds to keeping marauders 
from invading the coop. Personal anecdotes, interesting facts, and 
lush, full-color photographs round out this indispensable guide. 203 
pages, $16.95

The Mating and Breeding of 
Poultry

harry	m.	lamon	&	roB	r.	slocum

This book, first published in 1920, and 
now back in print, outlines all you need to 
know to become an accomplished breeder. 
It includes manipulating shape and color 
combinations, preparing birds for weather, 
encouraging the juiciest meat and largest 
eggs and much more. Authors Lamon & 

Slocum were the Senior Poultrymen at the Bureau of Animal Industry 
for the USDA.  341 pages, $14.95

The complete guide to choosing, planning, 
and building today’s best fences: wire, 
rail, electric, high-tension, temporary, 
woven,  and snow. Author Gail Damerow 
has a lifetime of experience with goats 
and other animals, and weighs the pros 
and cons of various fence systems—from 
traditional to the latest technology—and 

helps you select the best one for your needs. 160 pages, $16.95

Fences for Pasture & 
Garden

gail damerOw

Your Chickens
A Kid’s Guide to Raising and 

Showing

gail damerOw

Your Chickens tells you everything you need 
to know about raising chickens including 
choosing, purchasing, raising and showing 
all types. Whether for fun or to make money, 
Gail Damerow gives friendly and wise 

advice. You'll find impor- tant charts and checklists and get answers to 
all your chicken questions.  156 pages,  $14.95

Barnyard in Your Backyard
A Beginner’s Guide to Raising 

Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Rabbits, 
Goats, Sheep, and Cattle.

Edited by Gail Damerow

The essential primer for first-time farmers. 
Covering everything from which breeds of 
ducks are best for eggs and which are best for 

meat to how to buy a beef or dairy calf to where to find a market 
for manure, this easy-to-use handbook teaches you how to operate a 
mini-farm for fun, profit or both. 408 pages, $24.95.
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Managing Poultry on Pasture
With Electronet

harvey ussery

TexT	&	phoTos	©2006	
www.ThemodernhomesTead.us

Charged horizontals are closer at the 
bottom than at the top. Additional rod in 
the center of each panel makes a tighter 
fence. Electronet permits protected 
access to a heavily mulched outdoor run 
over winter.

Net Design
I have only used one design of electric 

net—the poultry net I buy from Premier 
Fencing Supply—so I will describe that 
option. The fence is made by welding 
together the black plastic string verti-
cals with the white (or yellow) plastic 
horizontals. Note that the verticals are 
for support only—they are not electrified. 
The twisted plastic strands of the hori-
zontals are intertwined with six almost 
hair-fine stainless steel wires which carry 
the charge. (The very bottom horizontal 
is black plastic with no wires—obviously 
it would make no sense to charge a line 
in contact with the ground.) At both 
ends of the net, all the charged wires are 
twisted together so they share a common 
charge—thus a break in any given hori-
zontal does not leave that strand dead, 
and the entire net remains charged. (Note 
that nets come with a kit to repair breaks 
in the lines.)

Interwoven with the fence’s mesh are 
plastic support posts tipped with metal 

spikes. One pushes the spikes into the 
soil to stand the fence in place.

Nets are supplied 164 ft. long. Thus 
a single net will enclose a square about 
40 ft. on a side, or more than 1600 sq. 
ft. “Half nets” 82 ft. long are also avail-
able. I have never enclosed a flock in a 
half net—a 20 ft. square is a pretty small 
plot of ground—but it is convenient when 
laying out an enclosure to have the op-
tion of adding a half net to complete the 
fence (rather than trying to double up a 
longer net).

Over the many years I’ve been us-
ing electronet, there have been several 
changes to the basic design—all of them 
for the better. The “stays” or verticals 
are now closer together (3 inches), as 
are the lower horizontals (2 inches apart 
at chicken or predator level), and the 
interwoven posts (7-1/2 ft.—for a tighter, 
sag-free fence).

At least with the net fencing I get 
from Premier, one has the option of ei-
ther 42 or 47 inches high. I have always 

We keepers of the home flock are often advised not to keep our birds all cooped up: “Get ’em out 
into the fresh air and sunshine!” But we know the local tribe of predators like our poultry as much 
as we do, so we take care to install a good stout fence around our chicken run to keep out the bad 

guys. Now it’s safe to let the flock out into their little corner of the great outdoors. But wait!  Within a week 
every last blade of grass is gone from the run—it looks like the surface of the moon dotted with chicken poops!  
Droppings are accumulating, flies are having a field day, pathogens are a potential hazard, and the run is a 
source of run-off pollution with every heavy rain. A static chicken run is not such a good idea! 

Much better to release those birds, let ’em free-range like nature intended!  Now they’re healthier and 
more content; and the live foods they forage—green growing plants, wild seeds, earthworms, slugs, and in-
sects—are of a quality we cannot hope to match with anything from a bag. The living pasture sod “digests” 
the poops laid down—vastly healthier for the flock than the static run (and a boost in fertility for the pasture). 
This is the life for “the natural chicken”!  Oh but wait, they’re in the garden!  And Mr. Pumphrey’s rose bed!  
And worst of all, Brer Fox and Mr. Raccoon are having a field day (to say nothing of the neighbors’ dogs)!  
Free-ranging the flock is a terrible idea! 

Is there any way to manage the homestead flock that gives them access to the many benefits of free-rang-
ing on good pasture, confines them where we want them, and protects them from the bad guys?  Fortunately 
there is: electric net fencing, or electronet.
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The panel on this solar unit charges both 
the fence and a backup battery. Use 
warning signs to alert visitors. 

Manual shut-off switch kills power to a 
single net in the system, in order to enter 
the enclosure.

used the 42-inch. Obviously chickens 
can fly over a fence that high, but they 
usually don’t after getting “zapped” by it 
a time or two. If I do have a rogue flyer, 
I simply clip a wing to encourage her to 
stay where she’s put. (The guineas are 
the only fowl who need radical treatment 
to prevent flying. For a persistent flyer, 
I shear off all flight feathers on both 
wings—certain to keep them grounded 
inside the fence.) In some situations the 
additional five inches of height could be 
a benefit, but remember that the gathered 
bundle of netting will be heavier and 
longer as a result—meaning handling 
will be more difficult.

Energizers
One has many options for energiz-

ing the fence. Energizers are available 
in many sizes and voltages for different 
fencing needs. Some are powered by bat-
teries—from size D to 9 volt to 12 volt. 
Some are solar powered. Some plug into 
household current. I use both the latter 
two options.

For free-standing use in a site too 
remote to serve conveniently from 
household current, the solar powered 
energizer is hard to beat. The unit’s con-
troller pulses energy from the solar panel 
through the fence, while trickle-charging 
a backup battery. At night, or on heavily 
clouded days, the controller pulls from 
the battery to charge the fence. Ground-
ing for the unit can be as simple as a 
metal stake driven into the soil which also 
serves as a bracket to hold the charger; 
though I’ve always preferred a heavier 
ground rod driven a little deeper into the 
soil. A good solar charger with a 12-volt 
battery can energize several rolls of net-
ting. I have two solar units which I use 
to charge my more remote nets.

If possible to pull power from house-
hold current, however, there are ad-
vantages in doing so. An AC energizer 
provides a “hotter” spark in the system, 
can power more rolls of netting, and can 
take more weed load without weakening 
in deterrent effect. I use an AC charger 
located in the poultry house, which is 
wired for electricity, to carry power to a 
number of pasture nets. Unless nets are 
“anchored” on the poultry house, I use 
insulated cable to carry the charge, and 
manual field switches to “kill” the charge 
in order to enter a net. Note that in a sys-

tem of separate nets served from the same 
charger, you can wire the manual field 
switches parallel (nets farther down the 
line remain charged when the switch is 
open) or in series (nets down the line also 
lose power when the switch is open).

Equally important as the energizer 
is the quality of electrical ground in the 
system. The better the ground, the hotter 
the spark in adverse conditions—e.g., dry 
soil. For my AC unit, I grounded with 
three 8-foot steel rods, driven into the soil 
along the foundation of the poultry house 
(which stays moist longer than any other 
location because of run-off from the roof) 
and wired together with heavy gauge 
wire. I do not ever have to worry about 
good ground in that system, however dry 
the soil becomes in summer.

Setting Up the Net
The first step installing the net is to 

lay it out flat along the perimeter of the 
area to be netted. Start with one of the end 
posts (the ones with the twisted ends of the 
horizontal wires attached) and, holding the 
other posts in a bundle in one hand, play 
out the netting along the perimeter one 
panel of mesh at a time. Then start at one 
end again and stand the post up, push the 
spike its full length into the soil, go on to 
the next post, and repeat. (In moist soil, it 
is easy to push in the spike. In dry, tight, 
or gravel soil, I use a 12-inch piece of re-
bar and a small sledge hammer to make a 
hole for the spike.)

Once I have the fence standing in 
place, I use my small power mower with 
bagger (set to one of the lowest settings 
for the blade) to mow all around the 
perimeter. I then lay the fence down flat 
again—on the inside of the perimeter and 
out of the way of the mower—and make 
an additional couple of passes with the 
bagging mower. The result is a mowed 
swath defining the perimeter of the netted 
area. I re-erect the fence along the center 
of that swath, then tie off all corners to 
additional free-standing power posts to 
secure a tighter, upright fence. 

Note that you can use more than one 
roll of netting to enclose a fenced area. 
The twisted-together horizontals on both 
ends of a roll of net end in a special clip 
that attaches to the companion clip on the 
next net. The end posts are also equipped 
with cords for tying them together, leav-
ing no loose gap in the fence.

I like a nice tight fence—to ensure 
better contact with a potential preda-
tor—so I take any “sag” out of my fence 
by adding a 7/16-inch coated fibreglass 
rod in the center of each panel; and using 
a screw-on fence insulator to lift up on 
the top string, creating additional tension 
on the fence. 

You can set up the fence to conform 
to the perimeter of any area you need to 
net. One configuration to avoid, how-
ever, is a part of the enclosure that is too 
narrow. I once set up a fence that was 
anchored on the poultry house, but led 
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Harvey’s friend Federico demonstrates 
the initial layout around the perimeter.

Corners require additional posts. Note insulated cable bringing power from AC charger 
in the barn.

via a narrow corridor to a wider pasture 
area. Not a good idea!  A couple of smart 
dogs (having apparently gotten wise to 
the fence) learned to “rush” some geese 
in the corridor, causing them to panic into 
flight. With one dog feinting at the fence, 
and the other on the opposite side, ready 
to receive, the attack cost me one young 
goose before I figured out the problem 
and re-configured the fence (that is, with 
a bigger interior space into which the 
geese could retreat).

Note that I never set up any sort of 
“gate” in my nets. For the 42-inch net, 
it is easy to swing a leg over the net to 
straddle it, then follow with the other 
leg. (Watch that trailing heel. That’s the 
one that catches the top of the net, after 
you’ve moved your attention on to the 
next thing.) If I’m carrying something 
like a five gallon waterer, I set it down 
by the net, straddle, then practice proper 
knees-bent lifting to transfer it to the 
other side of the net, set it down, then 
swing the other leg over. Of course, we 
want to be certain we’ve killed the power 
before straddling that fence—especially 
us guys.

Moving the Net
The great advantage of putting one’s 

birds on pasture rather than in a static 
chicken run is that they are always on 
fresh growing grasses, clovers, and 
“weeds.” But the longer the flock remains 
on a given piece of ground, the closer it 
approaches that “surface of the moon 
dotted with chicken poops.” To maintain 
the advantages of pasturing the flock, it 
is necessary to rotate the flock to new 
ground before the plot they’re on begins 
to “wear” from the activity of the birds. 
(Frequency of rotation depends chiefly 
on stocking density and the point in the 
growing season—e.g., lush spring or dry 
summer.)

It is easy to move electronet and set 
it up on the next plot in the rotation—un-
less it gets tangled!  A seriously tangled 
net will make you weep with frustration. 
Begin by pulling up the support posts and 
laying the net out flat. Then, starting at 
one end, pick up the end post and move it 
in a folding motion to the next post over, 
pick up that post, fold over to the next 
post, and so on to the end. 

Let me emphasize that the panels 
of mesh between posts must be folded 
neatly, and that they must remain flat. Do 
not try to roll the net, and do not continue 
folding if the mesh becomes “kinked” or 
off-center in any way. Imagine the net, 

gathered up for moving, as a book: The 
flatly folded panels of mesh are the pages, 
and the bundle of posts—now all in one 
hand—is the spine. Now you can carry 
the net (holding the bundle of posts above 
your head so the trailing mesh doesn’t 
catch on anything—netting loves to catch 
on things) to the new location, where you 
lay it out around the perimeter of the new 
area and proceed as above (“Setting Up 
the Net”). 

Moving the birds to the new netted 
area can be a challenge, and how you do 
so will depend on the specific situation. 
If I am moving the flock to a new plot not 
adjacent to the old one, I have learned that 
chickens don’t “herd” very well to the 
new enclosure!  (Ducks and geese, on the 
other hand, are usually easy to “herd.”) 
I work early in the morning, feeding the 
birds inside their pasture shelter and then 
shutting its door. Next I pop on the wheels 
for which all my pasture shelters are de-
signed. Now I can roll the shelter into the 
new enclosure—carefully, watching that 
birds don’t get caught under the back rail 
of the frame—and release the birds. If the 
new plot is adjacent to the old, I set up the 
new net(s), using one side of the previous 
enclosure as a side in the new enclosure. 
I then open a gap in the fence and tempt 
the birds into the new enclosure with their 
morning feeding.
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Federico demonstrates gathering the mesh into folds in preparation for moving the 
net.

Note that you can always shut the 
flock up in the pasture shelter while you 
set the net(s) of the existing fence around 
the new plot. However, I have found it 
a good investment to have extra rolls of 
netting available. Thus I can set up the 
new enclosure, while allowing the birds 
to continue foraging in the old one until 
I’m ready to move them. With this option, 
if the birds resist moving, I can pull in 
the old fence, confining the flock into an 
increasingly small space, until they are 
forced to enter the new enclosure.

Maintaining the Charge in the Net
If you maintain a good hot “spark” 

in the net, it will stop anything on the 
ground with a nervous system!  A friend 
has seen it turn back a bear on two sepa-
rate occasions. On my own place, I have 
seen it stop a large dog powerful enough 
to break a corner post into three pieces, 
after it got tangled in the stinging net. 
Theoretically, digging animals, or ones 
large enough to jump it, could bypass 
either over or under the net, and animals 
with thick fur are insulated against the 
fence’s charge. In practice, however, 
almost all curiosity seekers lead with the 
nose, and once that sensitive probe hits 
the fence, it’s nothing but “Adios!” (In 
an electronet system, the flock is still at 
risk from aerial predators. With one ex-
ception, my own losses from the air have 
been at most an acceptable two or three 
per season. Your mileage may vary.)

As the grass and weeds grow over the 
bottom charged horizontal in the net, its 
charge begins to ground out, until there 
is not enough “spark” in the system 
to stop a predator. Unless it is time to 
rotate the net to new ground anyway, it 
is easy to move the posts so the fence is 
standing—and confining the birds—but 
inside the existing perimeter. Now I can 
mow the perimeter line with the bagging 
mower, then again set up a tight fence 
over closely mowed sod. 

It’s a good idea to walk the perimeter 
every day or so to make sure nothing 
has fallen on it—a green branch, for ex-
ample—or accumulated on it to short out 
the system. I once had a flock enclosed 
on a piece of ground to be converted to 
blueberry bed. Because of a slight slope 
to the ground, the birds kept scratching 
uprooted grass, dirt, and other debris 
over the bottom of the net. I saw what 

was happening, and each day reminded 
myself, “Hey, boy, better get that stuff 
pulled off the net.” And then one morn-
ing went out to service that flock, only 
to be confronted with several splashes of 
feathers outside the net. I grabbed the top 
of the net—not a whisper of charge. Mr. 
Raccoon had dined well off my procrasti-
nation. Since that time, I’ve always been 
careful to keep my fence lines clean, and 
keep ’em hot.

How hot?  Get yourself a good fence 
tester, and use it often. I always test ev-
ery roll of net in the system following a 
new installation, and routinely monitor 
every couple of days thereafter, always 
remembering that the fence is only as ef-
fective as the spark in it. It’s a good idea 
to spend the extra bucks for a good tester. 
My first tester had a series of five tiny 
lights, some or all of which would light, 
depending on the amount of charge in the 
fence. But it was almost impossible to see 
which lights came on in strong daylight. 
The tester I use now has a console with a 
clearly visible digital readout of voltage 
in the fence. 

The highest voltage I ever read in one 
of my nets (a single roll, freshly mowed, 
on the AC charger) was 9700 volts. Yes, 

reader, that was nine thousand seven 
hundred!  That’s enough voltage to wake 
you up, even wearing boots with rubber 
soles. And if you hit the fence with a 
knee on the ground, it will rattle your 
teeth. “Negative stimulus” defined. But 
even though the voltage is high (with a 
whiplash of a sting), the amperage is very 
low, so the potential for actual injury is 
correspondingly low.

Hazards of the Net
The current in any electric fence is 

not without its hazards, and it is essential 
to be constantly on guard against them. 
Warning signs on your fence are a good 
idea, and in some areas are required by 
law. Despite what I said above about the 
low danger of a “jolt,” it is believed that 
a shock from the fence to head or spinal 
cord has greater potential for injury. It is 
therefore especially important to avoid 
contact with the fence when working 
close to the ground next to it. And please 
remember, it is extremely important to 
make sure infants are not permitted to 
crawl into any electric fence. There is 
one case on record of a baby who did 
indeed get tangled in a fence. While a 
single jolt would not have been injurious, 
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Properly folded net, 
ready to roll and store. 
“Lead line” will guide 
unrolling without 
entanglement. 
Right: Close up of lead 
line.

Electronet allows Harvey to get the 
waterfowl out for a bit of winter grazing, 
including a pair of African geese, a Buff 
Saddleback Pomeranian goose, and a 
pair of Saxony ducks.

repeated pulses of current to the trapped 
child resulted in its death.

I have occasionally had fatalities, 
wild and domestic, on electric fencing. 
I once had a low single-strand electric 
wire at the bottom of a goat fence. A 
dip in the ground allowed first a ‘pos-
sum, then later a box turtle, to get under 
the strand without contact. When the 
animal climbed up the slope of the dip, 
it became jammed between earth and 

wire, unable to retreat from the repeated 
pulses of current. Both animals died as 
a result. Now I try to avoid dips, or hold 
the bottom (uncharged) string close to 
the ground in a dip using a screw-on 
plastic insulator set low on a fibreglass 
rod. I no longer have such fatalities. 
Once or twice black snakes have tried 
crawling through the fence—once they 
settled the body over the bottom charged 
wire, they received repeated shocks and 
died as well. I do not know a solution 
to this problem, but as said, it has only 
occurred once or twice.

Finally, there can be problems specific 
to young birds. If inside older nets, young 
chicks will sometimes scoot right through 
the netting without getting a shock, leav-
ing them vulnerable on the outside of the 
fence. I don’t know that I ever had any 
losses as a result, but that’s certainly a pos-
sibility. Once they manage to get “zapped” 
by the fence, they no longer scoot through 
it. I have had a few losses of young wa-
terfowl—ducklings and goslings—whose 
body conformation is more “front-loaded” 
in a way that makes it difficult to reverse 
and get out of a net, once they’ve pushed 
head and breast into the mesh trying to 
get through. Once tangled in the net, they 
are almost certain to die from the shocks 
unless I happen to come along pretty soon 
and release them.

I noticed last year that I had none of 
the latter two problems—escapes of young 
chicks, entanglements of young water-
fowl—after I took care to use the newer 
nets exclusively (with the lower horizon-
tals set much closer together than in the 
older versions) for the young fowl. I think 
that having the young birds with mother 
hens also helps with these problems—they 
tend to stay with Mama, rather than trying 
to wander off through the net.

Storing the Net
With proper storage in the off season, 

electronet will last a long time. I’ve read 
that the expected service life for a roll of 
netting is seven years, but the first nets 
I bought—more than ten years ago—are 
still in service at my place. Long life for 
the net depends on removing it from the 
field promptly when no longer in use (to 
minimize breakdown by UV radiation in 
sunlight). The wires that carry the charge 
are stainless steel, and I’ve never had 
them rust, but obviously they must not 

be left lying out on the ground. 
To prepare a net for storage, fold it up 

as in the section “Moving the Net,” and 
lay out your “book” with the posts all in 
a tight bundle, with the net folded neatly 
in “pages” to one side. Now, tie a “lead 
line” around the middle of the bundle of 
posts, and pull it out so that it extends 
farther than the folded netting.  Now roll 
up the net into a bundle, starting with the 
tied posts as the bundle’s core. Note how 
the tail of the “lead line” projects out of 
the bundle. If you pull on that tail, the 
bundle will roll out in a way that allows 
you to find an end post to start with as 
you lay out the fence.

It’s difficult to describe the problem 
that the “lead line” prevents, and most 
likely you’re going to ignore my advice 
until the first time you encounter it. Again 
using the analogy of a book, we can start 
either with the first page or the last page 
(the end post at either end of the net) 
when laying out the net. If we open into 
the middle of the book, however, it is 
extremely difficult to find our way out 
to the first or last page (one of the end 
posts). It can be a quarter hour of frus-
tration before you get the net opened out 
properly. After that, you understand the 
need for the lead line.

Once you have the net rolled (and 
note that this is the only time you ever roll 
the net), tie the bundle twice, one tie near 
each end. Now it is ready to store. But do 
not store on a floor, a shelf, or anywhere 
else mice can get to. It is imperative that 
you hang the rolled nets somewhere inac-
cessible to rodents!  I hang mine from the 
roof rafters of an equipment shed. If you 
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For storage of your nets, hang them high—well out of reach of your rodent friends! 

forget this essential point, you will make 
the mice happy (with the great place 
you’ve provided to chew nests in), but 
you will be very unhappy indeed.

The Investment
Good electric net fencing is not 

cheap, but I wouldn’t cut corners on qual-
ity. If you buy the best equipment from 
a reliable company such as Premier, the 
initial investment in a roll or two of net-
ting plus a decent energizer will set you 
back several hundred bucks. However, 
that investment buys you a fundamental 
tool for managing the homestead flock 
that with good care will last for many 
years. It buys you the ideal compromise 
between maximum health and well-being 
for your pastured flock, and maximum 
protection from the heavy hitters in the 
neighborhood.

Harvey Ussery and his wife Ellen 
live on 2-1/2 acres near the Blue Ridge 
in northern Virginia. They produce 
much of their own food—including all 
their eggs and dressed poultry from a 

mixed pastured flock—and offer their 
homestead as model and inspiration 
to others aspiring to the homesteading 
life. Harvey has written for publications 
of American Pastured Poultry Produc-
ers Association, Virginia Independent 
Consumers and Farmers Association, 

and other homestead/small farm orga-
nizations. He recently presented his talk 
“Achieving Food Independence On the 
Modern Homestead” at the annual con-
ference of Pennsylvania Association for 
Sustainable Agriculture. Visit his website 
at www.themodernhomestead.us.
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When we first started raising 
game birds here at Oakwood 
Game Farm in the late sixties, 

our state game and fish people were more 
than willing to provide us with drawings 
and installation instructions for capturing 
hawks and great horned owls as a control 
measure for protecting our livestock. 
Pole traps and Swedish goshawk traps 
were commonly used, and encouraged, 
to control raptors. Things have changed 
a lot since then. 

Today those same bird killers are 
federally protected and you don’t want 
to be caught looking sideways at any 
raptor, let alone attempting to trap them. 
Serious consequences will usually follow 
anyone caught messing with these highly 
protected raptors. This entire subject is 
further complicated as enforcement var-
ies across the country. I have customers 
where wardens will “look the other way” 
when the owner does what he has to 
do, to protect his livestock. Conversely, 
other enforcement officers will throw the 
book at violators, involving huge fines, 
confiscated equipment and even jail time 
or community service. The truth is, there 
are very few ways to control raptors 
legally when it comes to protecting bird 
and waterfowl livestock.

Luckily, controlling ground preda-
tors has not been impacted to the degree 
that raptor control has, but as Bob Dylan 
sings, times they are a-changing. Many of 
us are becoming surrounded by housing 
developments and the negative effects 
that that can bring to someone raising 
livestock. It’s always surprising to see 
city folks move to the country and then 
complain about country activities. Often 
this will include the raising of poultry 
and waterfowl and the need to control the 

predators that are killing them. 
PETA and other animal rights groups 

continue to challenge all animal raising 
and trapping and are gaining support in 
numbers and money. The Humane So-
ciety of the United States—with seven 
million members—is attempting to stop 
all shipping of day-old poultry through 
the U.S. mail system. This is the only safe 
and viable way to ship and receive this 
kind of livestock. For more information 
see birdshippers.org. 

Most people want to be good neigh-
bors. However, we are entitled to raise 
poultry, waterfowl and other animals, as 
long as zoning laws, game laws, trapping 
laws, etc. are not violated. Fight hard to 
retain these rights. 

Mechanics of Trapping
Certain ground type predators are 

much easier to control than others. Rac-
coon, possum, skunk and feral cats are 
probably the easiest to remove using live 
HavaHart traps, leg hold ground sets and 
snares. Conibear traps also fall into this 

category, but like snares they tend to be 
indiscriminate and can cause neighbor 
problems if Ol’ Fluffy, or Rover is sniff-
ing around your animals. 

Electric fencing can also be helpful, 
but requires a bit of expense and a lot of 
maintenance. It is always best to attempt 
to know the predator you are dealing with 
and target it directly. Snares, for example, 
do not work well for skunks, whereas it, 
often times, is the only way to stop fox 
or coyote problems. 

Look for tracks in the soft dirt or mud, 
or hair or fur left on entry points. Pour-
ing sand on the ground where predators 
would step in it to leave tracking prints 
works pretty well, especially if you have 
trouble finding evidence of what predator 
is causing the problem. Fox and coyote 
are tougher to deal with as they tend to 
be very wary and have good street smarts 
in avoiding capture. 

The most difficult to remove are mink 
and weasel. If they want in, they will get 
in, whether it be a fenced area, livestock 
building or a pond. Find the den and using 
fish for bait try to ambush them along a 
travel lane using a baited leg hold trap 
or snare. 

If you are really set on catching and 
relocating predators live, you’ll have to 
use the HavaHart live trap. They are sold 
in various sizes, so be sure to get one 
large enough for the project. Raccoon, 
possum, skunk and cats, both feral and 
domestic will readily go into a HavaHart 
baited with marshmallows, fish or dead 
pocket gophers (gophers really work 
great). However, most other predators are 
very wary of these traps and it is tough to 
get them to enter one. 

All of these methods require the 
expense of traps, bait and your time 

PredatOr cOntrOl:

By Jim meyer

minnesOta

Typical installation for use against owls—
this placement is foolproof.

Things Have Changed
A New Approach to

an Old Problem
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The approximate size of the Nite Guard is 3 x 2 x 1 and it is 
completely weather-sealed.

(which can be huge) to deal with all of 
the maintenance. 

Developing an
Alternative to Trapping 

About 10 years ago we at Oakwood 
developed an alternative to trapping for 
the control of predators. It is a solar pow-
ered, red flashing light, which only needs 
sunlight or daylight to power it. We call it 
the Nite Guard light and it is a true win/
win situation as it merely repels predators 
away from the area needing protection. 
It also requires only the cost of the light 
itself with no maintenance, no baiting, 
no electricity and no batteries needed. It 
is legal and eliminates offending people 
or groups that oppose the trapping and 
killing of predator-type animals. Most 
importantly, Nite Guard is the only device 
out there that can be used to stop hawk 
and owl kills legally. 

It takes a bit of a story to tell how 
we got there. One spring years ago, we 
were having a horrible problem with 
great horned owls. There were about 
a dozen of them working our 100-acre 
farm killing nearly 200 breeding hen 
pheasants each night. As is the norm, the 
head would be missing, so it was clear 
that we were dealing with owls. Also, 
we could hear them at night, hooting 
and causing the birds to flush as the owls 
sailed over the tops of pens grabbing the 
head of a bird as it flushed and hit the 
top netting.

We were beside ourselves trying to 
stop this—as the options were limited. 
Without putting a lot of thought into it, 
including any consequences, I ordered 
pole traps to be put up in several locations 
around the farm. Several weeks and one 
anonymous phone call later (one of those 
TIPS things) nine conservation officers 
and fish and wildlife officials paid us a 
visit and slapped us with several thou-
sands of dollars in fines and confiscated 
traps and other equipment. I was left to 
ponder my inability to protect my birds 
and my livelihood—on my own prop-
erty. This was one of the low points in 
my life to say the least and one that left 
me angry, embarrassed and at a loss of 
what to do next. I wondered how many 
thousands of other bird raisers were faced 
with the same problem. Something had 
to be done.

We had been aware of construc-

tion site amber flash-
ing lights being used 
to keep owls at bay. 
The flash of the light 
somehow scared them 
away. However, these 
lights were heavy, ex-
pensive and the bat-
teries did not last very 
long, especially in very 
cold weather—but the 
flashing light did stop 
owl kills. We learned 
later that animal behav-
ior tests conducted in 
Europe had shown that 
a flash of light, the color 
red seemed best, proved 
to be threatening to 
wary night predators 
as they perceive this to 
be the eye of another organism watching 
them—and they simply leave the area. 

After several years of experiment-
ing with a light-weight, solar-powered 
and weather-sealed light, we came up 
with the Nite Guard. It gives off a single 
pulsating red light every second, and is 
totally portable, requiring only the sun, or 
daylight, to power it. Mounted approxi-
mately 10' in the air on a post this light 
will stop owl kills—they will not come 
near an area where the light is flashing. 
After field testing in all types of weather, 
including 20° below zero, we also found 
that the Nite Guard light mounted 20" off 
the ground and about 100' apart facing 
away from the area to be protected, will 

stop every night predator we tried it on, 
including cougars, bears and wild boar. 
This is in addition to all of the predators 
mentioned in this article. Sound too good 
to be true? That’s what we thought until 
other people started using them. Now we 
have hundreds of glowing testimonials. 
Nite Guard lights can also be mounted to 
give the impression of security systems 
in place, helping to discourage break-ins 
and theft. 

We were thrilled to have developed 
something as simple, inexpensive and 
effective as this flashing light to stop 
our losses of thousands of dollars each 
year in predator kills, and to provide a 
security system for our facilities. We 
decided to offer this to others having 
these same problems—and the rest, as 
they say, is history. We now sell thou-
sands each year and users love them. 
Most of our new orders come from 
referrals. They absolutely work. We 
guarantee it.

Jim Meyer is the founder and owner 
of Oakwood Game Farm, Inc. Oakwood 
Game Farm is a large commercial Ring-
neck Pheasant and Chukar Partridge 
raising facility located in east central 
Minnesota. It was founded in 1967, and 
in addition to being the home of the Nite 
Guard light, they currently hatch and 
ship thousands of day old chicks, started 
birds and adults to customers across the 
country. For more information, see their 
advertisement on page 18.
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One old wives’ tale says that for 
every rat you see, assume there 
are 10 in the vicinity. This is not 

far from reality, since the common rats 
that plague poultry have more than one 
litter a year, averaging five to nine young 
in each. Common rats mature early, and 
a pair can easily multiply to several hun-
dred rats in a year’s time.

Observe the truth of the old wives’ 
tale in this anecdote: I once postponed 
dealing with a single rat I saw near my 
corn crib. The corn crib is elevated about 
three feet above the ground with large 
sheet metal rodent barriers between the 
foundation posts and the frame of the 
building. The problem was, I neglected 
to keep weeds and small brush from 
growing at one corner. I came outside late 
one night and heard a chorus of chewing 
sounds. When I came with a flashlight, 
I counted eight rats, mostly very young 
ones not much larger than mice, chew-
ing on plywood barriers I had installed 
between the rafters to keep birds out. Rats 
must gnaw to keep their ever-growing 
teeth short enough to chew. They can 
exert an incredible 24,000 lbs. per square 

inch with those teeth. The corn crib’s oak 
slats were probably less inviting than 
that soft pine plywood. The point is, I 
saw one rat, but just two months later I 
had at least eight, and they were causing 
considerable damage.

Rat Species
Four main species of rats cause havoc 

in poultry operations worldwide: 
The Norway Rat (Rattus norvegicus) 

is the main rat of North America: I have 
killed Norway rats whose body size was 
an incredible 11-plus inches with heads 
nearly as big as a goose egg. This species 
is brownish gray, has short ears and the 
tail is usually only slightly shorter than 
the body. These rats eat about anything, 
including poultry—especially young 
birds not yet fully fledged. Norway rats 
live in underground burrows.  They can 
gnaw through lead pipes and cinder 
blocks, survive being flushed down 
toilets (and enter buildings by the same 
route), can fall five stories to the ground 
without harm, swim more than a half mile 
and tread water for up to three days.

The Black Rat (Rattus rattus), also 
known as the Roof Rat, is the rat that 
brought the Black Death to Europe via 
more than one species of fleas. All spe-
cies can carry this and other diseases. The 
black rat is nearly black above with gray 
below, though it has color phases includ-
ing brown above and white or gray below. 
It is slimmer and more agile than the 
Norway rat. Its tail is longer than the body 
and its ears are bigger than on the Norway 
Rat. This species is most prevalent in the 

PredatOr cOntrOl: 

Rats In Your Poultry
Part One

If there are any woods, brushy areas, 
open buildings, junk piles, etc., within 
about 100 yards of your birds, eventually 
you will find rats.

By nathan griFFith
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Southeastern U.S., Eastern Seaboard, and 
some parts of the Southwest. It lives in 
above-ground nests as well as ground 
burrows. I found skeletons of this species 
in an older house I once lived in, but the 
rats themselves had long since gone.

The Polynesian Rat (Rattus exulans), 
inhabits Hawaii, Guam, and other Pacific 
Islands, as well as Southeast Asia, and 
islands as far south as New Zealand. 
This species has been observed in the 
act of attacking and killing nesting alba-
trosses—birds of up to three feet in body 
with up to 12-foot wingspans!

The Lesser Bandicoot (Bandicota 
bengalensis), has fortunately not yet been 
brought to the U.S. It is the most prolific 
of all, inhabiting southern Asia, and bear-
ing monthly litters of about seven. They 
start breeding at the age of two months. 
One breeding pair of this species can 
have up to 15,000 descendants in a year’s 
time. These rodents hoard up four to eight 
times as much grain in their burrows as 
they eat in the fields and granaries.

The only two species most Americans 
have to deal with are the Norway and 
Black Rats, the former being far more 
common.

Signs of Rats
One rarely sees rat tracks. The animal 

leaves definite signs though: Chew marks 
on wood and plastic items, cylindrical fe-
ces between 1/8 and 1/4-inch in diameter 
and from 1/2 to 3/4-inch long. Brown 
feces are recent; black are old.

If you have hanging-type feeders 
(and what poultry grower doesn’t) rats 
will climb or jump into them to feed, at 
night usually. When you “put the birds 
to bed” try smoothing the surface of the 
feed. Come back later while it’s still dark 
and you’ll probably see tracks in the feed 
if any rats are around.

Rat tracks, if present at all, are most 
visible in sand, ground feed or snow. 
Their tracks always have one tell-tale 
sign: Tail drag marks between the foot-
prints. Their constant movement back 
and forth between burrows and feeding 
areas will often leave well-defined trails 
in grass or even on smooth surfaces. They 
are quite loath to leave these trails, even 
by an inch.

Rats are most active right at nightfall, 
and then they come and go during the 
night, although they may be observed at 
any time of day.  Grain is their most com-
mon food, but they eat all kinds of things, 
sometimes even eggs and chickens.

What To Do About Rats
If you see a rat, resolve to do some-

thing about the problem immediately. 
Even if the rats haven’t already started to 
multiply, other rats will soon join them. 
They’re a lot like people: If one rat hits 
the jackpot, everybody else soon wants 
a piece of it.

The first action to take is to clean up 

unnecessary debris and brush from the 
area where you saw the rat.

The second thing to do is to start nar-
rowing down the number of entry points. 
Nail planks over gaps in siding, plug 
holes (where possible) using steel wool, 
which rats hate chewing or burrowing 
through. Don’t try to plug all entry points. 
Leave some ways open so the rats will use 
them and you can catch them there.

At this point you have two main 
options: (1) Poison, or (2) Traps. These 
ought to be backed up by cats. Dogs just 
won’t do; they don’t have the patience 
to sit by a travel way for hours like a cat. 
Dogs rarely are able to live on just the 
rats they kill; that bowl of dog food is 
a sure attractant for more rats. We had a 
neighbor who had six dogs and rats galore 
in every building on her five-acre place. 
When she moved out, and took all those 
dogs away, within six months the rats 
were all gone, too.

Poisoning Rats
“Baiting” with poisons is a time-

honored way of dealing with rats, but 
it’s far from foolproof. The secret to 
success with poison is to always have 
plenty of fresh poisoned baits on hand. 
Never be miserly with rat poison. When 
once you do, putting out just a little 
and waiting until it’s all gone before 
adding any more, you’re helping rats 
build resistance—which they’re very 
good at.

Poison is more dangerous than traps. 
Not only do all birds love rat baits, poul-
try will pick at carcasses of rats that die 
within their reach, and will often swallow 
whole any mice that happen to die in the 
open from the poison.

Poison therefore requires bait sta-
tions, which are simply small boxes or 
other obstructions that only rats can get 
into. A goose or swan can really stretch its 
neck a long way for rat bait. It’s surpris-
ing how far any poultry can reach. For 
this reason, it’s best if the bait station is 
placed behind a tunnel made by leaning 
a 2x8-inch board at least six feet long 
against a wall.

One development of the past 10 
years or so is Tocopherol-based poison. 
Tocopherol is essentially just Vitamin 
D. Rodents have difficulty with this 
vitamin, and once a critical point of 
accumulation is reached they expire, 

Most rats live in burrows in the ground 
like this one, but Black rats may live in 
walls, attics, even high up in trees.

Rat tracks show tail-drag marks between 
footprints.
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leaving no dangerous carcass to poison 
your birds. Check the labels of the poi-
sons you buy. Again, it’s still important 
to make sure you have enough fresh and 
available poison for the rats. It’s almost 
certain that a strain of rats will one day 
develop tolerance for more Vitamin D if 
they are conditioned to it little by little, 
as happened with the Warfarin® anti-
coagulant poisons.

In addition to the danger of poultry 
eating the poison, and the dangers of 
secondary poisoning, there is also a 
problem in storage of poison. Rat poison 
is designed to be loud smelling in order to 
attract the rodents, even in places where 
other feeds already are. The poison’s 

aromas may be attractive to livestock, 
pets, and even children.

Poisons are also expensive. Stale 
baits are not attractive enough to be ef-
fective so you have to keep buying fresh 
supplies. I recommend setting out fully 
as much poisoned baits as will be cleaned 
up in two to three days, and keeping 
the supply thus replenished in line with 
consumption. If consumption drops, cut 
back on the amount set out. If bait is 
all gone in one day, double or triple the 
amount provided. When bait no longer 
disappears, remove all traces of it until 
new rodents show up.

Next time: Safe & Efficient Rat Trap-
ping Secrets

HLW Acres, LLC will be hosting an on-the-farm pasture poultry 
program in Attica, New York on Saturday, April 22, 2006. Regis-

tration is at 8:00 a.m. with coffee and donuts. The program will begin 
at 9:00 a.m. and end around 5:00 p.m.

This year’s main speaker will be Brian Moyer from Green Haven 
Farms in Pennsylvania. Along with his wife, Holly, he raises broilers 
and turkeys in moveable pens. They also raise sheep and beef all on 
pasture; selling through farmers markets and an on-farm stand.

Topics include the pasture, feed and nutrition, marketing, costs and 
much more. Brian is an active board member for American Pastured 
Poultry Producers Association (APPPA), and has been a speaker at the 
Upper Midwest Organic Farming Conferences, PASA Conferences, 
Northeast Pastured Poultry Association (NEPPA), as well as others.

Carol Stafol from the New York State Dept. of Ag & Markets will 
discuss the mandatory ID program and how it may affect the smaller 
poultry people. 

Dr. Benjamin Lucio from Cornell University will present informa-
tion on biosecurity, bird flu and other health concerns.

They plan to have representatives from Farm Bureau, NYCAMH 
for farm health and safety, Fertrell Company, organics and more. 

Cost for the day is $60 per person or $100 per couple with pre-reg-
istration by April 15, 2006. After the 15th and at door will be $20 more. 
Lunch will be provided. For more information, directions, available 
accommodations, and payment, please contact HLW Acres.  Please 
dress for the weather. Boot coverings and clothing overalls will be 
provided. A tour of the farm, inside and outside, includes their state 
and federal inspected slaughtering facility. They will try to answer any 
questions you may have. Also if there is something you would like 
included in the program please contact: Hermann and Laurie Weber, 
HLW Acres, LLC, 1727 Exchange Street Road, Attica, NY 14011; 
585-591-0795; HLWACRES@msn.com.

On-site Pasture Poultry Seminar 
Attica, New York

April 22, 2006

136 Woodland Dr. • Eaton, Ohio 45320

Bantam Araucana & 
Silkie Chickens 

• Show Winning 
Flock 

Brown Egg
Blue Egg 

• Started chicks 
to adults 

Call or visit us online!

  937-472-2019 
www.BrownEggBlueEgg.com

Hidden 
Acres

Serama, Silkied Serama 
& Booted Serama

www.myminifarm.com
Email: myminifarm@hvc.rr.com

Visit us at:

Proud Member of Serama 
Council of North America 

(www.scnaonline.org)
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Life seems to follow an unpredict-
able and often convoluted path 
with each turn, presenting new 

challenges and opportunities. More often 
than not, I have chosen to embrace these 
changes despite my choices requiring 
more work and often a leap outside of my 
comfort zone. The end results have been 
rewarding and eye-opening experiences 
that have shaped who I am today. The 
confidence required to take these leaps 
did not come naturally. Looking back, 
I owe most of my accomplishments to 
the life skills I learned during the years I 
spent as a 4-Her.

I joined the local club, Kegonsa 
Hustlers in Stoughton, Wisconsin, at age 
eight and emerged 10 years later fully 
prepared to enter college, with self con-
fidence, leadership, money-management, 
record-keeping, a sense of citizenship 
and many other life skills, along with an 

cOmmunity:

impressive record that no college could 
turn down. 4-H sent me on trips around 
the country, filled my walls with ribbons, 
trophies, certificates and award pins, and 
gave me scholarships for college. The 
University of Wisconsin-Madison was 
eager to accept me.

4-H Projects for Nearly
Any Interest

4-H is a youth development program 
with full family involvement. If a child 
has an interest in nearly any topic, there 
is probably a 4-H project to help that 
child explore the topic to its greatest 
extent and the family is welcome to par-
ticipate. Project leaders are volunteers 
with knowledge in the project area, but 
more importantly, an interest in helping 
youth reach their full potential. These 
volunteers are usually the parents of the 
children that make up the club mem-

bership. Not only will a child learn the 
subject matter of the project, he or she 
will also learn everyday life skills such as 
understanding themselves, communicat-
ing, problem solving, decision making 
and working with others. Beyond the 
projects, youth can participate in music 
and drama festivals, style reviews, lead-
ership training, animal judging contests, 
camps, county and state fairs, community 
services, tours, sports, foreign exchanges, 
speeches and demonstrations.

I had a grand time as a 4-Her and 
developed a love of learning. My first 
Murray McMurray Hatchery order of 
ducks, broilers and turkeys produced the 
top Pekin drake in the Poultry project 
that year. 

My current herd of Norwegian Fjord 
horses started with a partially trained 
mare that taught me how to ride, show, 
judge and breed quality horses. I learned 

By cherrie nOlden

stOughtOn, wiscOnsin

Ellen Albright is a 
Kegonsa Hustler 
4-H member and  
Top Showmanship 
Award winner 
at last year’s fair 
using Cherrie’s 
chickens.

4-H Teaches Youth Life Skills
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will be shown by 4-Hers this year. As the 
current Poultry project leader, I offer our 
best chickens to 4-Hers who are new to 
the project. They own the birds for the 
year, learn the skills to care for, breed, 
and show them and experience the thrill 
of winning at the fairs. I then help them 
purchase chickens of their favorite breeds 
that they can breed, sell and show. The 
business side of the project can be very 
rewarding. My mom volunteered to be 
the Clothing project leader when I was 
a member and continues to teach, 10 
years post me being a member. My dad 
is still active in leading the Horse and 
Pony project.

Now I can’t say I was always eager 
to take on more projects and attend more 
meetings. I distinctly remember a couple 
of the teenage years when I was rebelling 
against everything that could be contrived 
to be parent-initiated. My parents knew 
what was best for me and continued to 
take me to meetings, encouraging me to 
try new projects and, most importantly, 
heartily congratulating me on any suc-
cess. They made me follow through with 
my commitments and produce entries for 
the local fairs that created more positive 
reinforcement when the trophies and 
ribbons were awarded. I couldn’t escape 
writing the annual summary that recorded 
everything I did in each project, how 
many hours I spent serving the commu-
nity, and how many leadership or youth 
development trainings I attended. Those 
record books are on my shelves today. I 
occasionally thumb through them and the 
fond memories flow.

My story is not that different from 
many other 4-H graduates. I am no longer 
surprised when I learn that some very 
successful person spent much of their 
youth as a 4-H member. It is a great pro-
gram and I encourage any parent to make 
it a part of their child’s upbringing. The 
community will help bring out the best 
in the child and the child will be thankful 
for the opportunity, if not immediately, 
certainly as they reflect on the unique 
path of their life.

to train and then successfully showed a 
Siberian Husky and Norwegian Elkhound 
in showmanship and high-level obedi-
ence classes. I can make any article of 
clothing from scratch, a pattern or copied 
from a brand-name article in any store. 
I learned photography with a single 
lens reflex Nikon F2 and a couple of 
detachable lenses with extension tubes. 
My drawings and paintings still hang 
on the walls of my parent’s house. The 
Veterinary Science project encouraged 
me to create posters and displays on 
animal health and, in combination with 
the Naturespace project, have led me to 
pursue a M.S. degree in wildlife health. I 
keep a garden full of healthful fruits and 
vegetables and preserve many of them 
for pesticide-free food during the wintry 
months. The list goes on and on.

4-H Becomes a Life-long Passion
When I graduated from 4-H, many 

of my projects lived on with other 4-
Hers. One of the new families in the 
club wanted to join the Poultry project 
so I gave the daughter that prized Pekin 
drake. He won as reliably for her as he 
did for me and the confidence that posi-
tive experience produced in that little girl 
was unmistakable. “Quackers” must have 
lived as a loved pet for eight years and 
he just kept cleaning up in the show ring. 
That original Fjord mare is still being 
shown by one of the club members in 
Huntseat, Dressage, Western and Trail 
classes, winning a Reserve Champion 
and two Top-Ten Awards at the Wiscon-
sin State Fair last summer. Her offspring 

Gerd is Cherrie’s Fjord mare, now 22 and still winning. Vikin is her son that will 
probably be shown this year. 

Cory Cartrett holds his Buff Or-
pington pullet, South Carolina State 
Fair winner 2005 Best of Breed and 
First Premium small stock, and Best 
English fowl. Diane Cartrett says, 
“My oldest son, Cory, has been 
raising chickens for three years. He 
enters them in the South Carolina 
State Fair every October. He has 
won several best of breed and first 
place awards. He attends Strom 
Thurmond High School in Edge-
field County where he is involved 
in FFA and will compete in April 
in the poultry contest in Columbia 
S.C.” Photo by Diane Cartrett, 
South Carolina.
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BOOk review: 

Living with Chickens, by Jay Rossi-
er; Photographs by Geoff Hansen; The 
Lyons Press, Guilford CT; $16.95. Avail-
able at Backyard Poultry Bookstore, see 
page 42.

There are plenty of good books 
about raising chickens, and most 
of them are just that: books about 

how to raise chickens. This is one of the 
few that goes beyond the how-tos.

You notice this as soon as you pick up 
a copy. The paper and printing are first-
class, almost elegant. (It was interesting 
to note that it was done in Korea.) There 
are plenty of photos, every one in color, 
and all of them interesting in one regard 
or another. The overall design is polished, 
almost urbane, suggesting that these 
chickens are more the Martha Stewart 
kind than the Snuffy Smith variety.

On the surface, the subtitle says it 
all: “Everything You Need to Know to 
Raise Your Own Backyard Flock.” Read 
this book and you’ll have a pretty good 
idea of why chickens are cool: what’s 
involved in selecting a breed; hatching 
eggs, raising chicks or buying adult birds; 
providing shelter and feed; and monitor-
ing and maintaining health. Rossier talks 
about children and chickens, as well as 
butchering. There are more than 25 pages 
of appendices including the obligatory 
but ho-hum listing of Cooperative Exten-
sion Offices around the country, which 
takes up six pages. The lists of hatcheries 

and equipment and supply dealers seem 
sparse and arbitrary by comparison, as 
does the list of websites.

And yet, there are elements that take 
this book beyond the basic how-to manual 
or Extension poultry bulletin, transform-
ing it into one that almost any poultry 
lover, beginner or not, will enjoy.

One reason is that it feels like you’re 
talking to a fellow chicken lover, prob-
ably out in the henhouse. The author 
conveys information in a breezy style, 
without sounding preachy or academic.

I liked the frank, calm, matter-of-
fact approach to poultry, particularly 
regarding health and slaughter. Overall, 
chickens are treated with respect and 
fondness, treading the fine line between 
cold-hearted commercialism and fuzzy-
wuzzyness. At the same time, it avoids 
the technical detachment often found in 
writing by and for serious fanciers and 
showmen, while still acknowledging that 
aspect of the poultry world.

The photos add to the feeling by be-
ing quite candid and informal. Actually, 
maybe the pictures set the mood and the 
text is adding to it. This could be because 
there are about 75 color photos, many of 
them filling a whole page or even run-
ning two pages, in the book’s 175 main 
pages, in addition to several drawings. 
As with the writing, it’s hard to pin down 
their appeal. Hansen is a professional 
photographer, and yet the pictures give 
the feeling of visiting a henhouse rather 

than an art gallery. It starts with the cover 
photo, a rear-end view of four birds, three 
of which probably wouldn’t even be 
identifiable as chickens without the one 
in the foreground. It looks like something 
an amateur would do, and yet, it has a 
strangely artistic appeal.

As a how-to book for starting with 
poultry this is just another ordinary, al-
though welcome, addition to the shelf.

But as a book that conveys the charm 
and appeal of poultry, this one gets two 
thumbs up.

Reviewed By Jd Belanger, Editor 
Emeritus.

“Jay Rossier conveys information in a breezy 
style, without sounding preachy or academic.”

Family Farm Show 
Silex, Missouri

May 6, 2006

The River Hills Farmers of Eastern 
Missouri announce that Family 

Farm 2006 with its theme, The Family 
Farm—America’s First Freedom, will 
be held Saturday May 6 at the Silex 
R-1 campus on Hwy UU in Silex, 
Missouri.

Events include a poultry show with 
special emphasis on helping 4-H and 
FFA youngsters get ready for the up-
coming fairs. There will also be a trade 
show, educational displays, auction 
and one of the largest bird and farmers 
markets of the year. An estimated 500 
visitors attended last year and were 
treated to a large display of rare and 
heirloom poultry and livestock.

More than 40 breeds of poultry and 
heritage livestock were on the grounds 
and even more are expected this year. 
There is no charge for admission or 
participation in the market. It is open 
to all with sound and healthy stock. 
All stock must have the appropriate 
paperwork as needed.

In the afternoon, there will be an 
organizational meeting for those wish-
ing to form a poultry and small stock 
marketing and promotion group to bet-
ter represent family farmers and small-
scale producers. A first meeting of this 
group last fall at Columbia, Missouri 
drew participants from eight states. For 
more information, call Kelly Klober at 
(573) 485-7261 or write River Hills 
Farmers, 136 Zumwalt Rd., Silex, 
MO 63377.
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Coq-au-vin is a French dish of chicken 
cooked in red wine and other ingre-

dients. The flavors gets richer as the bird 
ages and it is suggested that free-range 
birds build stronger bones to add even 
more flavor. 

Regarding the bacon, one recipe sug-
gests that you use “a solid lump” and cut 
it into thick strips or use pancetta (a salt-
cured and spiced form of unsmoked belly 
of pork, often used in Italian dishes) but 

any unsmoked bacon will be fine. 
Use the fruity Beaujolais wine for 

additional flavor.
Many recipes call only for onions and 

carrots, but celery can also be added, as 
well as fresh thyme and a few bay leaves. 
Too many herbs can change the intended 
flavor of the dish. 

Serve with wide egg noodles or boiled 
potatoes. Of course you will want to make 
a gravy. 

reciPes: 
Coq-au-vin

Cook the “old bird” with this delicious French recipe

With the asparagus season just 
around the corner, you will find this 
recipe timely and delicious. 

The following recipe is provided 
courtesy of the American Egg Board. 
For more valuable egg information and 
a wonderful variety of recipes, visit their 
website: www.aeb.org. 

The savory bread pudding called 
strata has become one of America’s 
favorite egg casseroles. Strata means lay-
ers and layering is almost all you have to 
do to make one. Once you’ve poured on 
the custard, bake or microwave the strata 
right away or cover and refrigerate it for 
several hours or even overnight. With a 
cold mixture, allow a little more cooking 
time to serve up a quick meal whenever 
you need it the next day.

Cooking spray
12 to 16 (1/2-inch thick) slices French 

or Italian bread (about 4 oz.)
1 cup (4 oz.) shredded low-moisture, 

part-skim mozzarella or Italian blend 
cheese, divided

1 cup (4 oz.) chopped cooked lean ham, 
divided

8 ounces fresh asparagus spears, cut 
into 1-inch pieces (about 2 cups)

6 eggs
1 cup skim or low-fat milk
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/4 teaspoon garlic powder

Evenly coat 8-inch square baking dish 
with spray. Layer half of the bread slices 
on bottom of dish. Sprinkle with 1/2 cup 
of the cheese, 1/2 cup of the ham and 1 
cup of the asparagus pieces. Cover with 
the remaining bread slices, laying them 
flat or in a shingled pattern. Sprinkle with 
the remaining cheese, ham and asparagus 
spears. In a medium bowl, beat together 
eggs, milk, lemon juice and garlic pow-
der. Pour evenly over layers. Cover with 
plastic wrap.

Microwave oven: Microwave on full 
power 5 minutes. Rotate dish 1/4 turn. 
Microwave on 50% power, rotating dish 
1/4 turn each 3 to 5 minutes, until ther-
mometer inserted near center reads 160° 
F and/or knife inserted near center comes 
out clean, about 10 to 12 minutes.

Conventional oven: Prepare strata as 
above. Cover dish with aluminum foil. 
Bake in preheated 350° F oven until ther-
mometer inserted near center reads 160° 
F and/or knife inserted near center comes 
out clean, about 40 to 45 minutes.

Ham and Asparagus Strata

Serves 4.

1 large bird, cut up, saving giblets, 
carcass, etc. for broth

5 whole peppercorns  
1 large onion, chopped
2 carrots, sliced
2 ribs celery, chopped
4 slices bacon, cut up
2 tablespoons butter
2 cloves garlic, crushed and minced
1 8-ounce package mushrooms, sliced
2 tablespoons flour
8 ounces red wine
2 tablespoons fresh parsley, chopped
4-5 sprigs fresh thyme, chopped
2 bay leaves
Salt and pepper to taste

Put the chicken carcass, giblets, etc. 
in a Dutch oven, cover with water, add 
1/2 of the onions, carrots, celery and  
all the peppercorns and bring to a boil. 
Reduce heat and simmer.

Chop bacon or pancetta into 1/2" 
chunks. Using a cast-iron skillet, fry ba-
con in butter over moderate heat, stirring 
to prevent burning. Remove when done, 
leaving the fat in the pan.

Season the chicken pieces with salt 
and pepper and place in hot fat in skillet, 
so that they fit snugly yet have room to 
brown. Turn when skin is golden rather 
than dark brown. It is this browning of the 
skin, as much as flavorings added later 
that add the flavor to the dish. Remove 
chicken and add to the bowl with the ba-
con, leaving fat and browning in skillet. 

While the chicken is browning, chop 
the onions, carrot, and celery. Place in 
skillet and cook slowly, stirring occasion-
ally, until the onion is translucent and pan 
stickings have loosened. Add the garlic 
and mushrooms. Stir in the flour, return 
the chicken and pancetta to the pan, and 
let everything cook for a minute or two 
before pouring on the wine and adding 
the herbs. Pour the strained chicken stock 
over chicken until completely covered. 
Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to a 
gentle bubble. Cover.

Cook chicken about 1 hour, depend-
ing on the type of chicken you are using. 
The chicken should be tender, but not 
falling off the bone. Remove meat. 

Heat the remaining sauce and let it 
bubble until it has reduced a little. As it 
bubbles down it will become thicker and 
makes a beautiful, glossy gravy.
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Society for the Preservation of 
Poultry Antiquities (SPPA) Presi-
dent Craig Russell and Publicity 

Director Christine Heinrichs attended the 
U.S. Poultry & Egg Industry Extension 
Workshop on Avian Influenza in Atlanta, 
Georgia January 21, 2006. SPPA member 
Don Schrider attended as Communications 
Director of the American Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy (ALBC).

“It was well worth the resources to 
attend,” said Mr. Russell. “We made 
many contacts that will be helpful in the 
future.”

David Swayne, researcher for the 
USDA-ARS Southeast Poultry Labora-
tory in Athens, Georgia presented the 
science for the Council for Agricultural 
Science and Technology, www.cast-sci-
ence.org, a group providing information 
to legislators, regulators, policymakers, 
the media, the private sector and the pub-
lic. Their conclusion was that “Education 
of U.S. citizens about the relatively low 
risk of becoming infected with Asian 
HPAI (H5N1) virus is needed to calm the 
fears of a pandemic created by the almost 
constant media publicity on this issue.”

The following speaker, Nina Marano 
of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), 
presented a more alarming view. She dis-
played a map showing the entire world at 
risk for rapid transmission of the virus.

Dr. Swayne leads a laboratory team 
working to develop a viral-vectored vaccine 
against Avian Influenza. Mass application 
technologies such as aerosol sprays and in 
ovo injection are being explored. “They will 
provide economic incentives for adoption 
over current labor-intensive, manual, indi-
vidual-bird injection methods used today,” 
he said in an article in the February 2006 
issue of Agricultural Research.

Jim Sumner, president of USA Poultry 
and Egg Export Council, of Stone Moun-
tain, Georgia, presented news about how 
fears of Avian Influenza are affecting 
poultry and egg consumption and sales. 

In the Middle East, poultry consumption 
has declined 40 percent. In Romania, it’s 
down 25-40 percent. Russia, the largest 
purchaser of U.S. poultry exports, usu-
ally buying 40 percent of the total market, 
has dropped to five percent of previous 
consumption.

“Prices have plummeted overnight,” 
he said.

In response, the industry has formed 
the International Poultry Council (IPC) 
to provide information about the safety of 
American poultry and reassure the con-
sumers. The IPC’s 16 nations and regions 
donated processed poultry to Vietnam 
for an auction to raise money to increase 
awareness of the safety of eating cooked 
poultry.

Thorough cooking kills the AI virus 
and no cases of human infection have been 
attributed to eating poultry. No H5N1 in-
fections have been reported in the U.S.

Nathaniel Trablante of the University 
of Maryland in College Park, nlt@umd.
edu, (301) 314-6810, reported on a study 
of live bird markets in the Northeast. Low 
Pathology Avian Influenza has been found 
on some occasions in the New York/New 
Jersey area. A cooperative agreement be-
tween USDA and the states is being devel-
oped to prevent and control the disease. 

As part of that agreement, all live bird 
markets, producers and distributors must 
be registered or licensed by the state and 
be inspected. They must have biosecu-
rity protocols in place and keep complete 
records of all birds sold at the market. 

Markets that test positive for infection will 
be shut down for depopulation, cleaning 
and disinfection.

Jacquie Jacob, assistant professor and 
extension animal scientist at the University 
of Minnesota in St. Paul, jacob150@umn.
edu, (612) 624-2766, commented that live 
bird markets in Minnesota, which cater to 
Asian ethnic groups, are different from 
the East Coast markets, which serve a 
European clientele. 

“This will not work in Minnesota,” she 
said. “The Hmong will go underground in 
response to regulation.”

She reported that the risk for small 
flocks contracting Avian Influenza from 
migrating waterfowl is very low even 
for flocks that live outdoors, due to low 
numbers of circulating waterfowl in Min-
nesota.

Although some of the industry rep-
resentatives avoided discussing small 
flock concerns, others were receptive to 
finding common ground and working to 
protect poultry from government eradi-
cation as well as infection with Highly 
Pathogenic AI. USDA National Program 
Leader, Animal Production Systems 
Richard Reynells of the Cooperative 
State Research, Education and Extension 
Service, rreynnells@crees.usda.gov, (202) 
401-5352, was particularly interested. He 
has opened regular communications with 
SPPA and shares the latest information 
with SPPA representatives.

SPPA continues its dialogue with Euro-
pean poultry organizations and small flock 
owners. The Netherlands Smallholder 
Association has a new English language 
section on its site, www.hobbydierhouder.
nl. 

“The Avian Influenza scare has many 
implications for small flock owners. Stay-
ing organized and active will be our best 
defense against both disease infection and 
devastating government imperatives,” said 
Ms. Heinrichs.

To join SPPA, send $12.50 to Dr. 
Charles Everett, 122 Magnolia Lane, Lu-
goff, SC 29078.

SPPA Represents Small Flocks at 
Avian Influenza Workshop

yOur vOice: 

christine heinrichs, PuBlicity directOr, sPPa

Voice Your Opinion! 
We want to hear from you.
Share your viewpoint on 

matters related to the poul-
try world: Backyard Poultry 

145 Industrial Dr.
Medford, WI 54451 

or e-mail: byp@tds.net
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I was recently asked, as a backyard 
poultry owner, what I plan to do 
when avian influenza (H5N1) gets to 

the U.S. and what I currently do to keep 
diseases off my farm.

I am very familiar with infectious 
diseases and bio-containment since I 
work as a researcher with transmissible 
spongiform encephalopathies (CWD, 
scrapie, TME). Fortunately, birds are not 
susceptible to these diseases but our flock 
of sheep could get scrapie if I happened 
to bring it home. The practices I follow 
keep all of my animals, my family and 
my community safe from disease.

Our free-range flock of chickens, 
ducks, geese and guineas have the po-
tential of exposure to the multitude of 
diseases currently carried by wild birds, 
diseases that the show birds pick up at 
a show, diseases carried by new birds 
added to the flock, diseases from people 
who tour the farm, and diseases that we 
may track back to the farm.

If I were one to be paranoid and 
stressed about risk, these threats would 
bother me, but I am calm because I have 

educated myself, have taken reasonable 
precautions and am prepared to do what 
might be necessary to ensure that my 
flock won’t contribute to a disease like 
H5N1 infecting backyard poultry flocks 
around North America (let alone mutate 
to be transmissible among humans).

Safety Precautions
I do the following to ensure that our 

birds remain healthy:
• Participate in the National Poultry 
Improvement Plan to prevent egg-trans-
mitted diseases (I am certified to test for 
Salmonella pullorum; I test my flock and 
perform the tests for other people)
• Vaccinate against the diseases that they 
are likely to encounter from wild birds 
and other chickens here in the Midwest:

—Mycoplasma gallisepticum (14, 28, 
42 days old) 

—Newcastle disease/infectious bron-
chitis (10 and 35 days, 12 weeks, 6, 9, 
12, 15 months) 

—Infectious laryngotracheitis (6 
weeks old) 

—Marek’s disease (1 day old)

—Avian encephalomyelitis (8 
weeks) 

—Fowl pox (10 weeks old) 
—Fowl cholera (12 weeks old) 
—I will vaccinate against H5N1 

when the vaccine becomes available (it 
has been created but isn’t available to 
U.S. poultry producers yet)
• Provide diatomaceous earth in dust 
baths to keep external parasites (again 
from wild birds) at a minimum
• Maximize health by not crowding birds 
and providing lots of fresh air
• Bring in clean birds
• Keep records of all birds coming in 
and out
• Quarantine new or show birds for 30 
days
• Rotate pastures to prevent parasite 
and/or disease cycles
• Remove any ill birds and quarantine 
those that may have been exposed
• Keep cats in the poultry areas to control 
mice and the parasites they carry (yes, 
cats leave the chickens alone)
• Keep off-farm clothes separate from 
farm clothes
• Have designated farm clothes that 
don’t leave the farm and are only used 
for chores
• Wash any clothes that are worn to any 
chicken event/tour 
• Remove swallow and pigeon nests from 
poultry areas, keep finches and sparrows 
away from feeders, scare off crows and 
starlings, keep wild ducks and geese from 
mixing with my birds
• Minimize mosquito breeding habitat 
on the farm
• I am training a livestock protection dog 
(breed: Akbash) to chase off wild birds
• Keep up to date on bird disease issues 
(being informed is critical to keeping a 
normal stress level and making rational 
decisions about a crisis) 

yOur vOice: 

Educating Yourself Makes
AI Less Threatening

By cherrie nOlden

stOughtOn, wiscOnsin

Some of Cherrie’s free-range birds roosting on a fence on her farm.
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“Specialized training or a com-
puter program are required to 

confidently formulate a poultry ration.” 
(A. Lee Cartwright, Assoc. Prof., Texas 
A&M University, Feb/Mar, 2006 issue of 
Backyard Poultry)

The above statement by Professor 
Cartwright was made in an article titled 
“Nutrition and Feeding of Show Poul-
try.” However, a careful reading reveals 
almost nothing specific to feeding show 
birds per se—the article is rather the 
standard “poultry specialist” advice on 
feeding poultry in general. Its implicit 
point of view—characteristic of agri-
cultural colleges and extension service 
agents for several generations now—is 
based on two assumptions: 

First, the home flock is a miniatur-
ized analog of commercial operations. 
Ag colleges such as Texas A&M strive 
to support the poultry industry, and sim-
ply assume its models of confinement 
and mass-produced feeds. When they 
consider the home flock, they apparently 
have not a clue that other, more natural 
paradigms are possible. 

Second, proper formulation of feeds 
is an exacting science carried out with 
laboratory precision—the balancing of 
vitamins, mineral cations, and the major 
nutrients protein, fat, and carbohydrate 
must be fine-tuned to the last degree, 
otherwise growth and health of the birds 
are compromised. Thus the formulation 
of feeds is “rocket science,” best left 
to lab-coated experts—we befuddled 
homesteaders are certain to get the ratios 
and balances wrong, and our birds will 
suffer for it. 

If we start with this point of view, of 
course we are best advised to “Feed only 
recommended, good quality, ‘all-in-one’ 
manufactured feeds.” (Fred D. Thorn-

berry, also of Texas A&M, “The Small 
Laying Flock,” Feb/Mar issue. Emphasis 
added.) Further, we are likely to take 
on faith (as Prof. Thornberry obviously 
does) that the feeds on offer in the mar-
ket are “good quality;” and that as Prof. 
Cartwright assures us they are “fresh,” so 
long as we do not permit them to become 
“stale” or “rancid,” for example through 
“exposure to heat.”

The counter to such claims and as-
sumptions from the “poultry intelligentsia” 
is a study of the actual ingredients and 
processing of industrial, mass-produced 
feeds. They are anything but “fresh.” The 
naturally stable nutrients in a whole seed 
such as wheat, corn, or bean begin to oxy-
dize—go “stale” or “rancid”—as soon 
as the seed coat is crushed. That is why I 
make my feeds in small batches (enough 
for two to four days)—commercial feeds 
bought at the local co-op may have been 
milled months previously. But the story 
is worse than that, since so many of the 
base ingredients do not start as whole 
grains or beans at all. At the beginning 
of feed formulation, they are already 
quite stale (oxydized) byproducts of the 
production of other commodities—the 
milling of grains for refined flour, feather 
meal from huge broiler processing plants, 
soybean meal from the extraction of oil, 
etc.—which have been extensively (and 
intensively) processed with heat, drying, 
and high pressure (to say nothing of pos-
sible industrial residues, such as hexane, 
a chemical solvent used in the extrac-
tion of oil from soybeans). Especially 
troubling are the fats used in feeds. Fats 
are indeed an essential major nutrient, 
but Prof. Cartwright apparently assumes 
that all fats are equal. The truth is that 
much of the fat in feeds is likely to be 
the vegetable oils from fast-food fryers. 
Such fats are in the industrial “recycle 

The Next Step
Things that I haven’t done prior to 

this year but will be initiating shortly 
include:
• Create and maintain a visitor log
• Provide disposable booties or rubber 
boots to all farm visitors

I am prepared to do the following in 
the case of a local disease outbreak:
• Place all birds in chicken tractors that 
eliminate contact with wild birds
• Provide copies of all records to agencies 
concerned with the disease
• Follow increased biosecurity measures 
to prove the farm is clean
• Provide birds for disease surveillance 
and allow inspections
• If the flock tests positive for a conta-
gious disease, cull the flock

Sacrifices Will Be Done If Needed
I love my birds, and have some 

special ones that would be very hard to 
put down, but in the case of a serious 
disease the health of humans and the fu-
ture freedom to keep free-range poultry 
is more important than my individual 
birds. I would be irresponsible, unethi-
cal and immoral to consider myself and 
my backyard flock to be more important 
than flocks of other poultry enthusiasts 
and the health of my neighbors and 
community. 

I intentionally sell some of the best 
of my rare or show chickens so that the 
genetics are spread around and, in the 
case of a disease outbreak that requires 
the elimination of my flock, I can wait 
until the disease is gone and purchase 
back the offspring of my original flock. 
I do expect compensation for the loss 
since the poultry are part of my farm 
business. 

I understand that many people will 
disagree with my transparency with 
authorities but I have the interest of the 
community in mind and have nothing 
to hide. I would encourage any animal 
owner to be responsible for not only 
their animals but those of other people 
by identifying diseases and eliminating 
them quickly. 

For me, honesty and open communi-
cation are the best policies for getting the 
most enjoyment out of life and engender-
ing the trust that is crucial to any business 
or friendship.

Feeding the
Homestead Flock:

It Ain’t Rocket Science! 

By harvey ussery

virginia
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bin” precisely because they have reached 
the point of rancidity, and the further 
processing of feed makes them more so. 
If there is anything nutritionists agree 
on, it is that consuming rancid fats is 
“bad news.”

Prof. Cartwright warns against giving 
our birds any feed supplemental to the 
magic formula in the feed bag: “If you 
have a good ration that fulfills all of the 
dietary needs of broiler and roaster chick-
ens or turkeys, do not alter it.” Specifically, 
he warns against giving fresh foods, e.g. 
“Adding green chops, lettuce or other low 
nutrient ingredients to the diet.” If provid-
ing a little green chop for the birds creates 
imbalance, how much worse to put the 
flock out on pasture, where they can eat 
grasses and clovers (more “low nutrient 
ingredients”) and earthworms and insects 
(certain to change the ratios of proteins 
and fats in that perfect balanced feed we 
should be offering)!  

How Would a Chicken Feed Itself? 
But suppose we start not with labo-

ratory analyses or large-scale feeding 
studies of confined flocks, but with the 
assumption that any agricultural enter-
prise should imitate natural systems. 
Then our first question is: If left to its own 
devices, how will a free-ranging chicken 
feed itself?  Will it seek out feather meal, 
oil extraction residues, byproducts of 

flour milling?  No, it will eat green grow-
ing plants, wild seeds, and animal foods 
such as earthworms and insects. In other 
words, it will eat live foods—exclusively. 
Whatever the touted virtues of mass-
produced, ultra-processed feeds, they are 
anything but alive.

Certainly I agree with Prof. Cart-
wright’s statement: “A balanced ap-
proach to nutrition is the key to optimum 
growth.” I just start with a different 
assumption: The more our chickens eat 
like a completely free-ranging chicken 
would eat, the more naturally balanced 
their diet will be. 

I also agree that feeding our poultry 
must not be haphazard—we must learn 
all we can about the fundamentals of 
nutrition. Prof. Cartwright’s advice, 
for example, that young growing birds 
not be fed a commercial layer feed is 
crucial—their developing reproductive 
systems can be compromised by the extra 
minerals in the layer ration. He warns us 
against succumbing to the mindset, “If a 
little is good, a lot is even better.” An ex-
ample is selenium, one of those essential 
nutrients which in excess is toxic. If crab 
meal is a component of feed, restrict it 
to no more than 2-1/2% of the total mix, 
because of its high selenium content. Oats 
and barley are excellent in moderation, 
but feeding in excess of 20% (alone or in 
combination) causes poor digestion and 
runny droppings. Whole flax seed is valu-
able in small amounts (I limit to no more 
than 4%)—but when “Omega 3” became 
a buzzword, some folks started feeding 
as much as 15% and throwing their birds’ 
fatty acid profiles all out of whack.

I imagine Prof. Cartwright object-
ing: “Hey, boy, we have science on our 
side—we have studies A, B, and C prov-
ing x, y, and z! ” I urge the homesteader 
not to be intimidated by this claim of the 
“experts” to being “scientific.” You are 
the expert when it comes to the health 
and well-being of your flock!  

My advice is: Learn all you can 
about the basics of nutrition; be willing 
to experiment; and observe the results. 
Then, if necessary, adjust. I gave runny 
droppings as an example. Learn what the 
poop from a healthy bird with an effi-
cient digestive system looks like. If you 
make a change and start getting a lot of 
smeary, off-color, smelly poops—back 
off and try again! 

Observation of Actual Results
Is Scientific

As for “scientific”—we homesteaders 
can be as scientific about our feeding as 
anyone. Isn’t the heart of the scientific 
method the observation of actual results 
in the real world?  I have indeed fed 
my flocks precisely as Prof. Cartwright 
advises—with the “best” the local co-op 
had to offer—for more than a decade. 
And for as long now, I have pastured them 
and fed them feeds I make myself from 
primary ingredients. Of course I strive 
for balance in my mixes, but far more im-
portant is maximizing their access to live 
foods—primarily by putting the birds on 
pasture during the green season. I am also 
experimenting with ways—production of 
fly maggots as a potent source of protein 
in the summer, and of earthworms in the 
greenhouse—to increase the amount of 
live animal foods they eat.

In the years I have taken the feeding 
of my flock into my own hands, flock 
health has improved; I frequently get 
100% hatches from the eggs I set; and 
mortality in the brooding phase is lower. 
Results like that are “scientific” enough 
for me.

I also imagine Professors Cartwright 
and Thornberry pointing out that, after 
all, the feeding programs they advise 
get results—impressive weight gain in 
broilers, lots of eggs from layers. True, 
and it is possible with similar industrial 
methods to market a strawberry that is 
intensely red, plump, and huge—and has 
no discernible flavor!  Every reader of 
these pages is acquainted first hand with 
the insipidity of supermarket chicken, 
the paleness, lack of viscosity, and 
tastelessness of supermarket eggs. You 
can achieve the same results with your 
own flock, confining them and feeding 
industrialized feeds. Those in a position 
to know tell me all the time that my eggs 
and poultry are the best they’ve eaten in 
their lives! 

Please remember that ag-college 
studies on poultry nutrition have been 
done on flocks raised in the commercial 
paradigm—almost no studies have been 
done on a feeding program for birds on 
pasture. Until such studies are done, we 
should be skeptical of the astounding 
claim that a dry, dusty meal in a bag is a 
more perfect food for a chicken than an 
earthworm.

By gail damerOw

A must-have reference 
for the small flock own-
er, Gail discusses the 
problems and diseases 
common to chickens 
of all breeds and all 
ages. It also explains 
how to hatch healthy 
chicks, provide proper 
nutrition, fight parasites, 

spot diseases and infections in their early 
stages, protect the flock from predators and 
building safe houses and yards. Practical 
charts help pinpoint common symptoms 
and causes of disease. An extensive list-
ing provides quick access to treatments 
and remedies for everything from poor 
egg production to crooked toe syndrome.  
Generously illustrated. 352 pages, $19.95.
To order, see the Backyard Poultry Book-
store on page 42.

The Chicken Health 
Handbook
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Patricia Boese sent this photo of her birds enjoying some treats. She says, “Obviously 
we give our chickens treats. They loved the melons, cukes and squash that got too big 
for us to use. This hen is Donata, a Golden Polish, that was our all-time favorite. She 
was the best mother we ever had. None of the other poultry ever went near any of her 
babies. She was also the most vocal. She died of old age at about 10 years of age. She 
was one of a kind.” Dr. Richard Boese & Patricia Boese, LVT, Arcade, New York.

I keep chickens, guineas, turkeys and 
two peacocks just for eggs and pest 
control and still have a lot to learn. 
All my fowl enjoy eating any type 

of fruit, so when the local grocery store 
wraps red tape around the overly ripe 
bananas and sells them at half-price, I buy 
them all and feed them to my chickens. 
I peel them, break them into chunks and 
tear the peelings into narrow strips as 
they will eat the peeling also. Be sure to 
remove all the “Chiquita” stickers and 
tape, as they will eat that too.

In the fall, when people put the pump-
kins that have been used for decorations 
out to curb, I pick them up and bring 
them home to my poultry. I slice them in 
half; lay them out in the chicken yard and 
the birds will scoop every tiny morsel of 
pulp from inside the hull. They also eat 
watermelons, cantaloupes, grapes and 
tomatoes. A bonus is when the discarded 
yard decorations include bales of hay for 
the birds. 

I volunteer at the local food bank, 
picking up day-old bread donated by 
local grocery stores and delivering it to 
the food bank. Bread that cannot be used 
for clients are donated to my chickens. In 
turn, I give them eggs for the clients, so 
it works out really well. My peacocks are 
particularly fond of raisin bread. 

A friend, and teacher, has her students 
save empty egg cartons for me, so that 
saves me more costs, and the children 
learn to help someone else. 

In addition to recycling egg cartons, I 
also pick up used plastic dog houses that 
I occasionally find curb side and bring 
them home for my chickens. I remove 
the doors and place the houses on large 
wooden spools and pallets that I get from 

the power company and place them in my 
chicken coop. In the winter, I will find 
eight or 10 chickens snuggled inside each 
“dog house,” keeping each other warm. 
Being plastic, the houses are easy to hose 
off as often as needed. 

When the farmer across the road 
harvests his cotton crop, I have permis-
sion to go onto his property and pick 
the cotton left behind. I use this raw 
cotton inside the bird boxes for nesting 
material, and when it gets soiled, I just 
scoop it out and haul it to the burn pile. 
They also like pine straw for nesting 
material, and in fact, seem to prefer it 
to the cotton. 

Last year when the remnants of 

Jessica ansley

Perry, geOrgia

Recycling
One Person’s Trash is

 Another’s Poultry Feed

two hurricanes blew through Florida 
and came our way taking down a lot of 
huge tree limbs, I saved some of those 
limbs to use as perches in my coop. I 
simply hung them by nailing pipe strap 
from the cross beams across the roof of 
the coop, and looping the strap around 
the tree limbs, suspending them from 
the beams. 

You might have guessed by now that 
my chicken coop is not your standard 
coop. Since we have more summer than 
winter in Georgia, I saw no reason to 
coop up my birds in a wooden house, 
so I used landscape timbers as uprights, 
and 16’ stock panels to frame the outside 
of the coop, (36’ long x 16’ wide x 6’ 
high), then covered the outside with 1” 
chicken wire. Two-thirds of the coop has 
only chicken wire for the roof, with the 
other one-third covered in tin, so they 
have a choice of sun or shade. In the 
winter I cover the north and east sides 
with plastic tarps, but the remainder of 
the coop is open. 

In Georgia, you occasionally read of 
mass die-offs of chickens from overheat-
ing in the large, industrial chicken farms, 
but so far, I haven’t heard of a single 
chicken freezing to death in Georgia. My 
type of coop probably won’t work in the 
northern states but in the south I have had 
success with it, and healthy birds. 
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Fences. I’ve always hated them.  
In my youth, they were something 
to go under, around, or over—just 

so they didn’t get in my way permanent-
ly! When I got older, I learned a partial 
value for fence as a trellis for peas and 
other climbing things. But never a big 
fence—nothing to restrict movement.

So when I read articles about fencing 
in the chickens, I thought, “Oh no, not 
my chickens. My chickens will have free 
range over our entire 1.5 acres and the 
acres of fields surrounding us.”

Things began to change when I 
brought home our 10 little chicks. At first 
things were cool. We raised them in the 
bathtub. At about six weeks we put them 
in their coop, but first we fenced in a 
yard to acclimate them to the coop and to 
keep them safe. But a little yard—a little 
fence. Not to worry, the fence would 
come down once they were older.

And so it did. At about eight weeks 
we figured they were old enough to 
branch out on their own and we took 
the fence down. Interestingly enough, 
on their first trip out of the coop with 
the fence down, every single chicken 
stopped right at the fence line. Eventu-
ally they let loose and ventured forth, but 
they initially froze right at the line!

All this was in mid-July. Was I wor-
ried about my garden? Heavens no. We 
all know chickens are great in the garden. 
They eat cutworms, weed seeds, and 
scratch up some good dust mulch. 

And so it was. The summer passed 
in bucolic splendor—no fences—and 
chickens roaming all over. As I dug the 
potatoes, the hens helped scratch them 
up. When we rototilled in the manure, 
they were right there, eating up the weed 
seeds. What fun!

Fall and winter passed and spring 

came once again. The girls were older 
and, I soon found, wiser. 

Gardening began with planting the 
peas. Things went great until the peas had 
been in the soil for a few days and swelled 
up enough to be palatable. Whenever I 
looked out the window, chickens were out 
there scratching up the seeds and eating 
them! Well, this called for emergency 
measures. 

I couldn’t fence in the garden—a 
fence—around my garden! Instead, I 
devised a “fool-proof” system. I bought 
two-foot chicken wire (poultry netting, 
these days) and cut it in half to make 
one-foot wide strips. (Don’t ask me 
why I didn’t buy one-foot wire: I have 
no idea.) I propped these strips up 
against the pea trellis and this would 
(of course) keep the chickens away 
from the pea seeds. 

And it worked—until the pea vines 
grew above the strips. But the damage 
seemed minimal so we ignored it and 
went on to other crops.

The broccoli plants were ready to go 
into the ground. My husband kept insist-
ing that the chickens would eat them, so 
for his sake, I made little cages for each 
plant out of that two-foot chicken wire. 
For the kohlrabi, I made a little tent of 
wire. This was gonna work. 

Funny thing though, we seemed to 
have an explosion of bug problems. 
Something was eating the plants despite 
the cages. I knew it couldn’t be the 
chickens…until I saw them munching 
away, sticking their beaks right through 
the wire. 

At this point a reasonable person 
would have thought “fence,” but no, I 
decided to make the cages for the plants 
a little wider, so they couldn’t reach in.

Over the onion plants I extended hog 

paneling. It was curved from use and 
seemed to be just the thing for protecting 
the onions. I wasn’t worried about them 
actually eating the onions, just scratching 
them out of the ground, so it didn’t matter 
to me that the onion plants peeked out of 
their guard. 

And it worked—kind of. The chick-
ens didn’t scratch up the onions. But they 
ate them! This had to stop. I had to give 
in. So I fenced—but just a little fence and 
just around the onions!

The peppers ended up with individual 
little cages, the carrots with fence. But the 
tomatoes—they were in cages already; 
they didn’t need fence too. 

I’m embarrassed to say that it took 
me almost all season to realize that my 
girls—my sweet little chickens—were 
eating a hole—just one hole—out of ev-
ery tomato they could reach just before it 
ripened enough to eat. I spent a lot of time 
looking for slugs and dusting the plants 
with diatomaceous earth to combat this 
alarming slug problem. Oops!

After four years of gardening with the 
girls, we’ve made some compromises. 
We fence everything—but gradually. 
When the peas go in, they get fenced. 
When the tomatoes start to color, they 
get fenced. But gradually. A bit at a time. 
This takes a fair amount of fence. You 
can fence a 60 x 150 area with a lot less 
fence if you do it at once and all the way 
around. But given the way we started, 
we’ve accumulated a lot of fence.

By the way, unless you have banties, 
two-foot chicken wire will work fine 
and is easy to erect. And it’s so low you 
can step right over it —thus pretending 
it doesn’t exist at all!

Reprinted from Countryside & Small 
Stock Journal, Jan/Feb, 1998.

Chickens
and Fences

Bev carney

 wiscOnsin

Just FOr Fun:
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14. Young female chicken
15. Male bird whose testicles have been 
surgically removed
18. American breed noted for chestnut red 
color
19. One of the oldest American breeds hav-
ing barred plumage and rose comb
21. Rumpless chickens that lay turquoise or 
blue shelled eggs
23. Class to which Dorkings belong
24. Leghorn color developed in Denmark
26. Stately bird of Chinese origins that come 
in black and white varieties
27. Dual-purpose, rose-combed, American 
breed that comes in many varieties
28.Chick’s color sexed at day-old
30. Class to which Cochins belong
31. “Show-bird” of Asiatic Class
35. Pea, Rose or Strawberry
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ACROSS
1. Yellow part of egg
6. Magazine “Dedicated to more and better  
small scale poultry raising”
9. Society for the Preservation of Poultry 
Antiquities (abbr.)
12. Adult male chicken
13. Leghorns are one _______________in 
the Mediterranean Class
14. Fowl with large protuberance or knob on 
top of skull where the crest of feathers grow
16. Miniature chicken
17. American Class bird noted for rich, dark 
red plumage (3 words)
20. Largest and heaviest of Mediterranean 
Class noted for black plumage
22. Old English (abbr.)
24. Golden Se___________________
25. Mediterranean breed with black and                  
white plumage
28. Brahmas’ comb type
32. Speckled English breed
33. Meaty type bantam
34. Adult female chicken
36. A group of 3
38. Total number of Silkie’s toes
39. Little known breed similar to Malay
41. American breed originating in Ohio and 
having the state’s nickname
47. American breed named for East Indies 
islands where originated
48. Heavy American breed with white plum-
age laying white-shelled eggs
51. Class to which Anconas belong
54. Size of Leghorn’s comb
56. A rooster does this at dawn
57. The outer part of the egg
59. Heavy English breed having Buff, Black, 
and White varieties
62. Giant, fierce-looking breed from Southeast 
Asia named for country where originated
63. Correctly called “Naked Necks”
64. Black breed developed in Australia

DOWN
1.Long tailed Japanese breed (pl.)
2.Type of poultry vermin
3. Medium shade of orange-yellow
4. Class to which Sumatras belong
5.Wyandottes’ comb type
7.American Poultry Association (abbr.)
8. Barred Plymouth ____________ (pl.)
10. Standard of ______________
11. Poultry Digest (abbr.)
13. Extra large Asiatic breed excellent for 
meat production

By BishOP FlOwers

lancaster, sOuth carOlina
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37. Stately breed from Cuba (pl.)
40. Rare breed originated in New Jersey’s 
neighboring state
42. A French breed, Salmon ___________
43. “Dutch Everyday Layer” (pl.)
45. Not Available (abbr.)
46. Where a hen lays eggs
47. Habitat of forefathers of domestic 
chicken (pl.)
49. Single
50. Small pouch at base of chicken’s neck 
that bulges after meals
52. Five-toed breed brought to England by 
Romans (pl.)
53. Class to which Jersey Giants belong
55.“Fruit” of hen
58. Sex-_______________
60. Egg-shaped
61. Sharp, horny protrusion on cock’s shank
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My son, Joe, bought a two-acre 
mini-farm and as we walk over 
the place he points to a build-

ing and says that it has to be torn down 
or burned to the ground. The building has 
not seen a paintbrush in half a century, 
the windows have been ripped out and 
hang dejectedly towards the ground, the 
door has been torn from the hinges, and 
everything is a mess. 

My son, Harry, rebuilds the entire 
building for me by scrounging everything 
except a door lock that costs one dollar. 

In the past 50 years I have had poultry 
many times, and I know if you want to buy 
a flock of hens you just put an ad in the 
shopping guide and wait for the phone 
to ring off the wall. Only this time, it 
doesn’t happen. 

A week goes by before a man calls from 
30 miles away and says he has nine Barred 
Rock hens, do I want them? I sure do!

Now I need some bantams and every-
one knows that an ad in the local paper will 
bring dozens of calls. It brings none.

I try to buy a rooster to cross with the 

Barred Rocks and can locate nothing. I 
recall seeing a flock of chickens at a lo-
cal horse farm and I call to ask about a 
rooster. Sure enough, just pick it up. 

Of course, it’s not that easy, with the 
horses and cattle to admire, and the best-
looking flock of chickens in the north! It 
was a bitter cold day, and yet every nest 
had either a hen or brown eggs in it. The 
only thing wrong with this flock is that I’d 
like to load up the whole thing and take 
it home. I don’t recall seeing three hens 
alike in the whole flock; that’s poultry 
just for the fun of it. 

My son, Mike, said he would talk to 
his friend Ray and see if he could get a few 
bantams somewhere. We met Ray at a very 
pretty farm where he had found four ban-
tam hens for us. The coop was filled with 
bantams and White Leghorn hens…again, 
poultry just for the fun of it. 

Again, it was Mike who said he might 
know where to buy a bantam rooster, and 
we went to see the Doyles. There was no 
mistaking the Doyle place, as there was a 
flock of everything from the biggest Dark 
Brahma rooster I have ever seen right 
down to the tiniest Bantam rooster I have 
ever come across. Here again was a flock 
that was kept just for the fun of it, and any 
eggs, etc., were a bonus to be enjoyed. We 
bought a rooster and an Aracauna Bantam 
hen and could have spent hours just talking 
chickens with the Doyles. 

For years, wondered what to get me 
for my birthday, but this year was no prob-
lem. My wife paid off a debt I had run up 
building poultry yards plus another $20 for 
“poultry use.” Daughter Shirley contributed 
to the same fund. Son Don and family gave 
me paint for the coop, and son Harry had 
already donated 110 hours of labor yet got 
together with his brother, Mike and gave 
me 300 pounds of feed. Son Joe gave a gift 
certificate from the feed store. 

Each day I take the dog and a bucket 
of feed and we drive the 4-1/2 miles to 
the farm to care for the flock. Most of the 
eggs go to the boys, and we hang on to a 
setting of banty eggs if one decides to set. 
I am losing my shirt giving away eggs, 
and I love every minute of it. There is no 
animosity in the calls of “Hey, Farmer” 
from the neighbors as I take off for the 
farm. They are just happy I have found 
something to do…keeping poultry just 
for the fun of it. 

They Don’t Have to be Purebred
to Bring Happiness

By	col.	howard	BlodgeTT

rePrinted FrOm Backyard Poultry,	July,	1979
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